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CHAPTER  1

FALLEN  ANGELS  &  SERPENT  PEOPLE  THE
ADVERSARY  BY  ANY  OTHER  NAME

AN  EXAMINATION  OF  MYTHOLOGY  &  HISTORY
PART  II:  WHEN  CONTINENTS  SUBMERGE

by Rick Martin    6/16/98

Editor’s note: Part 1 of this series began in the 6/2/98 issue of CONTACT.  We continue here with
Part II.

Myths do not come from a concept system; they come from a life system; they come out of a deeper
center.  We must not confuse mythology with ideology.  Myths come from where the heart is, and
where the experience is, even as the mind may wonder why people believe these things.  The myth
does not point to a fact; the myth points beyond facts to something that informs the fact.

—Joseph Campbell, An Open Life: In Conversation with Michael Toms

How is it possible to jump throughout history spanning such huge pieces of time?  By choice, I guess.  In
this instance, I’ve chosen to stick with historical sequences that have been pretty well documented by
those involved in such matters or, in the alternative, to statements made by representatives of the Hosts.

Symbology is something which reoccurs throughout history in a wide variety of forms, and here the focus
of attention will be primarily (but not exclusively) upon the serpent and the serpent people.

So, with that said, let’s take a look at some aspects of Mu, Lemuria, and Atlantis that many of you may
have missed.

PAN/MU/LEMURIA

In Colonel James Churchward’s The Sacred Symbols Of Mu, we read: [quoting]

In the Sacred Inspired Writings of Mu 70,000 years ago the deity is frequently designated as “Heavenly
Father” and “Father in Heaven”.  This name is more frequently used there than any other.  Religion itself
was based on the Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.  [End quoting.]
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symbol

In The Rainbow Masters—The Magnificent Seven, a Phoenix Journal, we read: [quoting]

Truth lies deeply in the laws of The Creation, and there man shall seek it and find it.  He who truly seeks
shall not stop seeking until he finds.  When he finds he will be deeply shaken and astonished, but then he
will rule over the universe as his Creator intended, for man must recognize that the kingdom is within
himself and also outside himself.  He must also know that he is sent as a guardian for those other wondrous
creations within The Creation.

So be it; man would better turn from the black hand for that is the symbol of destruction.  The “Lost Cities”
of your South America and the newly arriving space visitors are greatly connected and both play a most
vital role in your present circumstances.

Lemuria is the label for the last part of the great Pacific continent of Mu.  The destruction of Mu and its
submergence began before your year 30,000 B.C.  This destruction continued for thousands of years until
the final portion of Mu, known by then as Lemuria, was submerged in a series of disasters.  This occurred
just prior to the destruction of Poseidonis, the last remnant of the Atlantic continent, Atlantis.

Just as you ones are informed, today, of how it will be and turn away, those people, too, continued their
blinded ways.  Those working on the Left (Black) Hand Path continued diabolic experiments and heeded
not ‘MY HANDWRITING ON THE WALL’ just as today, on your sickened Earth, millions of inhabitants
are continuing to involve themselves in every degradation possible, even though the signs of the times are
clearly discernible.

snake

The Masters and Entities working on the Right (Red) Hand Path began to collect the precious records and
documents from the libraries of Lemuria.  Each Master was chosen by the Council of the Great White
Hierarchy (Lighted Brotherhood) to go to different sections of the world whereby scientific and spiritual
knowledge of the past sequences could be placed in secure preservation.  Those wondrous treasures are
preserved unto this day.  At the time of upheaval, as these continents make changes, certain other places
will be thrust upward, just as were the Peruvian areas of Titicaca and no man will recognize of it.  But it will
be those same places which were preserved from the going down of Mu that will be sustained and thrust
even higher into the safety from the ocean depths.  [End quoting.]

In Cry Of The Phoenix—Death Rattle Of Freedom: “The Plan 2000”, we read:  [quoting]

I am Sananda to speak of remembering when the Motherland of Mu sank beneath the waves of the mighty
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ocean which overflowed her.  This, before the passing of that place you ones call Atlantis.  We shall speak
first of that which was known as “Pan”.  Pan has meaning which is “it is finished”, therefore, it was finished
from its beginning.

In the aeons which passed she was given unto much glory—she was indeed birthed into greatness.  She
was next given to be recognized by the label of Mur and finally as that which you must remember as Mu
and this place was to be known as a Motherland.  Ah, but man is blind and filled with self-indulgence and
greed and ’twas not until after the passing of the Motherland was she known as Mother.  “Mother” means
“from the beginning”, and therein is the word “Mazma”, or “Mu” or “Mama” which is “the beginning”, the
feminine cause of beingness.

Because so many of you came forth from that Motherland and have later served in other times of passing
Motherlands, we shall speak first of this Mu.

There were many ones who had escaped from the devastation and moved unto the portions of the land
mass which was given unto them as “safe”.  Those who listened brought forth with them the sacred histo-
ries and oral teachings so that there would again be a time of remembering.  Many of these ones came into
the land which is now the mountain area of that which you call the South American Continent.

They gave a pledge unto the Mother, for they have been true unto their Source.  They built safe-keeping
places for the records and vowed to the Father/Mother that they would teach the precepts.  Ones had
been taught in the laws which you are to come to understand if your eyes and ears be opened.

hiertic letter

These ones were given power over the elements and over the gravitation of the Earth.  Ah, but they were
not given freedom of separation from all attractions of the heavens.

Soon they gave no credit unto them which were their supporters and they gave credit only unto themselves
for what they considered their wondrous achievements.  Then it came to be in some 30,000 or so of your
counting years, that it was given unto them to forget and thus was also lost these memories and placements
of the wondrous truths of your lineage.

It was given unto them to be men of rather medium to smallness of stature and to be much as the Asiatics
in the coloring of the skin.  They began to lose their way and they prayed to idols.  They gave but little heed
unto the warnings which were given unto them from the higher realms of Light and they sank into lethargy
and laziness.

Then, as is the fortune of him who forgets his covenant with the Father/Mother, on a great feast day it
became dark and the Sun gave off no light.  On that day it gathered a part of the firmaments into the whole
of the area, and it shook the Earth from without that their handiwork was tossed and broken.  It split
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asunder the idols, and it turned and twisted their great and beauteous wall and portals into ruins and rubble.

This was but the beginning.  For in that place of valley would be raised as the mountains around it.  For it
shall shift within the interior and it shall crack and it shall blaze forth as a great volcano.  That place which
is the valley shall reach into the heavens and shall be prepared for a new portion.

So shall it be with other placements to the north and unto the west wherein the places which are yet in the
appearance of deserts and valleys shall be filled with the waters and yet the places of the Motherlands
which remain unscathed unto their day in your age, shall be thrust upward and most places shall be given
unto being island placements.  In these places the waters shall come forth from within in sweetness and
shall purify the place, and it shall be hot and pure.  But these waters shall be healing in their touch and many
there will be who will need of the healing for the tribulation shall have been great indeed.

Ones of the ancients shall walk again among the men who are remained and come again into the teachings
of the Father/Mother and pull the peoples back into the path of Truth.

It is come now that the days within this place are few and it is the time that man know of the truth of his
roots that he can prune of his branches which have grown in wildness without discipline—away from the
teachings of the Father/Mother Creator/Creation.  [End quoting.]

SEMJASE

Wisdom is the light and wherever the light flashes up, there darkness and ignorance disap-
pear.  Ignorance is the essential darkness and can only be overcome by the  light of wisdom.

Wisdom is the mark of the existence of the spirit and disguises itself in the qualities of truth,
poise, knowledge, beauty, harmony and peace.

Wisdom is also the mark of a human who has recognized  the existence of his spirit and works
with it according to the Creational laws, for wisdom and the spirit are two factors which react
as one, much in the same way as the Sun and sunlight...both give warmth and light.

50,000  YEARS  PAST

Turning to Creation, The Sacred Universe—The Incubation Of The Phoenix, a Phoenix Journal, we
read: [quoting]
It is strange that man wishes to contradict that which he has no basis for judging.  How can man know, for
instance, that some 50,000 years ago in Earth chronology, our home world found peace and liberty.
Shortly before this time, 70,000 or so human beings fled under the leadership of one labelled Pelegon.
They used spacecraft and they fled through the cosmos and settled on Earth.  Under Pelegon were 200
sub-leaders, scientists, competent in their special fields of knowledge.  By these, and others, Pelegon was
acknowledged as what you might call the “King of Wisdom” and he was, at that time, regarded as God
and regarded as such for he taught the word and law of God and The Creation.

Wondrous things were brought forth upon Earth.  Regrettably, this lasted well for only a narrow span of
some 10,000 years, until desires for power and control prevailed once more, and a deadly war raged over
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all the Earth.  Without exception all was destroyed, and only a remnant, a few thousand human beings,
survived on Earth while others fled once more into the cosmos and settled faraway worlds.  Does this
sound like a rerun, chelas?

For some 7,000 years none returned to Earth, and the humans left behind degenerated and became wild.
Then descendents of those who had settled on faraway worlds returned.  They were again under the
leadership of God, under whose command they built on Atlantis and Mu.  They built huge cities on each of
the two separate continents.

snake
eggs

For thousands of years they lived in friendship and peace, until a few scientists were again overcome by the
old thirst for might and power, and tried to seize the government.  But having tired of wars, the nations rose
up against them, and they again occupied ships from space and fled into cosmic space some 15,000-
20,000 years ago in Earth chronology.  For some two millenniums they and their descendants lived in a
neighboring solar system.  Why is this hard for you of Earth to conceive in understanding—do you actually
have such little faith and belief in God?  Do you so limit God that you cannot believe beyond the physical
features of your nose and that which the “controllers” would have you believe?

Oh dear ones, there were two millennia during which they had become very evil and only maintained order
under strictest control; but, by mutation and their sciences, they extended their lifespans to some thousands
of years.

Overcome by their thirst for power, they then left their world about 13,000 years ago, in your counting,
and again returned to Earth.  Now, hold your breath, chelas.  Their highest leader was one who was called
“The Barbarian”.  Like the God before him some 40,000 years, IHWH also had some 200 leaders and
sub-leaders who were competent in special fields of science for as you re-inhabit a planet where only a
remnant remains, it requires much diversified knowledge and abilities.

In two groups they settled in the high north and the present Florida of North America, while they continu-
ously attacked Atlantis and Mu in war following war.  In only a few millenniums after their occupation of
Earth bases, they succeeded in destroying the civilizations of first Lemuria, Mu and then Atlantis.  The few
survivors went into servitude, while many great scientists were able to flee, and return to their homeworlds
in the Pleiades.  But centuries before this point in time, the intruders boasted of their conquest of Earth, and
IHWH ARUS led a severe and bloody regime.

Still his sub-leaders assumed for themselves many things and became more and more independent.  Within
only three decades they had gone far in their own decision making, even though they feared the punish-
ments of the IHWH ARUS.  They advocated a code, to under all circumstances maintain their own race
and not allow it to fall to mutations away from themselves.  In a most forbidden manner and secretly, they
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went out and caught wild Earth creatures and mutations who were distant descendants of former human
beings.  These evil tricksters called themselves “Sons of Heaven” and corrupted according to their own
race.  It would come to be that these ones were put away into other places for they formed mutated tribes
and did not follow the laws of God and/or The Creation.

It was at this time that ADAM was birthed—ADAM, (meaning “Earth human being”).  Meanwhile, others
similar had been produced, who formed groups and tribes.  From these, present Earth mankind devel-
oped.

This action angered IHWH ARUS, and the sub-leaders were exiled, when he could catch them.  In time he
changed his mind and recognized a new power he could exercise over the Earth beings.

With newly appointed sub-leaders and guard angels, he brought three human races under his absolute
control.  These were the ancestors of those who today are known as “Indians”, then the fair-skinned
inhabitants who had settled around the Black Sea; and the third were the “Gypsies” along the south of the
Mediterranean Sea, who were called Hebrews.  IHWH ARUS subjected these races and forced them
under his control.  As the highest ruler over them, he allowed himself to become venerated and adored as
human ego-man is prone to do and promptly forgot the Creator.  He allowed them to venerate him above
the Creation itself, and his sub-leaders were treated as “assistant” creators.  He imposed most harsh and
severe laws demanding the blood of the guilty.  Does it not sound like a re-run of a scenario?

Ah ha, then came his son, JEHAV, who took over this dominion.  He was little better for he, too, de-
manded only blood and death from the three enslaved races.  The later descendants of the “Gods” became
more humane and developed a degree of spirituality.  I would guess it is time to straighten up and begin to
fly according to the rules, little chelas!

Their spiritual evolution changed their minds and they decided to leave the development of the Earth beings
to their natural course, and retired to their home-world, so they departed Earth and returned as peaceful
creatures again to the Pleiades, where their own mankind had reached most advanced states of develop-
ment.

United, we live together today and are an allied population in peace and liberty, under the Laws of God
and acting in balance and harmony within The Creation.  Precious ones, it is most essential that you ones
come into truth of this writing for you have so many gaps and missing pages in your historical documents
and the unknown causes you great fear.  Because your brethren of Pleiades feel responsibility and kin-
dredship with your human Earth species, they come with the Hosts at this time to assist, to evacuate—to
do whatever is required to help you in your transition.  They feel that they have vested interests in your
place and are feeling great concern that they caused some of your own chaotic past and present circum-
stance.  They, and we, are come to assist wherein we might serve in the service, first of and to God—in
balance and truth within The Creation and unto you, our relations.  May we come into understanding, one
with the other that we might work toward truth and again bring peace and wondrous magnificence unto the
species.  [End quoting.]

THE  TALE  OF  CREATION
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Turning now to The Sacred Symbols Of MU: [quoting]

The following is what I found in the old Oriental Naacal writing, supplemented by the Mexican Tablets:

Originally the Universe was only a soul or spirit.  Everything was without form and without life.  All was
calm, silent and soundless.  Void and dark was the immensity of space.  Only the Supreme Spirit, the Great
Self-Existing Power, the Creator, the Seven-Headed Serpent, moved within the abyss of darkness.

naryana

The desire came to Him to create worlds, and the desire came to Him to create the Earth with living things
upon it, and He created the Earth and all therein.  This is the manner of the creation of the Earth with all
there is within and upon it:—The Seven-headed Serpent, the Creator, gave seven great commandments.
[End quoting.]

NAGA,
THE SEVEN-HEADED SERPENT

Turning, once again, to Colonel James Churchward’s The Sacred Symbols Of MU, we read: [quoting]

The ancients had numerous figures, always conventional, symbolizing this attribute (of the Almighty).
Apparently the most popular were adorned serpents.  Many designs of these serpents are found in ancient
carvings and literature.

Two of these serpents are especially prominent.  One was the cobra, called in the Motherland, Naga.  This
one had seven heads.  This number was given to correspond with the seven stages of creation, the seven
mental planes, et cetera.

The seven-headed serpent originated in Mu and was there called Naga.  In various Mu colonies it re-
ceived added names.  Judging from the geographical position of the colonies where we find it, I think that
the lower western half of Mu was where it was used.  The people using this symbol were called after it—
the Nagas.  [End quoting.]

When we turn to A Dictionary Of Symbols by Jean Chevalier and Alain Gheerbrant, we see that: [quot-
ing]

The finest and most numerous examples of this seven-headed serpent are depicted on the temple at
Angkor Thom in Cambodia.  To the Khmer, the naga was ‘the symbol of the Rainbow, regarded as the
magic bride entry to the abode of the gods’.  In this, the most famous temple in Southeast Asia, the gods
at the south gate hold one end of the naga which writhes symbolically round the Meru (the Indian
holy mountain, which the temple itself is supposed to represent) while its other end is grasped by the
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demons at the north gate.  Taking it in turns to tug, they can rotate the central mount and churn the
sea to obtain ambrosia.  From time immemorial the Khmer kings were compared with Vishnu
churning the Sea of Milk to obtain amrita, that is, plenty.

The rubbing motions of the serpent wrapped round the sacred mount stimulate secretions of prosperity.
Khmer beliefs laid great symbolic stress upon the churning of the Sea of Milk, whence came the apsara
and the phenomenal world.

Furthermore, like the python, the naga is the symbol of the mouth which swallows either the individual or
the Sun itself at one end of the horizon to vomit them up at the other, and is therefore an initiatory symbol
of death and rebirth.  The significant facts in the traditions quoted above are the north-south axis and the
naga’s seven heads, the latter being the symbol of fulfillment and especially of human fulfillment.  The naga
is often depicted in India at the foot of the majestic stairways of stupas, re-echoing the gaping crocodile-
mouths found at the foot of stairways on Central American pyramids.  [End quoting.]

Now, on a slightly different note (but not really), we have:

EVIL  IS  IGNORANCE

In The Golden Scripts, Chapter 23:12, we read:  [quoting]

12. Evil hath an emptiness, it cannot construct, it ignoreth the ways that lead unto happiness, it seeketh out
no goodly situation but taketh the world and giveth it a weeping.

13. Evil hath no crown, it hath no distaff, it hath no divining rod that pointeth out riches; evil hath only
confusion and ignorance and manifest impoverishment; it hath shortage of compassion that ye do call
intolerance.

14. Verily I say unto you, beloved, evil is man’s enemy above all other enemies in that it seeketh to do him
no improvement, naught hath it to do for man but to pull him down to vomit; it proclaimeth his smallness, it
maketh a god of his ignorance and humbleth him before it.

15. I say ignorance is evil and evil is ignorance.

16. There are no other gods of darkness before Ignorance.

17. That which cometh of me hath a radiance, behold it is tolerant and beauteous and tranquil; all things
making for good, for happiness, for delight, for peace, for alms-giving, for benediction on others, these are
the diadem stones in the crown of mine eternity.

18. I say unto you, beloved, in that ye have taken knowledge unto yourselves ye have traveled in a
progress; in that ye have triumphed over ignorance so hath the Dark One fled before your footsteps.  [End
quoting.]

DARK  ROBES
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In Other Kingdoms, Hilarion writes: [quoting]

robed person

The Dark Brothers are allowed to have an influence upon those humans in incarnation who permit the
influence to occur.  It is a question of complete free will.  Humans who follow the base teachings of
materialism and selfishness are opening themselves up to the overshadowing of the Dark Brothers.  It is
these humans, the ones who have been cast into shadow by their own choice, that have been responsible
for most of the carnage, slaughter, war, torture and outright evil in the world.  It is true that they choose to
do these heinous acts by their own free will (in most cases) but their actions are usually influenced by the
Dark Brotherhood in such a way as to make them worse than they otherwise would be.

One of the ways in which the Dark Brothers gain easy access to a human begin is through over-indulgence
in drink.  Naturally, any other besotting over-indulgence will also allow the darker overshadowing to gain
a hold, but alcohol is by far the worst substance in this regard.  The individuals who change their person-
alities for the worse when under the influence of drink can be assumed to be literally under the control of
these darker forces while they are inebriated.

What happens in such cases is that an access at the back of the head (in the aetheric body) opens up and
allows darker forces to enter.  The access is directly opposite the Anja or third eye center, and becomes
wide open under the influence of alcohol in the system. [End quoting.]

In Dark Robes, Dark Brothers, Hilarion writes: [quoting]

The dark ones do not seek to cast any soul “into hell”, as the popular religious notion has it.  Rather, they
act as testing agents for the race of man, as forces whose task it is to weed out from among the human flock
the souls whose dedication, wisdom and insight are not developed enough to allow them to move forward
into the higher ground of spiritual achievement.
This can be compared to the effect of the wolf on a herd of caribou.  Among the caribou are the old, the
sick, the congenitally weak specimens.  The wolf attacks only these defective caribou, and would never
think of wasting its energy trying to chase or bring down healthy specimens.  By weeding out the weaker
ones, the wolf ensures that the herd remains strong.

So it is with the Dark Brotherhood.  They know that many human souls would not be taken in by their
seductions, that many individuals can perceive clearly whatever attempts are made to draw them away
from the light.  But they know too that multitudes of incarnated individuals on the Earth have allowed the
attractions of pleasure and materialism to sway them, have permitted the negative emotions of hatred,
resentment, grief, worry and self-pity to cloud their days.  And it is against these stragglers that most of the
Dark Brotherhood’s efforts are directed.  They can only influence those who allow them the necessary
access, and they would not waste their energy on souls who remain firm in the truth.  [End quoting.]

THE  TAO
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Stanislav Grof, M.D., in The Holotropic Mind—The Three Levels of Human Consciousness and How
They Shape Our Lives, states: [quoting]

Probably the most famous statement about the futility of attempting to capture the essence of the cosmic
source in thought or language comes from Lao-tsu, a Chinese sage who lived in the fourth century B.C.:

The Tao that can be told is not the eternal Tao.

The name that can be named is not the eternal name.

The nameless is the beginning of heaven and earth.

The named is the mother of ten thousand things.

[End quoting.]

THE  KHAN

In Mu, the ancient Serpent Symbols were divided into two categories:  the first an adorned Serpent
symbolizing the creative attribute of the Diety; the second, quoting now from Churchward’s The Sacred
Symbols of Mu, “plain unadorned Serpents were symbols of the waters.  The symbolic water symbol was
called Khan.”

kh

Turning to The Garden Of Aton by Nora Boyles, we read (about a much later historical period): “...the
leader of the Khazars is known as the KHAN.”

ATLANTIS

Gordon-Michael Scallion notes in his 1998 summer edition of the Earth Changes Report, “Atlantis lasted
almost 250,000 years from its first age to its final days, the last of its islands going beneath the seas around
9,000 years ago.”

In Trail Of The Serpent, written by Inquire Within, we read: [quoting]

The early Lemurians are described as eyeless, mindless, vapoury hermaphrodites, ruled by planetary
gods, guided by angels, and aided by Luciferian spirits.  Later the sexes were separated, bringing terrible
sexual disorder, and finally Lemuria was submerged.  According to Schuré the priests of Ancient Egypt
preserved the tradition of a vast continent which had formerly occupied a great part of the Atlantic Ocean
from Africa and Europe to America, and of a powerful civilization which was engulfed in some prehistoric
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catastrophe.  The priests claimed to have received it from the Atlanteans themselves through some far-
back connection; in turn they told Solon of the tradition, and Plato, borrowing from him, wrote of it in his
dialogue, the Timaeus.  The whole tradition is a vast legend, although there are scientific proofs that such
a continent had probably existed.  Some of the Lemurians, it is said, survived and settled in Atlantis, which,
as Schuré explains, was a tropical Eden with a primitive humanity; then came a long period of wars,
followed by a Federation of Initiate-Kings, and finally decadence and a reign of black magic, and the
continent was gradually rent and destroyed by subterranean fires.

These primitive people, according to Schuré, were powerful psychics:  “His sparkling serpent-like eye
seemed to see through the soil and the bark of the trees and to penetrate the souls of animals.  His ear could
hear the grass growing and the ants walking”; they spent their nights in astral dreams and visions, believing
they contacted and conversed with the gods.  Again Steiner says that the Atlantean Kings had spirit guides
in human form, “Messengers of the Gods” (Elder Brothers), who actually ruled men through the kings.  As
he explains, these guides were under Luciferian influence, but used it progressively to free themselves from
error by becoming initiates of the Solar-Christ Being—they became Illumines!  They imparted the myster-
ies to disciples and in fact became Christ-oracles.  Matter in the form of Ahriman came along and intellect
was born and the gods receded from among men.  In the later Atlantean evolution the mysteries, he said,
had to be kept secret so that the knowledge of how to control and direct Nature’s forces should not be
used for evil and sensual purposes, but in time these powers became known, black magic became ram-
pant, and Atlantis was destroyed.  [End quoting.]

VENUS

There are those who hold forth the theory that Lucifer/Satan is, actually, Venus—the bright and perfect
“morning star”.  This statement is interesting, at the very least, in that there are others who attempt to link
Poseidon and Atlas with Venus, as well as Quetzalcoatl.  Let’s take a closer look.

ATLANTIS—POSEIDON

In the scholarly work The History of Atlantis, written by Lewis Spence, we read:  [quoting]

The Azilian people were undoubtedly the forerunners of the Neolithic race, the people of the New Stone
Age, and brought with them to Europe an entirely new mode of living, a new art, new religious beliefs.
They invaded Europe at a period which, broadly speaking, can be successfully collated with the date given
by Plato.  They must have poured into Europe in their thousands, dispossessing the older Aurignacian or
Cro-Magnon inhabitants and destroying their relatively high culture.

[Still quoting, later on...]

It is from the writings of Diodorus the Sicilian, as well as from those of Plato, that we are enabled to glean
the little we know concerning the royal line of Atlantis.  Plato, indeed, assures us that such a succession
existed, but he leaves us in the dark concerning the names of any of its members, with the exception of the
sons of Poseidon: Atlas, Gadir or Eumolus, Amphisus, Eudemon, Mnesus, Autochthonus, Elassipus, Mestor,
Azaes and Diaprepus.  Let us examine these first, and see what we can glean from them.
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In other myths Atlas is alluded to as the son of Iapetus and Clymene, and brother of Prometheus and
Epimetheus, the Titans, along with whom he made war against Zeus.  Defeated by the Hellenic Allfather, he
was compelled to bear the skies upon his head and shoulders.  According to Homer, he is, indeed, the
bearer of the long columns which hold the heavens and Earth asunder.  Indeed, he is what students of
Mexican mythology, following the late Professor Eduard Selere, would now call a “sky supporter”, one of
these genii who uphold the roof of the world.  The idea probably arose from the belief that Mount Altas, in
Africa, like other lofty mountains, actually upheld the skies.  Other mythographers, as we have seen,
represent Atlas as a wise astrologer, a monarch who first taught men the science of reading the stars.
There was, of course, more than one Mount Atlas, and we find mountains similarly named in Mauretania,
Arcadia and Caucasus.  The Pleiades, Hyades and Hesperides were his daughters.

[Again, still quoting, later on...]

Diodorus tells us that Uranus was the first King of the Atlanteans.  Uranus was the Greek god of the Sky,
and father of Iapetus the Titan, the Biblical Japhet, of Oceanus, the Cyclopes, and many other mythical
figures, including the Giants.  His most celebrated Atlantean children were Basilea (which simply means
“queen”) and Rhea and Pandora.  Atlas, Saturn and Hesperus are also mentioned as his offspring.  The
Atlantides became the constellation of the Pleiades.  A certain Jupiter—not the god of that name—later
became King of the Atlanteans, displacing his father Saturn with the aid of the Titans.

It becomes clear that the mythical history of Atlantis is in some manner associated with the incidents of the
war between the Gods and Titans, which bulks so largely in Greek mythi-history and art.  The story of the
Titanomachia, or divine war with the Titans, relates that Uranus, the first ruler of the world, cast his sons,
Briareus, Cottys and Gyes, the Hecatoncheires, or Hundred-handed, into Tartarus, along with the Cyclo-
pes, “the creatures with round or circular eyes”, gigantic shepherds of Sicily.  Gaea, his wife, indignant at
this, urged the Titans to rise against their father.  They deposed him, and raised Cronus to the throne.  But
Cronus, in turn, hurled the Cyclopes back into Tartarus, and married his sister Rhea.  Uranus and Gaea
had foretold that he would himself be deposed by his own children, and as these were born he swallowed
them, all but Zeus, whom his mother concealed in a cave in Crete.  When Zeus came to manhood he gave
his father a potion which caused him to disgorge the children he had swallowed, and these turned against
Cronus and the ruling Titans.  Gaea promised victory to Zeus if he would deliver the Cyclopes and
Hecathoncheires from Tartarus.  He did so, and the Titans were overcome and themselves cast into the
Tartarus.

hindu pict

We find, then, the self-same personages connected with the war of the Gods and Titans as with Atlantis.
Indeed it is clear that Diodorus actually applies the story and personnel of the war of the Gods and
Titans to the history of Atlantis.  On what grounds did he do so?  He could only have done so because
of an existing tradition.  He certainly did not invent the tale of the Titanic War, which was in circulation
centuries before his time.  It seems reasonable to suppose, then, that a tradition actually existed of a great
war in the Atlantic Ocean.  The Gods, thought the Greeks, had their origin in the West.  Thence came the
mysteries and all cultures.  The Cyclopes and Titans are likewise connected with the West, the former with
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Sicily and the Mediterranean isles, the latter with other islands.  Pomponius Mela states that Albion, the
Titan, son of Poseidon, and the original tutelary god of Britain, was a brother of Atlas, and assisted him
with Iberius, god of Ireland, to contest the Western passage of Hercules.  Albion is that Alba from which
Scotland takes her ancient name of Albany.  There was thus a distinct race of Titans connected with the
Atlantic, and if Albion and Iberius can be identified with the British Isles it is only reasonable to assume that
Atlas was also once the tutelary divinity of a western land in the ocean with which myth persistently
connects his name.

[Still quoting, further along...]

We find then that Poseidon, the culture-bringer, arriving in Atlantis some centuries prior to its final submer-
gence, allied himself with the remnants of the Cro-Magnon aborigines and gave their dying culture a more
modern tendency, precisely as did Quetzalcoatl in Mexico.  Indeed the myths of Poseidon and Quetzalcoatl
are practically identical.  In Atlantis In America I adduced proof that the personalities of Atlas and
Quetzalcoatl are the same and this applies with equal force to Poseidon, the father of Atlas, who possesses
the same attributes of the culture-hero.  We know that Quetzalcoatl came to Mexico from some locality in
the Atlantic.  But whence did Poseidon come?

Poseidon, I believe, was the leader of the Azilian or proto-Azilian band of invaders who conquered Atlantis,
and colonised it some centuries prior to making their great raid on Europe.  He is usually described as a
god of “Pelasgian” origin.  Now this name Pelasgian, is usually employed to denote a race who colonised
Greece at an early period, and who built immense structures of solid stone.  They were, indeed, the
Mykenean race, the bringers of the mysteries of the Cabiri to Greece, a people of Iberian stock.  The
Azilians, as we have seen, were proto-Iberians.  We, have there, good grounds for the statement that
Poseidon was the leader or priest-king of the Azilian invaders of Atlantis.  That the whole Iberian race is
distantly of North African origin scarcely admits of doubt, and it seems probable that Poseidon, “god” of
the Mediterranean Sea, must have led his people from the Atlas region of North Africa to Atlantis, whence,
some centuries later, they were to invade both Europe and their original home.

[Quoting, still later...]

Quetzalcoatl, for example, can be identified as the planet Venus, and it is notable that several of the gods in
this calendar can be equated with certain members of the Atlantean pantheon, Quetzalcoatl, for instance,
with Atlas, as has already been demonstrated, and Coatlicue with Cleito, whilst Tlaloc, Tezcatlipoca and
Xochiquetzal have all an Atlantean significance, so far as their myths and symbols are concerned, as has
been proved in other parts of this work.

We find, too, that the method in which the Aztecs and the Maya of Central America computed the synodic
revolutions of the planet Venus has a distinct Atlantean connection, as that planet was particularly identified
with the god Quetzalcoatl, who was said to have come from some locality in the Atlantic Ocean, and who,
like Atlas, bore the world upon his shoulders.  He was also regarded as the inventor of the tonalamatl,
which was thus looked upon as the sacred divinitory book or table of a culture-hero who had come from
some region in the Atlantic Ocean.  [End quoting.]

We will be exploring far more about Quetzalcoatl later in this series, in sequence.
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ATLANTIS  DESTROYED

In Cry Of The Phoenix—Death Rattle of Freedom: The Plan 2000, a Phoenix Journal, we read:
[quoting]

Cayce points to the island-continents of Atlantis “in” the Atlantic and Lemuria “in” the Pacific as examples
of advanced civilizations that were destroyed because they had become corrupt.  Atlanteans, in particular,
stand out as a people who had evolved great mental and intuitive abilities as well as being very technologi-
cally advanced.  Cayce said that they understood spiritual laws better than you do today, and worshipped
the One God, Aton.  But the society was destroyed from within by “those who served the dark forces”—
the forces of ego, repression, anger, hatred and division—any of this sound familiar?

The destruction of Atlantis was foretold by its prophets well in advance of the actual event, so there was
ample time to prepare for it.  Thus the important documents and records of Atlantis were gathered together
and put in the Hall of Records in Egypt.  The Atlanteans knew that the very existence of their culture and
civilization would be unknown for centuries, but they also knew that eventually—in this age—their records
would be rediscovered and all things would be  revealed.  Just, dear ones, as these records shall some day
aeons from this “time” be discovered and your legacy to history will complete its cycle—AHO!

Indeed, recent discoveries in the Atlantic support claims of the previous existence of the continent of
Atlantis.  The reader, herewith, must know that a portion of the submerged Atlantean Continent has resur-
faced near the Bimini Islands, the underwater divers have brought back pictures of a massive symmetrical
sea wall that was obviously made by human hands and probably was one of the walls surrounding the
ancient continent or parts thereof.

There are several portions of the lands of Lemuria which still stand unsubmerged today and those will
remain above water level in the new configuration.

Survivors from Lumuria and Atlantis were scattered East and West depending on the fortunes of the winds
and the seas.  At least this is what historians wish to believe and it makes for a good fable—in fact, I should
tell you the fable so you can enjoy what happens when facts are absent!  Many of those survivors are said
to have gone to Egypt, conquering the native peoples there, and ushering in the Golden Age of Egypt
where the arts and sciences, philosophy and religion, and even beautiful architecture such as the Sphinx
were greatly emphasized.  The co-mingling of the Atlanteans caused a quantum leap in the evolution of the
Eyptians, both materially and spiritually.

Other survivors from the two continents (which by the way, were some thousands of years separated) are
said to have landed on the shores of the Americas.  This theory is supported by the American Indians
whose legends say that they are the descendants of the survivors of the now-lost Red Land of Pahn, which
was broken up, destroyed and covered over by the waters of the great seas.  It is also reported that those
Atlanteans who were the most spiritual and, therefore, the most highly evolved, transformed themselves
into dolphins to escape the cataclysm that engulfed Atlantis.  This would help to explain why the ancient
Creeks considered it murder to kill a dolphin, and also helps to explain why the Hindu scriptures state that
dolphins are so spiritual and highly evolved.
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[Still quoting]  Edgar Cayce:  The experience of Atlantis, then, is a lesson to this generation in the evolution
of the Earth, and man’s capacity for making a total shambles of his sojourn here.  For not only has this
happened to the Atlanean civilization, it has happened to many before it!

“‘You remember a single deluge only,’ states the Egyptian priest, in Plato’s REPUBLIC.  ‘There have
been, and will be again, many destructions of mankind arising out of many causes... You remember a single
deluge, only, but there were many previous ones.’”  [End quoting.]

THE  HORSEMAN  &  THE  SNAKE

In Tales Of The Dervishes, written by Idries Shah, we read: [quoting]

There is a proverb that “the opposition” of the man of knowledge is better than the “support” of the fool.

I, Salim Abdali, bear witness that this is true in the greater ranges of existence, as it is true in the lower
levels.

This is made manifest in the tradition of the Wise, who have handed down the tale of the Horseman and the
Snake.

A horseman from his point of vantage saw a poisonous snake slip down the throat of a sleeping man.  The
horseman realized that if the man were allowed to sleep the venom would surely kill him.

Accordingly he lashed the sleeper until he was awake.  Having no time to lose, he forced this man to a
place where there were a number of rotten apples lying upon the ground and made him eat them.  Then he
made him drink large gulps of water from a stream.

All the while the other man was trying to get away, crying: “What have I done, you enemy of humanity, that
you should abuse me in this manner?”

Finally, when he was near to exhaustion, and dusk was falling, the man fell to the ground and vomited out
the applies, the water, and the snake.  When he saw what had come out of him, he realized what had
happened, and begged the forgiveness of the horseman.

This is our condition.  In reading this, do not take history for allegory, nor allegory for history.  Those who
are endowed with knowledge have responsibility.  Those who are not, have none beyond what they can
conjecture.

The man who was saved said: “If you had told me, I would have accepted your treatment with a good
grace.”

The horseman answered: “If I had told you, you would not have believed.  Or you would have been
paralyzed by fright.  Or run away.  Or gone to sleep again, seeking forgetfulness.  And there would not
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have been  time.”

Spurring his horse, the mysterious rider rode away.  [End quoting.]

TRANSITION  THOUGHTS

Continents have come and they have gone.  Entire land-masses have shifted as Mother Earth has evolved,
changed, and grown.  Man is often so ego-filled that he does not believe it has happened, or at the very
least, that it could happen again.  With the erratic weather patterns around our globe, including rapidly
increasing winds, with the prediction by many of massive geophysical Earth changes looming in near the
future, these great tectonic plates may once again start their shifting, their movement, their participation in
an ever-changing and evolving Earth.  As we turn our vision briefly backward, perhaps we may glean a few
lessons from that which has gone before, lest we be destined to repeat those lessons.  Change is the only
constant in this old world.  And let’s not forget, please, that everything truly is connected to everything.

Before we enter Sumeria and examine their beliefs and historical records, this series is to be continued...
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CHAPTER  2

LANTO:  “DISASTERS”  PROVIDE
GREAT  TEACHING  TOOLS

6/13/98    LANTO, THE SAGE

Greetings, my scribe.  It is I, Lanto, the Sage (one who has gained wisdom through experience).  I come
in and of the One Light of Creator God.  I am most closely associated with the physical harmonic fre-
quency of the color yellow, though I am hardly limited to any one vibrational frequency in any one realm.
We are all created in the image of Creator’s broad spectral expression and thus are limitless beings.  Be at
peace, for you know me well.

I have come as directed by Our Father, The One Light, so that His promise to your world will be
fulfilled, and so that you ones may have insight into that which is fast approaching into your
reality of experience.

Know that there is balance in all of Creator’s thought projections.  Even the most seemingly
horrible of events have reason for occurring, whether or not you can see the Greater Wisdom
unfolding before you.

Your planet as a whole is in a state of great unbalance.  There are many reasons for this condi-
tion, and perhaps the greatest one reason is because you, the inhabitants of Earth-Shan, have
not stood up and exercised your God-given right to demand accountability from the so-called
rulers of your planet.

How, you may be asking, has this come to be?

This has come about mostly through self-ignorance of the masses, but also through deliberate
and calculated manipulation throughout the past several thousand years.  What you are now
experiencing is the sum total of your planetary population’s refusal to awaken to a greater aware-
ness of the God-self within each.  This awareness includes the realization that you are each
responsible, both as individuals and as a planetary species, for the kind of energy you allow to
propagate from within you, and subsequently contribute to the total consciousness of your world.

The lack of conscious attunement to balance creates a “polar” charge in terms of energy flow.
This is because every mis-guided step in the “wrong” direction necessarily generates a counter-
pressure toward a condition of balance.

There are several ways in which to re-balance this “polar” charge.  The preferred method would
be to come back into balance by systematically relieving the “pressure” by allowing TRUE
knowledge to flow into the world.

Many of your so-called elite controllers have hidden truths and subsequent technologies from
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you-the-people.  These gifts were originally meant to liberate your planet from the need to RAPE
her of her natural resources, which would eventually lead your planet towards a greater freedom.

Ones such as Nikola Tesla were sent to bring you the fundamentals of “free energy” that would
put a halt to the world’s pollution, starvation, and eventually, your preoccupation with material-
ism.  This technology was severely suppressed by the greedy power-brokers who would not look
past their personal agenda, to allow a greater recognition of the true evolutionary importance of
such gifts.  It was (and still is) equally suppressed by the ignorance and lack of forthright de-
mands by the general public to insist that this type of evolutionary technology be exploited and
utilized.

The masses were kept in the dark for the most part, and believed the half-truths and lies which
their news-media sources told them to believe.  Not much has changed and the masses are still
influenced and controlled as they have been for quite some time.

But what about YOU?!  Here I am referring to anyone and everyone reading this.  What have
YOU done to demand that a greater Light shine upon, and thus expose, such atrocities?

For the most part, the average reader of these messages has done little more than get themselves
upset.  Some of you have researched a little to see if there is anything to this free-energy “stuff”.  But
beyond that, what have you done?

Have you written your Congressmen with an intelligent letter containing documentation and
proof?  Have you gone to your news-media sources with the same documentation and proof?
My point here is simply that, though there are a few who do all of these things, most of you have
done nothing-to-very-little to change the prevailing shackles of control.

Why?  FEAR!

This is the major reason why your world is in need of such great awakening experiences.  The
average person does little-to-nothing to demand that true KNOWLEDGE, which has been gifted
to this planet, be shared.  When the preoccupations of living change from where to get one’s
nails done or what the latest basketball scores are, to where the next meal is coming from—then
there will be a desire to overcome your fears and take meaningful action!

There are MANY military men out there who are sworn to “secrecy” as to the existence of
various technologies that could be utilized in such manners as to provide the necessary resources
to, for instance, water the deserts and thus feed your starving world.  These ones are usually
chosen after extensive psychological testing exactly because of their ability to be manipulated
and controlled.  These ones are nearly incapable of formulating an independent thought for
themselves, and thus you have the source of the phrase “good men who do NOTHING”.

When your world is faced with the great needs of survival of your species, these ones and YOU
ones will be forced (from your own inner desire to survive) to take action.  The ones with the
knowledge will realize that there is a greater need and use for the “secret” technologies.
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Many will proclaim, in ignorance, that God is somehow punishing them.  This, again, is so that
they will not have to face responsibility for their own actions and in-actions.  All who are reading
this, even if you are Ground Crew, have contributed in some way to the current conditions of
your planet and thus you have a “need” to experience the balancing effects of the Universal
Law.

These forthcoming events, about which I speak, will be in ALL areas of physical experience!  For
those who place great importance in the stock markets or other financial arenas, your “nightmare” will be
the collapse and subsequent shift in the value system of your world.  When a loaf of bread fetches more
than a hundred pounds of gold, you will be caused to go within and question your personal values.

For those of you who place great value upon physical things, such as houses, cars, and the latest
clothing styles, you will be caused to search within when the massive Earth-changes destroy the
stick houses and factories which manufacture your material goods.  You will experience, perhaps
for the first time, the inner beauty of ones who offer to assist you in your time of need, no matter
how dirty or disheveled they may be.

There will not be any place on your globe that will not be affected by this great re-balancing
cycle.  All who survive will have been caused to look within and ask for Guidance.  There shall be
the Guidance and there shall be a great resurgence of inner connectedness to that Guidance.

Ones will put aside their differences and recognize the value of community sharing.  No one will
be able to survive for very long in the physical without the assistance of a community effort.

Great intellectual “wizards” who are used to their luxurious lifestyles will become the students
of the pauper who has lived homeless for years and knows how to survive.  The net effect upon
your world will be a great resurgence back into that which has TRUE value—the inner world
wherein all is connected to ALL.  Each person will realize that there is great value in sharing with
everyone the gifts they possess, for in doing so all will prosper in many ways— physically, emo-
tionally, and spiritually.

Will the economy collapse before the great earthquakes commence?

Will the nuclear wars start before the planet enters into the full effects of the Photon Belt?

These questions can only be answered in terms of probabilities.  There are many possible sce-
narios and you would be wise to prepare for each as if they were going to happen tomorrow.

I am not here to be a fortune-teller; I am here as a Teacher and Guide.  Can your parents
possibly prepare you for all of the possible scenarios that you could encounter during your lifetime?
No!  But they can give you enough information (tools) so that you can prepare in general ways so as to be
able to come to your own answers when a challenge arises.

God has sent we of the Hosts to help those of you who so desire the help, so that you may have
the Guidance necessary in order to prepare.  The net effect of the coming major experiences will
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be of great positive value—in terms of the TRUE inner values that really matter!  Let it be
known that very few at this time give much thought to these inner values.  But they WILL!

Prepare yourselves with those things that will aid in your physical survival.  If you have prepared
for yourself and your family, and you have the means to do so, help another to prepare who may
not be as able, such as an elderly neighbor.

There are many things that may be of individual value.  You each should go within and listen to
what your Guides are telling you.  Perhaps an axe or a chain saw or even an oxyacetylene torch
will be on YOUR list.  There are many devices which may help you rescue someone who may
eventually return the favor and save YOUR life with the skills or knowledge that they possess.

I am Lanto, the Sage.  I come as Guide and Teacher to any who wish to hear.  I come within the
One Light of Creator Source.

The final clarion is ringing and will continue to do so from here on out!  How will you respond to
the call?

Salu.
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CHAPTER  3

THE  TRUTH  IS  OUT  THERE
IF  YOU  LOOK

WHAT’S  STOPPING  YOU?

This is not meant to be a sermon, but a short reflection instigated by the national release, this week,
of the X-Files movie based upon the popular television program.

What is it that has made The X-Files so popular that it has acquired, as labeled by the ever-analyz-
ing media, a—oh, no—”cult” following?  The answer is simple.

Even among the many who are seemingly asleep, deep down the public psyche knows we-the-
people have been lied to concerning just about everything that is truly important in our lives.  There
is a part (called conscience) within every Lighted being which is gasping for air as each new lie piles
upon the rest.  It’s that part of you which instinctively KNOWS Truth and can sort it from baloney.

When a television show comes along which offers some fresh air or “scratches” that “itch” for
Truth—even if done in a sometimes ridiculous or circular or disinforming fashion—then there is a
drawing of attention, just as the hungry person is attracted to food, even junk food.  (At least it’s
food for thought rather than yet another lame sitcom hyped as genius.)

The X-Files, however, is also a “safe” indulgence in that one may vicariously explore the “prepos-
terous” notions of  government conspiracies and cover-ups and really far-out high-tech stuff with-
out being laughed at or considered a political insurgent or worse.  One night a few months ago on
Art Bell’s late-night radio talk-show, a caller innocently and correctly referred to Art’s fenced-in
residence and broadcasting studio, out in the Nevada desert and not far from infamous Area 51, as
a “compound”.  Art was very quick to retort, only half jokingly, “No, this is NOT my compound,
but my home!  Janet Reno blows-up compounds!”

There was a hint of the FEAR of Truth that paralyzes many conveyed in that reaction by Art.  You
longtime CONTACT readers know this reaction all too well whenever you take the chance of
introducing family and friends to The Truth.  That’s what inspired the third line, the question, in this
week’s Front Page headline: What IS stopping so many from acknowledging the clues that are all
around us now?  Of course it’s fear—in one or another of its blinding and paralyzing forms.  The
adversary ALWAYS knows which buttons to push in each of us.

And how many of you watch  a  show  like  The   X-Files, or some of the early dynamite dialog in a
production like Mel Gibson’s movie Conspiracy Theory, and think to yourself, “Gee, it looks like
someone working there reads CONTACT!”?  I know I say that frequently enough when I see our
material quoted back to us, even if a bit garbled, through so many different media sources.  But
who cares, so long as it gets out there, one way or another.

The disinformation spin-doctors work hard to turn The Truth inside-out and upside-down.  But how
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many of you are now getting pretty good at, for instance, taking the EXACT OPPOSITE of the
government’s official pronouncements—and thus getting some darn good information?!  What you
“decode” might not be very comforting, but it is pretty accurate.  Remember that The Truth always
comes out, eventually.

I wanted to simply take a moment, upon the release of the X-Files movie, to pause and express a
token of thanks to all those who work in so many different ways (and sometimes within very confin-
ing and vigilant censorship parameters) to wake-up the public and, even if in a more entertaining
than accurate way, light the fire in their minds that, indeed, The Truth is out there—IF you look!

 — Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief
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CHAPTER  4

THE  NEWS  DESK
by Dr. Al Overholt    6/20/98

HEARING  TOLD  OF  S. AFRICA’S
CHEMICAL  WEAPONS

From FAX, 6/12/98: [quoting]

by David Beresford in Cape Town

A hearing of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission into the country’s chemical and
biological weapons programme was yesterday shown instruments of assassination produced by scientists
working for the apartheid government.

Ian Lourens, a bio-engineer who worked on the programme, told the commission that devices for killing
opponents of the government included walking sticks and umbrellas which fired lethal pellets, syringes
disguised as screwdrivers, and rings with cavities for poison.

The hearings began after the government failed to persuade the commission to stage them behind closed
doors.  President Nelson Mandela’s  legal  adviser,  Fink Haysom, argued  there  was a danger that the
hearings, if  held in public, would lead to the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.  But a panel
chaired by Bishop Desmond Tutu ruled that most of the evidence should be heard in public.

Scientists, doctors and military personnel have been called to testify.  They include Wouter Basson, the
cardiologist who headed the programme.  He faces prosecution on charges including conspiracy and
incitement to murder, the manufacture of illegal drugs and fraud.

Dr. Lourens told the commission he had been transferred from the air force to a “special operations” unit
within the army’s special forces in 1984.

The unit was staffed almost entirely by doctors.  He recalled how he had put together a special radio
network for members of the unit, end supplied them with souped-up cars and compact assault rifles.

He described experiments at top-secret laboratories involving testing a “new generation” of tear gas on
baboons and attempts to develop ways of reducing the birth-rate among blacks.  But he insisted that the
work was done on a need-to-know basis and he did not know the details.

He said he had been involved in the production of the assassination instruments, which he described as
applicators.  Several of the devices, including “needle tubes”, were produced as exhibits.  Dr. Lourens said
the tubes, which could be incorporated into an umbrella or walking stick, were spring-loaded and used to
inject poison.
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A second version of the umbrella/walking stick fired a small ball.  “This ball would have a number of holes
drilled into it, so you would be able to pack a toxic substance into the ball,” said Dr. Lourens.

The ball would be fired into the back of the victim’s leg and “the person would feel something like a bee
sting”.  Polycarbonate was used because it was difficult to pick up on x-rays.

Dr. Lourens recounted how he had taken one of the instruments and two vials of a chemical to Britain with
instructions to deliver it to a man called Trevor whom he was to meet at a railway station.  They went to a
South African safe house near Ascot, in Berkshire.

“At the cottage I demonstrated to him how the mechanism worked.  I opened one of the vials... I somehow
spilt some of the substance on to my hand.  I don’t know how it happened, but I wiped my mouth.  I lost
consciousness very quickly.  There was a bathroom.  I recall going into the bathroom and there being a
bottle of Dettol, which I drank.  With hindsight I have no idea why I drank the Dettol.  At that stage I, to a
large extent, lost my sight and the Dettol of course induced a lot of vomiting.  I woke up a period later.”

He said he had reported what had happened to doctors at the special operations unit but they did not
believe he would have survived.

Dr. Lourens told the commission he had been involved in negotiations with foreign buyers for the sale of
weapons technology.  One was a customer who wanted a nerve agent called VX but the deal fell through.
He did not know which country the would-be buyer was from.

He also met a Syrian who was buying technology.  He introduced him to another South African scientist
who, he believed, visited Syria,

The hearing continues.

TRANSCRIPT ENDS  [End quoting]

What creative people we have on this planet!

TOP  BRASS  SAY
DESERTERS  MURDERED

Is It Possible That American POWs
In Vietnam Were Murdered

By Their Fellow Countrymen?

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/22/98: [quoting]

EXCLUSIVE TO THE SPOTLIGHT, by MIKE BLAIR

For some 25 years now this writer and newspaper have been delving into the subject of American POWs
and MIAs still unaccounted for from the Vietnam War, as well as wars dating back to at least World War
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II.

U.S. military involvement in Vietnam was ended in 1973 and the war ended in total communist victory two
years later.  At present there are, officially, 2,093 American POWs and MIAs still listed as having an
unknown fate as a result of the Vietnam War and an additional more than 8,150 from the Korean War.

In all of those years covering the POW-MIA issue, stories have emerged again and again about American
captives of the communists in Vietnam being killed, or perhaps a better word would be assassinated, by
special American “hit teams”.

When the stories surfaced they were dismissed by most as the rantings of immoral charlatans.  Surely, most
reasoned, such activity was totally unthinkable.  That the U.S. military could purposely murder its own
must be Red propaganda.

‘TAILWIND’  EMERGES

Now, however, there has emerged evidence of “Operation Tailwind”, a program adopted at the very
highest levels of the U.S. government to kill American servicemen who had defected (deserted) to either
the North Vietnamese or Viet Cong communist forces during the war.

According to the unfolding story, U.S. Special Operations units, in this case specifically studies and opera-
tions groups, commonly referred to as SOG, were sent into enemy territory to kill American deserters.

Very disturbing has been the revelation that such hit teams may have used sarin, a deadly nerve gas
developed during World War II, to complete their grisly tasks.

That such operations took place have been confirmed by no less of a honored and respected authority than
retired Adm. Thomas Moorer, former chairman of the Joint Chiefs staff.

In addition, retired Army Maj. Gen. John K. Singlaub, who for a period served as SOG commander in
Vietnam, has stated in reference to Tailwind that often it can be more important to the survival of U.S.
troops to kill deserters than enemy soldiers because the knowledge that they possess “can be damaging”.

HOW MANY?

Although the government now claims that there were only two known deserters, it is a highly questionable
issue, since the government’s own list of POWs and MlAs still  missing, a copy of which has been in The
SPOTLIGHT’s possession for some time, indicates about 20 known deserters or turn-coats.

It is also a fact that for the most part those who became deserters are low-level personnel, types hardly in
possession of classified material, described by Gen. Singlaub as “damaging”.  Some desertions were
actually drug related, also a known fact.

Most troubling about Tailwind, however, is that many who have come forward with information about it,
indicated that it was intended to eliminate Americans who were “believed to be deserters”.  The word
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“believed” appears again and again.

A belief, no one needs to be reminded, is not a certainty

It can also be taken for granted that anyone seen in the presence of the enemy during a war is not neces-
sarily a deserter.  POWs are also in the presence of the enemy, and if, as an example, they are detected in
aerial spy photographs it is not improbable that mistakes in identifying their purpose in being there could
have been made.

UNKNOWN  FATE

It is also very troubling that most knowledgeable POW-MIA activists have known for years that the
communists in both Vietnam and Korea never repatriated many POWs who were known to possess highly
technical information.

As an example, the so-called “backseaters” of U.S. jet aircraft, those who manned the highly technical
electronic gear, were not returned by the Reds.

In addition, Tailwind seems to have been directed at deserters in Vietnam’s neighbors of Laos and Cam-
bodia, where “secret wars” were being fought against the communists, the truth being concealed from both
the American people and the Congress.

This writer, as an example, spoke at length many times with the late Sgt. Fred L. Zabitosky, a SOG team
leader in Southeast Asia during the Vietnam War and a recipient of the Congressional Medal of Honor.

Zabitosky liked to tell the story about how President Nixon mentioned to him in a whisper during the medal
presentation ceremony at the White House about what would happen if Congress found out that the
combat, in which he was recommended for the citation, had taken place in Laos where U.S. ground forces
were not supposed to be engaged with the enemy.

Zabitosky, it is interesting to note, had deep convictions about POWs and MIAs being left behind in
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, to the point of personally entering Laos on several clandestine, and danger-
ous, personal missions during the 1980s to search for information about them.  This much to the conster-
nation of high-level officials of the administration of President Ronald Reagan.

While others of higher notoriety about such secret private missions into Laos come to mind, the Zabitosky
missions were genuine beyond all doubt and caused brass at the Pentagon, not to mention the CIA,
considerable headaches.

In any case, according to reliable reports, orders came down, passing somewhere along the line through
the White House, then occupied by President Nixon, that such “believed deserters” be killed.

This was accomplished, it has been reported, by individual servicemen making their own on-the-spot
determinations, as well as orders coming directly from, or through, the Pentagon.
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Now that the truth about Tailwind is emerging and the specter of a far more sinister fate met our missing in
Vietnam than could have been meted out even by the brutal communists, it is time for a thorough investiga-
tion.

As one POW-MIA activist recently stated: “This is all becoming far too much.  And it’s about time some
[expletive deleted] was held accountable for it all.”  [End quoting]

Maybe, finally, the truth of a lot of political-criminal activity will surface so the politicians who put us into
their battles will receive their just rewards—and let’s don’t forget to include their slavemasters.

ZETATALK:  HUBBLE  TROUBLE

Excerpted from the INTERNET, 6/14/98: [quoting]

...What is it the public is not supposed to see, with all this Principal Investigator privilege, lack of access to
hot-off-the-press Hubble shots, and even the lack of a precise Hubble schedule.  The public can’t press to
be invited to the party if they don’t know one is planned—that’s the theory.  The public is not to see the
UFOs that the astronauts saw with their bare eyes and the Hubble records regularly.  The public
is not to see the evidence that NASA and JPL hold like candy to dribble out when they need funding, such
as evidence that planets suitable for life exist orbiting around other suns.  The public is not to see evidence
that NASA is publishing erroneous infra-red catalogs, so that the 12th Planet, a.k.a. Planet X, does not
appear in the IRAS catalogs and so is not sought in the skies where it now rides.  The public is not to see
evidence that would tell the truth about any distractions, such as the Hale-Bopp fraud, that the establish-
ment wishes the public to chase after [emphasis mine].

NASA is increasingly having Hubble trouble, but this will not cause them to openly share the pictures that
the Hubble provides with the general public.  Look for increasing withholding, and alternative excuses
beyond the Principal Investigator excuse, as this one is wearing thin with the public.  [End quoting]

I’m glad to see that someone on the Net is putting out the truth about Hale-Bopp and the 12th planet.  This
is the first I’ve found.

CODEX  ALIMENTARIUS
A  TERM  YOU  WILL  LEARN  TO  HATE

Bureaucratic Fees—
The Weapon Of Choice

Excerpted from SECOND OPINION, by Dr. William Douglas, 8/97: [quoting]

...If the FDA gets its way, here’s how the system will work: In Canada, if claims are made on a natural
product, the HPB then reqires that a “Drug Identification Number” be applied for.  If this is done, and HPB
deems the product safe, it can be marketed as long as the manufacturer, distributor, and retailer pay costs
of up to $720 per DIN number.
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If no one has applied for a DIN, then no one can sell the product, and you can even be arrested for selling
such innocuous products as fish oil, hawthorne berry, and cranberry capsules.  That may not sound like
much to even a small American business, but if the DIN system were adopted in the U.S., these costs
would be 10-20 times higher due to the market being so much bigger.  Now you’re talking about real
money: $7,000 to $15,000 per number.  Where does that leave the mom and pop operation?  It leaves
them with nothing to sell.

On top of this outrage, under a “Cost recovery” program, manufacturers will be years and any delegate
can propose a change in its standards.  The Commission’s latest outrage produced an ominous new threat
to health-conscious consumers the world over when the German delegation presented a bill called the
“Proposed Draft Guidelines for Dietary Supplements”.

The German plan calls for the following: (1) No vitamin, mineral, herb, etc. can be sold for prophylactic
(preventive) or therapeutic use.  (2) None sold as a food can exceed potency (dosage) levels set by the
commission.  (3) CODEX regulations for dietary supplements would become binding—eliminating the
escape clause within the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) that allows a nation to set its
own standards.  And  (4), all new dietary supplements would automatically be banned unless they go
through the CODEX approval process.

If these draconian measures are adopted, any party to GATT (which includes the United States) that does
not accept the new standards can be heavily sanctioned (fined) by the world Trade Organization (WTO).
The WTO will have the right to levy enormous fines on any nation that gets “Out of line”, with the potential
to cripple entire sectors of that nation’s economy.

The sole U.S. delegate to CODEX has been Elizabeth A. Yetley, PhD, RD, an FDA bureaucrat.  So
instead of the proverbial fox in the hen house, we have representing us, a fox in the fox house.  Responding
to political pressure in the United States, so far she has voted for health freedom, but little result—at the
last meeting the vote went 16-2 in favor of the German proposal.  I doubt we will hear much ranting and
raving from our “representative” from the FDA.  You’re probably sitting back saying that nothing like this
could happen to us in the U.S.—Congress wouldn’t let it happen.  If that’s what you’re thinking, you’re
wrong.

Congress, in fact, surrendered much of its power to deal with the issue when it passed GATT.  Under the
GATT agreement, member nations must “harmonize” their rules governing the manufacture of health and
medical products with new international standards so as to be “in line” with them.  (I wonder if anyone in
Congress actually read that clause before signing the bill.)  Republicans in Congress assured the American
people, that GATT is not part of a world-government trap—do you believe that now?

Congress cannot rescind it’s vote on GATT—and, on the contrary, the single U.S. delegate to this interna-
tional commission can be outvoted by delegates from other countries; it’s called international democracy.
Two steps have already been taken in the CODEX process, which is now at step three.  The proposal is
going to be formalized and written responses and debate over its specific features will be undertaken.

In September, 1998, the next CODEX meeting will be held in Bonn, Germany.  It could easily be driven
through to finalization at step eight unless enough countries oppose it...  [End quoting]
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Don’t you think it’s about time that all of us got on the phone, faxes, Internet, etc., and made our voices
heard??

CULT  HAZARDOUS  TO  HEALTH

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/15/98: [quoting]

ANOTHER VICTIM. Philip C. Gale at 19 had had a life of outstanding accomplishment.  He entered
MIT at 15 and at 19, when he killed himself, knew 20 computer languages fluently and was also outstand-
ing in every field he entered.  His mother, Marie, was a well-known Scientology activist and had raised her
son inside the “church”.  Philip never took to Scientology in spite of his mother’s dedication.  Caught
between two worlds and undergoing great stress, Philip apparently saw no other way to resolve the
conflict.  The Boston Herald reported that Scientologists are taught that when they leave the church they
will kill themselves or have a serious accident.  [End quoting]

That certainly is a powerful tool to keep ones under control.

MERCHANTS  OF  DEATH

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/15/98: [quoting]
In 1988 America had 16 percent of the World’s arms business.  Today it is 63 percent.  Ironically, our own
military is proportionally budgeted less than in the 1930s while American soldiers increasingly face enemies
around the world armed with U.S.-furnished weapons, military technology and training.  While our military
is financed miserly, U.S. foreign military aid was a whopping $36 billion already in President Clinton’s first
year in office.  [End quoting]

Exactly as planned long ago—rake in the money while selling our country into slavery.  Read the Proto-
cols!

WORLD’S  PEACEKEEPERS

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/15/98: [quoting]

Often proclaimed the world’s Policeman, America is the leading producer of instruments of torture used
throughout the world.  Of 100 firms listed by Amnesty International, 42 are U.S. companies.  Most
manufacture some sort of electric-shock “therapy”.  This type of policing aid puts “teeth” into police-state
aspirations, an apt description of United Nations policy and programs on a global scale.  [End quoting]

What nation could possibly compare with the U.S. in its hypocrisy??

SATAN’S  MUSIC

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/15/98: [quoting]

In San Luis Obispo, California, Joseph Fiorella, 15, Jacob Dalashmut, 15, and Royce Cayse, 16, had a
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rock band modeled after the death metal group, Slayer.  The trio raped, tortured and murdered 15-year-
old Elyse Marie Pahler because she was “blond, blue-eyed and known to be a virgin—qualities they
believed were needed to be a perfect sacrifice to the devil”.  Cayse wrote the day after the deed, “I made
the switch last night.  [Satan] has taken my soul and replaced it with a new one.  [End quoting]
Why and how do you think the rock music bands have gotten away with their destruction of our youth for
these last few decades without them being stopped??  Another marker of a decaying society, don’t you
think?

THE  OTHER  FOOT

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/15/98: [quoting]

Curtis Clapp crossed the border into Mexico at Nuevo Laredo where his truck was searched by Mexican
customs.  In his tool box were some cartridges for rifles which are commonplace in a Texas rancher’s
pickup, but considered “military” in Mexico.  Clapp was arrested and thrown into a Mexican jail where
every item for survival, food included, must be paid for on the spot in cash.  His brother, attorney Randy
Clapp, has been trying every angle from intercession by congressmen to a failed $5,000 payoff to a
“Mexican of influence”, to get Curtis released.  He will learn that his brother will be free only after every
member of his family has been bled dry financially by Mexican officials.  [End quoting]

Worse is happening in our own country.  Furthermore if we don’t stop it here, how do we think we’re
going to stop it there?

Guns and bullets draw trouble!

FEDERAL  INSANITY

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/15/98: [quoting]

People in government-mandated, tiny, plastic and glass cars—not to mention the cars themselves—don’t
fare well in accidents with larger, heavier machines such as GM’s famous Suburban.  The Insurance Insti-
tute for Highway Safety, always quick to tell others how to operate their businesses, wants to “level the
playing field” by lightening the safer rigs to make them as dangerous as the thin-skinned high-mileage
throwaways.  Clinton appointee Ricardo Martinez, of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
is already strong-arming auto builders to comply.  [End quoting]

Their game is not what it appears—it is to frustrate and confuse us, make lots of money, and gain control
while doing so.  The old cat-and-mouse game, with us always paying through the nose.

FARMERS  PRAISE
ETHANOL  DECISION

Farmers are congratulating
Congress for extending the tax break for ethanol production.
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From THE SPOTLIGHT, by Marilyn Wentz, 6/15/98: [quoting]

Producers and consumers alike will benefit from Congress’ decision to extend tax incentives to blenders of
ethanol through 2007, according to the National Farmers Union (NFU).

“NFU is extremely pleased with the strong support for ethanol tax incentives demonstrated by members of
Congress in ... passage of the highway bill,” said Tom Buis, NFU vice president of government relations.
“This is extremely good news for grain producers and for rural communities that make ethanol.”  [End
quoting]

I would highly suspicion that the reason congress did this is very bad for the American people because I
think they’re using it to do away with our SCARCE grain supply.

I suspicion that the huge grain elevator explosion was part of this plan also.

SILVER  SEEN  WITH
SOLID  $5.50  BASE

Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, by Bill Haynes, 6/15/98: [quoting]

silver chart

If what goes up must come down, must what goes down necessarily go back up?

The industrial demand for silver has grown every year since 1987, rising from 455.5 million ounces to
798.9 million ounces in 1997.  In 1990, industrial demand overtook production and has exceeded newly
refined production every year since then.  This year’s shortfall of 160 million ounces means a cumulative
deficit of 1.2 billion ounces in only nine years.

The production deficit has been met by sales from above-ground stockpiles, from both commercial de-
positories and individuals who store their silver at home or at the nearby bank.  Despite the shortfall, which
has been widely known for years, both groups have been net sellers for years, and understandably so...
[End quoting]

Silver could very well be ready for a big rise, but don’t think the elite won’t make a grab for all of it and
your gold when they pull down martial law.

IBM:  BROWSER  BRAINS  QBIC

From PC MAGAZINE, by Cade Metz, 6/9/1998: [quoting]
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Computer hardware’s progress is often defined only in terms of clock speed and bandwidth.  But if not for
the continued improvements in data storage over the past 40 years, Moore’s Law would be trivial and 56-
Kbps modem speeds would be excessive.

The center of hard disk innovation is the Almaden Research Center in San Jose, California, one of the
seven IBM research labs in operation across the globe (www.research.ibm.com).  Almaden
(www.almaden.ibm.com) is home to about 600 researchers, each developing new ways to store data and
handle it once it is stored.  “We’re about information,” says Ashok Chandra, director of computer science
at Almaden, “managing information, gathering it, saving it, searching through it, and distributing it in useful
formats.”
The world’s first hard disk was developed in November 1956 in downtown San Jose, only a few miles
from the current Almaden site.  The RAMAC 305-a stack of 50 spinning platters, each 2 feet in diameter-
stored a then-remarkable 5MB of data, the rough equivalent of 60,000 punch cards.  Over the next four
decades, IBM researchers have improved on this prototype nearly 2 million-fold.  Almaden engineers last
year set the standing world record for hard disk data-storage density, reaching 11.6 billion bits per square
inch with their latest GMR (giant magneto-resistive) drive.  The drive can store the equivalent of more than
725,000 typewritten pages in a space slightly larger than a thumbprint.

Almaden’s Storage Systems & Technology division is advancing every facet of hard disk design, from the
magnetic materials used in disks themselves, to the lubricants that coat the disks, to the heads that read the
data, to the sliders that move the heads.  GMR drives, however, cannot be improved in perpetuity.  As
GMR researchers approach the superparamagnetic limit—the data-storage density where temperature
changes can cause random reversals in a bit’s magnetization—other engineers are exploring alternative
technologies, including holographic storage and molecular-scale devices.

Another Almaden division deals with types of data already stored.  Continuing a project that began in Neil
Gershenfeld’s physics group at the MIT Media Lab, Tom Zimmerman of Almaden’s Computer Science
division is working with data sent not across computer systems but across the human body.  His Personal
Area Network (PAN) uses a small silicon card that sits in your back pocket and communicates with
various people or machines by sending a low-frequency, low-power signal through your body.  When you
shake hands with someone, your cards could exchange addresses and phone numbers, for instance.  You
would only have to touch a telephone to give it your calling-card number or touch a car door to unlock it.
An exercise machine at Almaden can accept a PAN signal and automatically begin a regime specific to
you.

Dragutin Petkovic, also in the Computer Science division, has long been engaged with QBIC (Query By
Image Content), a means of organizing and searching a database of images using actual color, shape, and
texture rather than just keywords.  With a traditional image database, you must catalog each image using a
written description, then retrieve images by matching keywords within those descriptions.  With QBIC,
pronounced cubic, the cataloging is mathematical.  “We index an image by examining individual pixels and
extracting numerical color and layout information,” says Petkovic.  When searching a collection of stamps,
for instance, you simply “show” the database an image whose color or texture resembles the stamp you’re
looking for.

Rob Barrett, an Almaden physicist cum computer scientist, is working on a software intermediary known
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as WBI (Web Browsing Intelligence).  Similar to agents, intermediaries work in the background to “cus-
tomize and enhance your environment”,  Barrett says. Sitting between your browser and the Web, WBI
augments each page you visit and uses various mini-applications to facilitate the browsing process.  Re-
gardless of where you are on the Web, small traffic lights sit beside each hyperlink to indicate the availabil-
ity of the servers you’re about to visit.  Advisors, terse annotations that pop up throughout a page, point to
items in a predefined catalog (Yahoo! or a personal database, for example) that are relevant to the subject
at hand.  “In one sense,” says Barrett, “WBI is a lens through which to view the Web.”  [End quoting]

If this is what is available in the publicly acknowledged research laboratories, take a guess at what is in use
already at secret military installations—of course at taxpayer expense!

THE  TRUTH  IS  OUT  THERE!

From the INTERNET, 6/14/98: [quoting]

Thanks for the try-again—when these topics come to our attention, it could as well have been written
about the situation here in S.A., which tells one: it’s a world food crises!
Another news flash appeared in The Citizen on Thurs., 11 June, about a Silo explosion in Kansas, U.S.A.
Explosions can happen due to friction of grain when compressed but, as ‘we know’ that most of them are
empty, a good excuse for not enough grain storage would be by exploding them on purpose—perhaps?

Quote:

WICHITA, Kansas—The severely damaged headhouse of the DeBruce Grain elevator near Haysville,
Kansas. An explosion ripped through the structure on Monday, tearing through the reinforced concrete of
the half-mile-long elevator, killing two and injuring 11. Four more workers are believed trapped in the
tunnel beneath the silo. Then again [quote:] About 90 rescue workers from Wichita, Nebraska and Okla-
homa rotated in 12-hour shifts, digging with shovels and bulldozers in a seven foot by eight foot (2.l m by
2.4 m) tunnel, where wheat and sorghum from the silo was piled as high as 3m from the ceiling.  —Reuters

Then the truth is out there for all ‘disbelievers’, as confirmation slowly catches up on them by exposing
Technology to control the masses—Quoting, The Citizen Thurs., 11 June 1998.

PLAN  TO  WEAKEN
MANDELA  REVEALED

CAPE TOWN—The Truth and Reconciliation Commission yesterday released minutes of the apartheid-
era State Security Council which recommended that Nelson Mandela be released from jail only after he
became too physically weak to pose a political threat.

“Mandela must be in a relatively weak physical condition so that he cannot operate as a leader for long,”
said the recommendations of a meeting discussing whether to release Pres. Mandela, who spent a total of
27 years in jail for fighting apartheid. (C.seperateness [??])

The minutes of the meeting in March 1986 were released during a hearing into the former government’s
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chemical and biological warfare program. Mr. Schalk Van Rensburg, a researcher at the Roodeplaat
Research Laboratories (RRL) which produced chemical weapons for the apartheid security forces, said
his boss Andre Immelmann told him of a plan to poison Pres. Mandela. “He made the statement ‘You need
not worry, his brain function will deteriorate with time,’” Mr. Van Rensburg told the TRC. “The intention
was, as I understood it, to reduce his level of intellectuality and effectiveness through brain damage.” Mr.
Van Rensburg said, “I thought it logical that they would use a toxic solution to achieve this aim.”

Mr. Van Rensburg said he had also read newspaper reports which alleged a plan to give Pres. Mandela
small doses of the poison thallium, which would cause brain damage similar to meningitis.  The researcher
said the meeting minutes shown to him seemed to be consistent with what Mr. Immelman told him about a
plan to harm Pres. Mandela, who was released from jail in 1990 and elected president in South Africa’s
first all-race election in 1994.
But Jaap Celliers, lawyer for several senior scientists at the laboratories, said the minutes did not necessar-
ily imply that the state wanted to actively harm Pres. Mandela.  “There is not necessarily a sinister deduc-
tion to be drawn,” he told the hearing, adding that another section of the minutes suggested that Pres.
Mandela’s health was more likely to have deteriorated naturally the later he was released.

The minutes showed that the State Security Council discussed how it could best release Pres. Mandela to
limit his political impact, including releasing him to his former home area of Transkei.

The hearing also heard evidence from Wynand Swanepoell, former manager of RRL, who denied any
knowledge that his company was involved in producing poisons, toxins and viruses for use in the apartheid
movement.  “RRRL had to do with the evaluation and analysis of biological and chemical agents to be able
to analyze and trace them with the purpose to do decontamination and neutralization,” he said.

Mr. Swanepoel said he only dealt with the company’s finances and management and was not involved in
the details of orders which came from Wouter Basson, who headed the special operations unit of the
former South African Defence Force.

Dr. Basson has been provisionally charged with the manufacture of one tonne of mandrax and a ton of
ecstasy and other charges  including instigation to murder and conspiracy to  murder.

Truth Commission lawyers confronted Mr. Swanepoel with a list of RRL products, including wiski spiked
with toxic herbicide, cigarettes dipped in anthrax and poisoned chocolates.  But Mr. Swanepoel said the
laboratory could have made these products to test if poisons could be traced in them and said he could not
speculate about what they had been used for.  —Reuters. [End quoting]

This information can be updated for sharing as it gets exposed—if need be.  —Carol, 6/14/98  [End
quoting]
Same old tricks the elite have been playing for ages.

SPIELBERG’S  STALKER
GETS  25-TO-LIFE  TERM

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 6/18/98: [quoting]
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A man convicted of stalking Steven Spielberg was sentenced to 25 years to life in prison Wednesday after
the director told the judge he fears what would have happened if the defendant had confronted him.

Superior Court Judge Steven Suzukawa agreed, saying defendant Jonathan Norman was “obsessive and
frightening, and I think he does present a danger to society.”

Spielberg addressed the court before the sentence was imposed on Norman, who was found guilty of a
bizarre plot to invade Spielberg’s mansion, hold the director and his family hostage and rape him.  [End
quoting]

I only use this here to show you the severity of sentence to what many murderers and worse criminals
get—when this man never committed the acts, but just threatened to do them.  What might the outcome
have been if the intended victim were not part of the elite?

CHARACTER

SOMETHING  TO  THINK  ABOUT

From THE AMERICAN’S BULLETIN, by Andrew Jackson, 1998: [quoting]

Hello again, after a brief hiatus.  That column last month was a humorous e-mail message that I passed
along to The American’s Bulletin editor.  Was it okay for you?  It was not intended as a column, but what
the hey!

As we have mentioned, this column is intended to be introductory to those who contemplate the patriotic
way of life.  I want to make the point this month that such a decision is going to demand a whole bunch of
that stuff I call character.

Let’s define character as that quality which makes us do the right thing at all times.  That means that we do
right even when it appears that it will work against us, make us uncomfortable, make us appear unsociable,
or alienate us from the politically correct.

The most authoritative and solid list of rules which defines the “right thing” has to be the Ten Command-
ments, but I have shortened these a bit for your consideration:

1) Listen to God and keep Him first.
2) Tell the truth and keep your promises.
3) Don’t hurt others.
4) Give value for what you earn.
5) Keep your marriage commitments.
6) Think for yourself: stay healthy, sober, and alert.

It is of course not easy to measure up, and all of us will stumble on these rules from time to time.  But these
are the standards needed to be a patriot.
You need little integrity to go along with the crowd.  If that’s your thing, be a bureaucrat.  Be a working
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slob, putting in your time and watching basketball.  Do not think carefully about what you are doing, who
you are injuring, and whether you do the right stuff.

Here are a couple examples where we can readily apply the principles of character toward the duties of a
patriot:

!) Jury duty.  Juries were meant to protect people from oppressive government.  There is substantial
pressure on a juror to go along blindly with what the judge dictates.  If these things are moral and past the
point of doubt, fine.  But when the government wants to railroad some hapless dude for actions or thought
which you know are not criminal, it becomes a test of your character to prevent this if you can.  Those of
you who have been there can relate.

2) Tax “laws”.  Our God and our founding fathers assembled principles for us defining legitimate govern-
ment.  Government is not supposed to trash stable families, life opportunities, and pride by stealing a huge
chunk of the productive activities of people.  That’s simple common sense, isn’t it?  But what kind of
character is needed to take definitive steps to correct this travesty?

3) Right to work.  Do you realize that damn near every human activity from giving a massage to mowing a
lawn has been made illegal?  You have to jump through hoops and convince some bureaucrat that he
should give you permission (license) to do these things!  Frankly, I’m surprised we don’t need a license to
walk down the street.  How are you going to care for yourself and your family unless you can provide some
sort of useful service for others?  What kind of character is needed to battle the enemy on this level?

Only a few of us will make the commitment to be a meaningful patriot.  At the same time, many, many idiots
will work full time in government “service” finding ways to interfere with the free enjoyment of life; pulling
productive others into the mud, and producing nothing but grief in the process.  No, life ain’t fair.

Most institutions of government and many businesses fall far short of meeting the slightest test of character.
So run down the list of rules above and see how they stack up.  It’s easy!  It’s fun!  It’s not fattening!

That ought to give us something to consider for awhile!  See you next time, dear friend!  [End quoting]

We all ought to take a long hard look at how we think and act on a daily basis.  We all will soon pay the
consquences of our actions—if we haven’t already.

PAGER  PANIC:  STUDY  SHOWS
BLACKOUT’S  IMPACT

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 6/16/98: [quoting]

In the first-ever study of the pager and its impact on people’s lives, researchers at the University of South-
ern California’s Annenberg School for Communication surveyed public reactions to the pager blackout of
May 19.

At least one-third of Los Angeles households use one pager or more, and many one- and two-pager
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households have organized their work and everyday lives around the electronic device, the study findings
show.

The USC study, based on a random telephone survey of 751 households in the five-county Greater Los
Angeles area, took advantage of the Galaxy IV satellite’s recent malfunction to conduct a “natural” experi-
ment.  The satellite glitch left most pagers useless for more than a day, giving researchers an opportunity to
see what missing the pager would mean to the American public.

“The blackout uncovered how very central a role pagers play in people’s lives,” said project director
William Dutton, a professor of communication at the Annenberg School for Communication.  “They are
not just a new gadget or fashion.  Many people have expanded the geography of their workplace and
household with this device.”  [End quoting]

Could this “failure” of a satellite have been a test-run on finding out how much control the elite will have to
use over these devices when they rein us in.

ALBRIGHT  RAPS  TREASURY  CHIEF

From The Bakersfield Californian, 6/13/98: [quoting]

In rare public display of high-level disagreement, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright has chastised
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin for failing to inform her about a money-laundering sting operation in
Mexico.

“I would appreciate being kept personally informed of developing investigations in Mexico and other
foreign countries that could have a significant foreign policy fallout,” Albright said in a letter to Rubin, dated
May 22.

“I do not wish to interfere with your law enforcement work, but I do believe we need to do a better job of
coordination,” she wrote.

The letter was inserted in the Congressional Record by Sen. Charles Grassley, R-lowa.  It was not dis-
closed how Grassley obtained the letter.
Albright wrote the letter following an uproar in Mexico touched off by the disclosure that U.S. Customs
agents working under Rubin’s jurisdiction had carried out part of the sting operation without Mexican
authorization.  Mexican bankers were arrested after being lured into the United States under false pre-
tenses.  [End quoting]

We’re really beginning to see the “kings” starting to fight each other over their perceived control of their
various  domains.

PAINKILLER  SOON  MAY  TOP
VIAGRA  AS  KING  OF SALES

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 6/17/98: [quoting]
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Drug makers, eyeing Viagra’s runaway success with envy, expect the drive for arthritis relief will yield the
next wonder drug.

Some industry experts believe Celebra, a painkiller that cuts inflammation but avoids the stomach-damag-
ing effects of aspirin, ibuprofen and acetaminophen, could outsell the impotency drug by millions of dollars
a year.

Drug makers’ ceaseless efforts to stock America’s medicine chest have long plowed research money into
trying to ease such ills as cancer, obesity and chronic pain.  But the road to a cancer cure is littered with
promising treatments that fizzled.  And last year’s recall of two diet pills left many dieters wary of weight-
loss drugs.

Now comes a new class of super painkillers with a singular advantage: They could be on pharmacy shelves
within months.  And industry watchers believe millions of Americans will gladly toss their bottles of com-
mon painkillers for an alternative that saves their stomachs.  [End quoting]

The medications the elite have been holding back will probably start pouring forth as each “king” tries to
out-grab a bite of the multibillion dollar money pie.  Can’t you see the sharks as they go into their feeding
frenzy which Viagra set off?  Temporarily they’ll forget that they might help releive some suffering by us so
that they can join the frenzy.

But be very careful—this makes it an excellent time to slip in the engineered pills that will kill you—also!

SUBWAY  SENTINEL

From ANGELS ON EARTH, NOV/DEC 1997, Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 10512:
[quoting]

New York City can be exciting and scary all at once.  In 1970 I was a freshman at a design school, getting
to know the Big Apple.  After commuting from my parents’ home in Irvington, N.J., for a while, I’d found
a tiny apartment in Greenwich Village.

One Sunday evening in January I was waiting for the subway at West Forty-second Street. The station was
deserted, and it made me uneasy.  I was used to seeing the platform bustling with people.  It’s the weather,
I thought, hugging myself against the freezing cold.  Where’s that train?

I glanced at the stairs, hoping another passenger would appear.  Most of the time I wasn’t afraid in the city.
“There’s no problem here,” I would tell myself if I felt nervous in a crowd, or walking alone on a dark
street.  “God is always with me.”  It usually worked.  But not that night.  That night was creepy.

Finally, I heard the rumbling and roaring of an arriving train.  The loud noise sounded like music to me.  The
train doors slid open, and I stepped aboard with a sense of relief.  But the subway car was empty too, and
I felt  anxious all over again.  I chose a seat near the door.  Only three stops to Greenwich Village.
A man entered my car at the next station.  He stood looking around for a moment, and then as the doors
closed took the spot right next to me.  God is forever by my side, I tried to tell myself.
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The man sat calmly, staring straight ahead as the train began to move.  He wore a knit hat pulled down over
long, shaggy hair, and a scarf draped his shoulders.  He wasn’t a large man, but I was much smaller, and no
match for him if he wanted to harm me.  “You don’t know this,” he said quietly, “but I’m your guardian
angel.”  What should I do? I thought frantically.  I’m trapped on the subway with a crazy man.

Wham!  The door between the cars slammed open.  A gang of teenage boys stormed in, maybe nine of
them, walking single file, shouting and cursing.  They punched each other in some macho display, and
kicked the seats as they swaggered down the aisle.

Trembling, I stared at my lap, clutching my purse.  These guys were looking for trouble.  The man sat
silently beside me.  When the gang passed in front of us, one of them said, “Aw, there’s nobody in here!”
They left the train at the next stop, and the man patted my hand.  I wasn’t sure what to say when we both
got off at the station in Greenwich Village.  My guardian immediately blended into the crowd on the
platform.  But the One who sent him would forever be by my side.  —Evelyn Fehlber, Montrose, Pennsyl-
vania  [End quoting]

Hopefully we can learn from these types of episodes to live a life of faith in a Higher Source and ask for
Their help to guide and protect us at all times.
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CHAPTER  5

LATEST  ANTICS  STAGGER  IMAGINATION
GREEN  LEGAL  UPDATE

6/22/98    CONTACT STAFF

Just  When  You  Thought  You’d  Heard  It  All!

Way back in April 1993, you may recall, George Green filed a lawsuit in the First Judicial District Court of
the state of Nevada, in Carson City (Case 93-00322A, Dept. 1).  This suit was against not only the
Phoenix Institute for Research & Education, Ltd., E.J. Ekker and Doris Ekker, but was also against
“space travelers from the constellation Pleiades, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Esu Immanuel Sananda (Jesus
Christ), Germain, The PHOENIX LIBERATOR, etc.”  You may recall the CONTACT headline: “George
Green Sues Jesus Christ”.  You may also recall that in the distorted AP news representation of this case,
Doris Ekker was accused, somehow, of claiming to be Jesus Christ.  Nothing, of course, could be FAR-
THER from the truth.  It is remarkable how distorted things have become in the Nevada arena, but
considering the forces at play, perhaps it really isn’t.

In a recent legal maneuver that rivals that one, on May 26, 1998, George Green’s attorney David Horton
filed in the 9th Judicial District for the state of Nevada, in Douglas County (Case No. 98-CV-0130, Dept.
II), a complaint against Defendants: [Quoting] Four Packages of Gold Coins (yes, the same gold coins that
David Overton gifted to the Phoenix Institute), Paul Gilbert, Special Administrator of the estate of David
Overton, the Phoenix Institute for Research & Education, Ltd. (a Nevada corporation), Doris Ekker, E.J.
Ekker, Eleanor Schroepfer, Eleanor Schroepfer Family Trust, Teha, Inc.(a Nevada corporation), Leon
Fort, individually and for Infinite Balance Corporation, and Does I-X, and Black and White Corporations
I-X.  [End quoting.]  Jury trial was demanded.

Now, you may well ask the following questions:  I thought Leon Fort was working WITH George Green?
I thought the Supreme Court of Nevada has ruled two times now that George Green has no claim on the
gold coins?  Why is George suing Eleanor Schroepfer (elderly wife of now deceased John Schroepfer)?
These and many other questions may be asked but little answers are forthcoming.  In this nonsensical move
as a last ditch effort to somehow delay the gold’s return to its rightful owner, i.e., the Phoenix Institute,
these despicable legal tactics have been employed by Green’s legal team who have not heard, apparently,
of the Code of Professional Conduct for attorneys.  This is almost as brazen a move as petitioning the court
for George Green to be the administrator for the very gold he STOLE from the Phoenix Institute and
crossed state line.  If you think all of this sounds too insane to be real, you’re right.  But the facts are, this
is happening and it is happening in the Nevada courts RIGHT NOW.  As if the Nevada courts haven’t
been made enough of a laughing stock by the likes of George Abbott and David Horton’s previous ma-
nipulations of the system, this new move has taken the Nevada courts into the realm of theater of the
absurd.
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CHAPTER  6

FALLEN  ANGELS  &  SERPENT  PEOPLE
THE  ADVERSARY  BY  ANY  OTHER  NAME

SUMERIA  AND  BEYOND
PART III:  UNTANGLING  THE  GORDIAN  KNOT

by Rick Martin    6/23/98

The natural World Order, which is based upon the irrevocable laws of the universe, has been tempo-
rarily replaced on Earth by the unnatural World Order of the parasite.  All of the programs and
energies of the parasite are devoted to a single goal, maintaining his feeding position upon the host.
Freudian psychology was developed by the parasitic order to neutralize the incessant efforts of the
host to throw off or dislodge the parasite.  Any move to dislodge the parasite is denounced as
“reactionary”.  It is defined and outlawed as an act of aggression, hostility, and alienation.  In fact,
the host is merely trying to survive by throwing off the parasite.  Another law of Nature is that the
parasite, not only by sucking off the life sustenance of the host, but also, by altering its life cycle,
will inevitably kill the host.  This process is called “the decline and fall of civilization”.

—Eustace Mullins, The World Order: A Study In The Hegemony Of Parasitism

It is not the purpose of this series to outline all of the events in any given historical cycle, but rather to
identify those elements within a given segment who align themselves with the serpent mentality, or the
adversarial side of the equation.  Therefore, it will be necessary for the serious researcher to fill in the gaps
through independent research.  This series merely seeks to specifically identify factions that may have gone
previously unnoticed or that, perhaps, weren’t seen in this particular light.

At a certain point it even becomes difficult to separate Sumeria from Egypt, as there are so many overlap-
ping “gods”, symbols, and beliefs.  There will be, throughout this segment, a blending of the two regions.
Nevertheless, let us begin our examination with Sumer, noted in the dictionary as:  “an ancient country of S.
Mesopotamia in present day S. Iraq.”

ENTWINED  SERPENTS

No research into Sumeria would be complete without reference to Zecharia Sitchin, who writes, in Gen-
esis Revisited: [Quoting]
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entwined
snakes

In the biblical tale of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, the antagonist of the Lord God who had
caused them to acquire “knowing” (the ability to procreate) was the Serpent, Nahash in Hebrew.

The term has two other meanings:  “he who knows secrets” and “he who knows copper”.  These other
meanings or word plays are found in the Sumerian epithet BUZUR for Enki, which meant “he who solves
secrets” and “he of the metal mines”.  I have therefore suggested in previous writings that, in the original
Sumerian version, the “Serpent” was Enki.  His emblem was entwined serpents; it was the symbol of his
“cult center” Erie (a), of his African domains in general (b), and of the pyramids in particular (c), and it
appeared on Sumerian illustrations on cylinder seals of the events described in the Bible.

What did the emblem of entwined serpents—the symbol of medicine and healing to this very day—
represent?  The discovery of modern science of the double-helix structure of DNA offers the answer: the
Entwined Serpents emulated the structure of the genetic code, the secret knowledge of which enabled
Enki to create The Adam and then grant Adam and Eve the ability to procreate.  [End quoting]

enki

[Still quoting from Genesis Revised:] [Quoting]

It was the realization that a planet the Sumerian texts called NIBIRU (“Planet of the Crossing”) was neither
Mars nor Jupiter, as some scholars have debated, but another planet that passes between them every
3,600 years that gave rise to my first book’s title, The 12th Planet—the planet which is the “twelfth
member” of the Solar System (although technically it is, as a planet, only the tenth).

It was from that planet, the Sumerian texts repeatedly and persistently stated, that the ANUNNAKI came
to Earth.  The term literally means “Those Who from Heaven to Earth Came”.  They are spoken of in the
Bible as the Anakim, and in Chapter 6 of Genesis are also called Nefilim, which in Hebrew means the
same thing:  Those Who Have Come Down, from the Heavens to Earth.

And it was from the Anunnaki, the Sumerians explained—as though they had anticipated our questions—
that they had learnt all they knew.  The advanced knowledge we find in Sumerian texts is thus, in effect,
knowledge that was possessed by the Anunnaki who had come from Nibiru; and theirs must have been a
very advanced civilization, because as I have surmised from the Sumerian texts, the Anunnaki came to
Earth about 445,000 years ago.  [End quoting]
Turning to Calvin Burgin’s The Worldline Heptameron, we read:  [Quoting]
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The Encyclopedia Britannica says that Anu was a Babylonian deity that was regarded as the father and
king of the gods.

Zecharia Sitchin can read the ancient clay tablets and has written a popular series of books on what he
believes the tablets to say.  In The 12th Planet (Avon Books), he says, “The head of this family of Gods
of Heaven and Earth was AN (or Anu in the Babylonian/Assyrian texts).  His wife was ANTU and great-
granddaughter was IN.ANNA.”  Sitchin tells of the story of Anu being castrated by Kumarbi.

Anu’s eldest son was EN.LIL.  Enlil erected Nippur (also known as Kharsag) as his city.  Enlil selected the
kings who were to rule over Mankind and Sitchin quoted a writing of Hammurabi which says: “Anu and
Enlil named me to promote the welfare of the people...to cause justice to prevail in the land.

“When I approached the land, there was much flooding.”  Both Enki and Enlil claimed to be the first
born.  Ea or Enki was known as a “mighty hunter, a fighting god renowned for his martial abilities”.  The
English-Sumerian Dictionary by Adapa says that Enki was a Serpent God.  [End quoting]

In The First Great Civilizations: Life In Mesopotamia, the Indus Valley, and Egypt, written by
Jacquetta Hawkes, we read:  [Quoting]

It was the God Enki, the Sumerians knew, who had taught men the arts of writing and geometry, how to
build cities and temples.  He had also filled the Tigris and Euphrates with sparkling water and stocked them
with fish.  Moreover:

The plough and the yoke he directed
The great prince Enki
Opened the holy furrows.
Made grain grow in the perennial field.

[End quoting]

Let’s return to Sitchin, this time from The Lost Realms:  [Quoting]

Frustrated in his effort to assume supremacy in civilized Sumer, Marduk/Ra seized upon the granting of
civilization to the Egyptians to return to that land and reclaim its lordship from his brother Thoth.  Now
Thoth found himself a god without a people; and it is our suggestion that accompanied by some of his
faithful followers he chose an abode in the New Realms—in Mesoamerica.

And we further suggest that it happened not just “circa 3100 B.C.” but exactly in 3113 B.C.—the
time, the year, and even the day from which the Mesoamericans began their Long Count.

Counting the passage of time by anchoring the calendar to a major event is not unusual at all.  The Western
Christian calendar counts the years from the birth of Christ.  The Moslem calendar begins with the Hegira,
the migration of Mohammed from Mecca to Medina.  Skipping over the many examples from various
preceding lands and monarchies, we shall mention the Jewish Calendar, which is in effect the ancient (and
first-ever) Calendar of Nippur, the Sumerian city dedicated to Enlil.  Contrary to the common assumption
that the Jewish count of years (5,748 in 1988) is from the “beginning of the world”, it is actually from the
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beginning of the Nippurian calendar in 3760 B.C.—the time, we assume, of Anu’s state visit to Earth.

Why not then accept our suggestion that the arrival of Quetzalcoatl, i.e., the Winged Serpent, in his new
realm was the occasion for starting the Long Count of the Mesoamerican calendar—especially since it was
this very god who had introduced the calendar to these lands?  [End quoting]

The name USHUMGAL is recurring in Sumerian literature, which means, literally, “great fiery, flying ser-
pent.”

We read in the Myth of Enlil and Ninlil, as laid forth in the scholarly work The Intellectual Adventure Of
Ancient Man, written by Henri Frankfort, H.A. Frankfort, John A. Wilson, Thorkild Jacobsen, and Wil-
liam A. Irwin:  [Quoting]

In compliance with the penalty which has been imposed upon him (for the rape of Ninlil), Enlil then leaves
Nippur and makes his way out of the land of the living toward the sinister realm of Hades.  [End quoting]

One Sumerian text reads like this:  [Quoting, again from The Intellectual Adventure Of Ancient Man]

Who came to life yesterday, died today.
In but a moment man is cast into gloom, suddenly
crushed.
One moment he will sing for joy,
and in an instant he will wail—a mourner.
Between morning and nightfall men’s mood may change:
when they are hungry they become like corpses,
when they are full they will rival their god,
when things go well they will prate of rising up to
heaven
and when in trouble, rant about descending into Hades.

[End quoting]

Returning to Sitchin, this time from The Wars Of Gods And Men, we read: [Quoting]

Anu himself then intervened.  The god hiding inside, he warned her, possessed awesome weapons; “their
outburst is terrible; they will prevent you from entering.”  Instead Anu advised her to seek justice by putting
the hiding god on trial.

The texts amply identify this god.  As in the Ninurta texts, he is called A.ZAG and nicknamed The Great
Serpent—a name and a derogatory Enlilite epithet for Marduk.  His hiding place is also clearly identified as
“The E.KUR, whose walls awesomely reach the skies”—the Great Pyramid.  [End quoting]

ENOCH
Let’s shift gears for a moment and take a brief look at The Book Of ENOCH: The Prophet, as there may
be some later reference to a portion of this information.  [Quoting from the Appendix:]
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The history of the evolution of the Satanic myth (clue) would not be complete if we omitted to notice the
character of the mysterious and Cosmopolitan Enoch, variously called Enos, Hanoch, and finally Enoichion
by the Greeks.  It is from his Book that the first notions of the Fallen Angels were taken by the early
Christian writers.

The Book of Enoch is declared apocryphal.  But what is an Apocrypha?  The very etymology of the term
shows that it is simply a secret book, i.e., one that belonged to the catalogue of temple libraries under the
guardianship of the Hierophants and initiated priests, and was never meant for the profane.  Apocrypha
comes from the verb crypto, “to hide”.  For ages the Enoichion (The Book of the Seer) was preserved in
the “city of letters” and secret works—the ancient Kirjath-Sepher, later on, Debir.

Some of the writers interested in the subject—especially Masons—have tried to identify Enoch with Thoth
of Memphis, the Greek Hermes, and even with the Latin Mercury.  As individuals, all these are distinct one
from the other; professionally—if one may use this word, now so limited in its sense—they belong one and
all to the same category of sacred writers, of Initiators and Recorders of Occult and ancient Wisdom.
Those who in the Kuran are generically termed the Edris, or the “Learned” (the Initiated), bore in Egypt
the name of “Thoth”, the inventor of arts, sciences, writing or letters, of music and astronomy.  Among the
Jews the Edris became “Enoch”, who, according to Bar-Hebraeus, “was the first inventor of writing”,
books, arts, and sciences, the first who reduced to a system the progress of the planets.  In Greece he was
called Orpheus, and thus changed his name with every nation.  The number Seven being attached to, and
connected with, each of those primitive Initiators, as well as the number 365, of the days in the year,
astronomically, it identifies the mission, character, and the sacred office of all those men, but certainly not
their personalities.  Enoch is the seventh Patriarch; Orpheus is the possessor of the phormix, the 7-
stringed lyre, which is the seven-fold mystery of initiation.  Thoth, with the seven-rayed Solar Discus on his
head, travels in the Solar boat, the 365 degrees, jumping out every fourth (leap) year for one day.  Finally,
Thoth-Lunus is the septenary god of the seven days, or the week.  Esoterically and spiritually, Enoichion
means the “Seer of the Open Eye”.

The story about Enoch, told by Josephus, namely, that he had concealed under the pillars of Mercury or
Seth his precious rolls or books, is the same as that told of Hermes, “the father of Wisdom”, who con-
cealed his books of Wisdom under a pillar, and then, finding the two pillars of stone, found the science
written thereon.  Yet Josephus notwithstanding his constant efforts in the direction of Israel’s unmerited
glorification, and though he does attribute that science (of Wisdom) to the Jewish Enoch—writes history.
He shows those pillars as still existing during his own time.  He tells us that they were built by Seth; and so
they may have been, only neither by the Patriarch of that name, the fabled son of Adam, nor by the
Egyptian god of Wisdom—Teth, Set, Thoth, Tat, Sat (the later Sat-an), or Hermes, who are all one—but
by the “sons of the Serpent-god”, or “Sons of the Dragon”, the name under which the Hierophants of
Egypt and Babylon were known before the Deluge, as were their forefathers, the Atlanteans.

[Still quoting, later on:]

Some say Enoch was a great Saint, beloved by God, and taken alive to heaven (i.e., one who reached
Mukti or Nirvana, on Earth, as Buddha did and others still do); and others maintain that he was a
sorcerer, a wicked magician.  This shows only that Enoch, or its equivalent, was a term, even during the
days of the later Talmudists, which meant “Seer”, “Adept in the Secret Wisdom”, etc., without any speci-
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fication as to the character of the title-bearer.  [End quoting]

EGYPT

Turning to The Lonely Planet series of travel books, this one on Egypt, we read a very clear statement
about trying to understand the Egyptian mythology.  [Quoting:]

Ancient Egypt produced a wealth of gods and goddesses, animal deities and magical practices that has
both captured modern imagination and defied attempts to create for it neat and tidy categories.  Ancient
Egyptian deities could be local or universal or both; they could assume the characteristics of one another;
they could be at once destructive and beneficial, evil and good.  The ancients themselves seemed to have
accepted such contradictions with equanimity.  In their world, the Sun brought light and life to the world,
but its rays could also scorch and kill.

The deities, on whom the preservation of cosmic order depended, required constant attention, which
meant for mortals strict adherence to rite and ritual.  Detailed descriptions of how particular rituals were to
be carried out are today the major source of information we have on religion in Pharaonic times, the
thinking behind them having been largely lost.  Nevertheless, the impression gained is of a people to whom
order was everything; as they saw it, their world rose out of chaos and was daily in danger of returning to
it.  Their intermediary between the cosmic and the mortal worlds was the Pharaoh (regarded as a god
himself—the living Horus) and in theory (if not in practice) he was responsible for ensuring the necessary
rituals were performed.  His reward for successfully fulfilling this role was wealth and power in this world;
and a safe passage to the next.

horus

Describing the gods, goddesses and belief systems of Ancient Egypt is a tricky business.  First is the sheer
amount of time to consider—its history spanned some 3,000 years.  It’s little wonder that, looking back
from our vantage point today, what we tend to see is a chaos of conflicting ideas.  [End quoting]

With all of the above stated, I will kindly spare the reader a rendition of Egyptian mythology.  It is impor-
tant, though, to list a FEW key characters by name, followed by a brief description.  These figures will be
popping up from time to time, and it is best to have some idea as to what they represent.  Portions of the
descriptions listed below are derived from two sources, the first being The Lonely Planet series, the
second, The Traveler’s Key To Ancient Egypt: A Guide To The Sacred Places Of Ancient Egypt.
Taken in alphabetical order, we have:

Horus:  Sky god and Lower Egyptian counterpart of Seth.  Horus came to be acknowledged as the son
of Osiris and Isis.  He sometimes appears as a hawk, but more often as a man with a hawk’s head.  Horus’
antagonist Seth (god of chaotic forces and indeed Horus’ own brother), during one of their legendary
conflicts, cut out Horus’ eye.
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Restored with royal saliva, the eyes came to symbolize perfection (the udjat eye).  The udjat, represented
as a human eye with hawk-like markings, was considered potent protection against evil.  As one of the
earliest state gods, Horus was closely connected with the king.  In fact, the king was regarded as the living
Horus (a notion that makes sense in the context of the story of Osiris) and from the earliest times he took
a Horus name or ka name (one of five names) that declared his divine status.

isis

Isis:  Isis, sister/wife of Osiris, mother goddess and (as mother of Horus) symbolic mother of the king,
possessed great magical powers.

Isis is depicted as a woman wearing either a throne on her head or a Sun disc flanked with cow’s horns.
Sometimes she appears (along with her sister Nephthys) as a kite, mourning the dead.

She used her magical powers to restore Osiris to life and to protect the young Horus.  Those seeking
protection or healing for children therefore appealed to her for assistance.

nut

Nut:  Sky goddess and both sister and wife of the earth-god Geb.  Mother of Osiris, Isis, Seth and
Nephthys.

She usually appears as a woman, but sometimes as a cow, and is often depicted stretched across the
ceilings of tombs, swallowing the Sun and creating the night.

osiris

ptah

set
seth
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Osiris:  God of the underworld and of fertility.  He generally appears in mummy wrappings holding the
crook and flail (representing kingship) and wearing a conical headdress that includes a pair of ram’s horns
and a tall plume.

He is the brother of Isis and father of Horus.  The Greeks equated Osiris with Pluto and with Dionysos.

Ptah:  Anthropomorphic creator god of Memphis.  Ptah was the Cosmic Architect, the giver of form, the
cosmic shaping force.  He is patron of crafts, trades and the arts.  Though Ptah is the Cosmic Architect, he
is not free to do as he pleases.  His job is to give form to the words of Re as spoken by Thoth.

Ptah appears wearing a tight cap on his shaven head and he carries a scepter on which are the emblems of
power, life and stability.  Ptah is sometimes linked with the solar-god Sokar.  The Greeks identified Ptah
with Hephaestus, the divine smith.

Ra:  Sun god and creator god of Heliopolis.  Ra takes many forms (for example, as Khepri, Aten), and
other deities also merge with him, enhancing their own powers (for example, Amun-Ra).  He is generally
shown as a man with a falcon’s head upon which rests a Sun disc.  The ancient Egyptians believed that Ra
traversed the sky in a solar boat, rising from the underworld in the east and re-entering it in the land of the
dead in the west.

Set:  The initial act of creation presupposes a sundering of the original and primordial unity.  This rupture
creates multiplicity—the world.  Multiplicity is, by its very nature, opposed to the original unity.

Set is the personification of that opposition.  Opposition takes place on every level, from the most abstract
and metaphysical to the personal and mundane.  Peace, harmony and order, in whatever realm, are all
aspects of or movements towards that original unity—the return to the source, goal of all initiatic teachings.

All that opposes or obstructs that movement takes place in Set’s domain or under his aegis.  Thus Set and
his innumerable cohorts represent the forces of darkness, chaos, barbarism, and war.

As lord of the wilderness and arid wastes, desert animals fall under the domain of Set, as do the black pig,
the ass, the crocodile, and the hippopotamus, each of which symbolizes different aspects of the carnal or
material world.  The Set animal also sports a forked tail.  The Greeks identified Set with their Typhon (the
Snake God), but Set’s spiritual, as distinct from his cosmic, role is nearly identical with the Christian Satan,
a name derived from the Hebrew word for adversary.

Seth:  Worshipped from very early times.  Upper Egyptian counterpart to Horus.  Seth is often seen as
synonymous with evil.

His birth was indeed violent (he wrenched himself apart from Nut, his mother) and one of ancient Egypt’s
most enduring legends relates his ferocious fights with his brother, Osiris, who he eventually murders.  God
of chaotic forces (and associated with wind, rain, storms and thunder).

thoth
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Thoth: God of writing and counting, and patron of scribes.  Thoth was worshipped in the form of a
baboon or an ibis.  It is thought this is due to the ibis’s reputation for devouring serpents and/or because of
its aquatic (lunar) habits and nature.

As divine scribe, Thoth is frequently encountered in judgment scenes recording the verdict returned by the
balance, or in temple friezes recording the deeds of the kings into eternity.

THE  EYE  OF  RA

For those of you who have always been curious about the cobra depicted on the head of Pharaohs,
perhaps this little story will offer at least one explanation.  In A History Of Ancient Egypt, written by
Nicolas Grimal, we read: [Quoting]

ra

The result of this was a complex tangle of myths which dictate the actions of gods reigning over the world
and effectively subject them to the whims of humans.  With one exception, there is little discussion in all this
of the actual creation of mankind, which seems to have been thought of as having taken place at the same
time as the creation of the world.  In this exception, the legend of ‘the eye of Ra’, the Sun loses his eye; he
sends his children Shu and Tefnet to seek out the fugitive, but time passes and they do not return.  He then
decides to replace the missing eye with a substitute.  When the lost eye reappears and finds that it has been
replaced it begins to weep with rage, and its tears (remut) give birth to people (remet).  Ra then trans-
forms the eye into a cobra and places it on his forehead—this is the uraeus, which is given the task of
striking down the god’s enemies.  The anecdotal nature of this story of the creation of mankind is excep-
tional and its origins may well lie in the punning of the Egyptian words for ‘tears’ and ‘people’, which seems
to have proved too tempting for the theologians to ignore.

The cosmological theme of the ‘damaged’ or ‘replaced’ eye went through several stages of development:
it provided an explanation for the creation of the Moon, the second eye of Ra that was entrusted to Thoth
(the ibis-headed god of the scribes), and for the ‘healthy’ eye of Horus.  It was Horus who lost his eye in
the battle against Seth for control of the kingdom of Egypt; Thoth returned it to him and simultaneously
transformed it into an archetypal symbol of physical well-being.  This is why the eye of Horus was usually
depicted on coffins, since it guaranteed that the dead person would have full use of his body.  [End quoting]

PTAH

In Zecharia Sitchin’s The Wars Of Gods And Men, we read: [Quoting]

Ptah and the other gods were called, in Egyptian, Ntr—”Guardian, Watcher”.  They had come to Egypt,
the Egyptians wrote, from Ta-Ur, the “Far/Foreign Land”, whose name Ur meant “olden” but could have
also been the actual place name—a place well known from Mesopotamian and biblical records:  the
ancient city of Ur in southern Mesopotamia.  And the straits of the Red Sea, which connected Mesopotamia
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and Egypt, were called Ta-Neter, the “Place of the Gods”, the passage by which they had come to Egypt.
That the earliest gods did come from the biblical lands of Shem is additionally borne out by the puzzling fact
that the names of these olden gods were of “Semitic” (Akkadian) derivation.  Thus Ptah, which had no
meaning in Egyptian, meant “he who fashioned things by carving and opening up” in the Semitic tongues.

In time—after 9,000 years, according to Manetho—Ra, a son of Ptah, became the ruler over Egypt.  His
name, too, had no meaning in Egyptian, but because Ra was associated with a bright celestial body,
scholars assume that Ra meant “bright”.  We do not know with greater certainty that one of his nicknames,
Tem, had the Semitic connotation “the Complete, the Pure One”.  [End quoting]

ORION  &  HYADES

What, apparently, has fairly recently come to PUBLIC knowledge, is the fact that the entire Giza Plateau
is aligned directly toward the (star) consellation of Orion and, nearby, Hyades (Hades).  There can be no
more direct and obvious correlation with EVIL than this simple fact.  This, combined with the fact that
Osiris and Isis will figure prominently in the New World Religion which will be dumped on us in the months
ahead is cause for serious concern from thinking, “Lighted” people.  Let’s take a closer look.

orion

There is a website:  orionheart.  One of the main articles posted is written by Daniel Winter and is titled,
“Does the Golden Spiral Layout of the Pyramids Point to A Black Hole Near Orion, and Why?”  Another
article is posted, called “Star Birth in the Body of Orion”.  As these documents are probably copyrighted,
I will merely mention them.

There is another book on the open market titled The Orion Mystery: A Revolutionary New Interpreta-
tion of the Ancient Enigma—Unlocking the Secrets of the Pyramids, written by Robert Bauval and
Adrian Gilbert.  In this book we find the following reference:  [Quoting]

Seth...originally connected with the Hyades, the V-shaped, head-like part of our constellation, TAU-
RUS.  As the brother of Osiris, his position in the sky was adjacent to ORION...an important court
decision gave the office of Osiris to Horus, and Set was banished to a position bearing the ‘south-
ern’ constellation of ORION...—Jane B. Sellers, The Death of Gods In Ancient Egypt.

[Still quoting, later on...]

The pattern of the stellar Duat was defined by the cluster of stars, from the Hyades to Canis Major with
Orion in between, all found on the ‘west bank’ of the Milky Way.  On land, in the Memphis-Duat, this
corresponded to the pyramid fields from Dashour to Abu Ruwash, with Giza somewhere in the middle, all
found on the west bank of the Nile.  With the three Giza pyramids sited in the center of the sky-Duat, the
implication by the layout principle of the master plan. [sic] [End quoting]
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vignette

If you access a website called: projectduat, you find a description titled “The Opening Of The Hor-em-
akhet Chambers, aka: The Hall of Records”.  [Quoting:]
A most miraculous project is about to commence this year.  A new paradigm is unfolding; a paradigm that
has never been revealed during our modern times yet brims over with prolific hermetic familiarity.  A sacred
blend of sound, geometry, light and love will be attempted to be broadcasted throughout the planet.  A sort
of ‘cosmic planetary radio’ to be turned on—with our skies as the speakers, the atmosphere as the power
source, our ancient temples and geometric earthgrid system as the circuits and wiring.  [End quoting]
Sound like Project Blue Beam?

Now I’d like to turn to the expert research of Calvin Burgin and his work from the Nov. 30, 1996 edition
of his WORLDLINE newsletter (c/o: Calvin Burgin, 404 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, TX  78745).  [Quot-
ing:]

A fax sent to Richard Hoagland on a recent Art Bell radio show from “Sean from Yucca Valley” stated:

nasa logo

“Art, please ask Richard at some point about the mind-blowing NASA Apollo logo on his web site.  The
Apollo logo Richard Hoagland has unearthed is a block buster.  It has precisely the same look, feel, simple
elegance and straight forward symbolism of other NASA logos of that era.  It is either authentic or a
brilliant, masterful fake.  NASA logo designs are anything but cryptic, and are intended to be easily de-
coded and appreciated even by the dullest member of the taxpaying public.
“Art, having followed the issues and enigmas concerning Cydonia, Giza, and the Moon on your show,
viewing this logo on the web blew my socks off.  Its simple message of the fundamental connectivity
between Earth, the Moon and Orion is undeniable, as is the implication very clear on the Apollo logo that
travelling to the Moon is somehow profoundly relevant to our understanding of Orion.  To find such
symbolism on a NASA logo is about as unexpected as finding a pentagram prominently displayed in a
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Catholic church.  At last, a smoking gun.  How will NASA possibly explain away this one?”

Hoagland stated that “what everyone needs to know is that Apollo IS Osiris, IS Orion.  They are one and
the same.”  He then explains that Greek names were used because of prejudice, and to deceive.  Why use
Greek names with Egyptian symbology, he asked?  Why is the real root symbology hidden?  He said they
knew all along, and dared not tell us.

Homer Newell (sp?) was first associate administrator for space science and applications under James
Webb (who was appointed by JFK to be head of NASA).  He showed Hoagland the first official Apollo
Patch in 1967, just before the fire that killed Apollo astronauts Grissom, Chaffee and White.  It depicts the
belt of Orion as the crossbar of the A, connecting Earth to the Moon.

Hoagland says the A does not stand for Apollo, he says the A stands for the Egyptian god Asar! He says
that Apollo was the Greek name for, in this case, a clearly (once you know the details) Egyptian god.  In its
various spellings, this would be the same Asher or Ashur as covered in more detail in The Hoax of Judeo-
Christianity.

In the Hoax document I show evidence that the “god” who gave Moses the Ten Commandments, and
who spoke to Moses on Mt. Sinai, was Asher.  That is what the Hebrew manuscripts state.  Other
evidence shows that the “fallen angel” in the Garden of Eden story was also Asher.  I refer you to The
Hoax Of Judeo-Christianity for more detail on that subject.

ASHER—
GOOD  GUY  OR  BAD?

Was Asher then a “good guy” or a “bad guy”?  The answer depends on your viewpoint and perception and
on which documents you accept.  There is evidence to support both viewpoints, and the stories have
obviously been tampered with over the years.  Asher (Babylonian spelling) or Asar (Egyptian spelling) can
mean absence of light, dark.  It can also apparently mean light, as sar or sur mean light or the Sun.
Whatever the truth of this situation, I suspect we are about to learn much more about this whole situation!

Hoagland has books and tapes with much more information for anyone who wants more information, that
show a connection between the “face on Mars” and the  Sphinx/Pyramids  in  Egypt.   I refer you to him for
considerable  documentation on this.  The Giza complex at Cairo, Egypt, matches the Cydonia complex on
Mars.  It is also laid out to match the Constellation and belt of Orion.  Cairo, in fact, is Egyptian for Mars.

Hoagland is also involved with trying to learn what is behind the door that has been recently discovered
under the Sphinx in Egypt.  On second thought, I should say the door is in the Great Pyramid, and there is
another passage under the Sphinx.  Now some are reporting more passageways have been found, while
others deny it.  The stories seem to be purposely confusing.

One would think that scientists would simply open the door and take a look, but instead there is arguing
and infighting and strange silliness going on in that situation.  It seems someone is afraid of what might be
there.  Could there be something having to do with, for instance, Aton?  Just wondering.
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ATLANTIS

Psychic Edgar Cayce, who died in 1945, predicted that a “Hall of Records” would be found at Giza, and
there was speculation that it would contain information from ancient Atlantis.  There are many square miles
of Egyptian hieroglyphics that tell that the monuments were built to preserve information from a previous
civilization, often called Atlantis.  A Space Shuttle is called Atlantis.

Hoagland says that the July 20 (8:17 pm GMT), 1969, Apollo Moon landing when Neil Armstrong took
that giant leap for mankind, was actually chosen as to location and timing to honor Asar of Orion.  He says
that John F. Kennedy knew, nearly a decade earlier, in his famous we-are-going-to-the-Moon speech,
exactly when and why the spot was to be chosen.

Hoagland says that the July 20 date is extremely important, as it connects to Osiris, and Orion.  Egyptian
cosmology is centered on Osiris.  July 20, with Osiris and his twin sister Isis, which is Sirius, the brightest
star in the sky, the most important star in the Egyptian calendar, is the one date that commemorates Osiris
over the Pyramids at Giza, and for that reason was chosen as the only possible Moon Landing date.

Hoagland was dumfounded to discover that the Moon Landing programs were connected to Egypt.  July
20 is an important Egyptian date!  He says the A was coded as Apollo but was really the Egyptian Asar.
The name of the lunar lander was Orion (the only lander that was not crashed back into the Moon).  You
will need to consult Hoagland’s information for all his proof.  He found that when Neil Armstrong took
manual control of the Eagle just before it landed, it was not for the reasons told to us, but was to insure that
the Constellation Orion was precisely at the right spot on the horizon, when Isis (Sirius) and Osiris were
precisely at 19.5 degrees.  On every Apollo mission something stunning with regard to Osiris occurred, he
says.  According to Buzz Aldrin, after the landing, Neil and Buzz celebrated for 33 minutes on the Lunar
temple site, with a chalice and wine, when Isis was precisely tetrahedral 19.5 degrees.  The hieroglyph in
the Egyptian language for Isis (Sirius) is an equilateral triangle, the two-dimensional representation of the
tetrahedron.  It means “a doorway” in Egyptian, specifically a doorway between dimensions.

AN  EGYPTIAN  PICKED  OUR
MOON  LANDING  SITES

Who picked the Apollo landing sites?  It was Dr. Farouk El Baz, an Egyptian geologist, from Cairo.  He
and his father were also Egyptologists.  He came to NASA by way of Germany in 1967, and was hired by
Bell Communications under AT&T.  There appear to me to be possible Paperclip connections (does
anyone remember about the Nazis that went to Egypt after the war?), but I have not had a chance to try to
check it out.  He was placed in charge of determining the Apollo sites based on Orion meridian configura-
tions.  After the Apollo Moon landing projects ended, El Baz went to Boston and set up a department
called the Remote Sensing group, a group using radar, sound-waves, remote viewing, etc.  In 1987 he
appears in Egypt in a project jointly sponsored with NASA, in charge of the Giza pyramid and Sphinx
investigations!

In 1993, a German designed a robot that went up an 8-inch-wide tunnel shaft from the Queen’s Chamber
of the Great Pyramid and found a door with two handles, one of which had eroded away.  This shaft was
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aimed directly at the transit point of the star Sirius (the passage from the King’s Chamber is aimed at
Orion).  A door would indicate there is something behind the door, probably another chamber.  The
Egyptian authorities stopped the investigation and have not allowed anyone near for over 4 years (we are
told).  The door has not been opened (we are told).

The Egyptian head of the Giza area said that the door would be opened in September, 1996, under the
direction of Dr. El Baz, the man who chose the Apollo Moon Landing sites.  I do not know what the
current status of the opening is, as I am not on their mailing list.  I do suspect, however, that this is serious
(Sirius) business!

When Dr. Farouk El Baz was hired at Bellcom, he got into a fist fight with his boss, a Jew, who did not
want him.  A superior over Bellcom had to intervene and force Bellcom to accept El Baz.  The superior
was Ed Nixon, President Richard Nixon’s brother!  President Nixon is the one who later stopped the
Apollo missions.  Farouk El Baz’s brother is currently on the senior staff of Hosni Mubarak, President of
Egypt.

Recall from previous Fire From The Sky writings, the man accused of killing John F. Kennedy (who
started the Apollo program), was Lee Harvey Oswald.  Oswald worked on the U2 spy plane crew with
Francis Gary Powers.  Another of the U2 pilots was Roger Chaffee.  Roger Chaffee was the U2 pilot who
took the pictures of Cuba that started the Cuban missile crisis.  I do not believe I have previously revealed
this, but the man  reading the pictures who first determined that Russia was installing missiles in Cuba was
Bobby L. Coffey, currently working with the Texas Department of Transportation.  He confirmed to me
some of these connections.

It has come out that there is evidence that at the time the Apollo missions were started, there were eight or
more astronauts killed, probably murdered, including the fire which killed Grissom, White, and Roger
Chaffee.  It does not take too much digging  to find connections between the murder of John F. Kennedy,
and the Nazis, Richard Nixon, George Bush, the Apollo Moon landings, the Pyramids in Egypt, and the
“face on Mars”! [End quoting]

RETURN  OF  THE  PHOENIX

In the first volume of the Pleiades Connection, titled Return Of The Phoenix, we read: [Quoting]

phoenix

It is not separation in the Universes as such, for Pleiadian ancestors, and YOURS, come from a common
heritage, descended from the refugees, if you will, from the great Sun-system—some of whom fled at one
time to the Pleiades, some to the Hyades—oops!—and a number of other places where they found
hospitable planets in their escape from destruction—oh, yes, human entities have a hard time getting the
point!  But in the ending—the point shall be thoroughly gotten and the lessons of behavior—well learned!
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[Still quoting, further on.]

We are further developed forms of life, and no longer are able to move in such levels of mind perception as
do Earth beings.  This is not a pretentious point on our part, but simply a law of Creation.  It is the same
with all forms of life; also with Earth humans.  They, as well, are no longer able to move within still lower,
to them, levels, thus they are not able to integrate in any manner with lower beings.  The concept would be
insane.  To adjust to all tasks in the existing laws of Creation each world creates, according to its level of
evolution, one or more creatures of advanced development through whom necessary facts may be trans-
mitted.  These higher developed creatures have been called “Prophets” on Earth who, unfortunately, in
their times, were almost without exception persecuted and pursued, which condition still has not changed.
And because this is the way it is, there is no necessity or intention to make ourselves further known to all
ones.

Besides us, there are still other extraterrestrial intelligences who move in the Earth realm, but who are in
uniquely different positions in evolution than are you, and who are sometimes advanced over Earth humans
by only a few centuries.  These creatures may thus come into contact with Earth humans and reach total
integration.  Because some of these intelligences are not much developed beyond Earth mankind, they may
behave like “Commanders” and such, and more advanced creatures may actually participate with humans
of Earth to prevent evil consequences.

Some Earth humans do have real contacts with such extraterrestrials, and others take such reports and
elaborate them with fantasy, thus creating new stories.  There also appear lesser developed intelligences
who thirst for command and want to keep the scepter over Earth humans and, conscious of the affinity for
religions on Earth, they learn to apply them for their own purposes.  These advanced, let us refer to them
as negative (for lack of better description) beings who would manipulate the human populace are indeed
clever and, being advanced in technical knowledge and abilities, are able to influence and direct your own
species.  These ones have become great menaces to Earth man’s development for they are basically
destroyers.  Earth man can begin to better sort out the tools of these ones by observation at times when
wars and catastrophes befall them.  The powerful leaders of Earth at this time are unconsciously, or
consciously, or in absentia, led totally astray by such intelligences.

To understand the relationship of Earth beings and your cosmic brothers, you must use logic and the gift of
true reasoning deduction processes.  I’m sorry, chelas, but the stories you have been given are simply not
even logical and furthermore, they form a mystical aura about God and Creation which is absurd.  Why do
you have to couch God in mysticism when there is none?  The wonders of the Universe are so magnifi-
cent—why require it to be mystic and magic?

Specifically, extraterrestrials or star-people, whatever you desire to call your cosmic counterparts, are
very much like you.  Knowledge and “WISDOM” are superior to yours, as well as technology—no more
and no less—each moving through experience.  Space and time are not overcome by space and time—
BUT BY SPACELESSNESS AND TIMELESSNESS, which means that space and time collapse into
one another and become equally directional to zero-time.  By that, a few fractions of a second are enough
to rush through billions of light-years, practically without loss of time, because the zero-time neutralizes
space and time simultaneously.  We do not even need to discuss “etheric” beings at this point, nor thought
transference—good old space and time will do nicely.
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Many deceivers pretend they are in contact with other planetary human beings in your solar system, and
even having flown with or in their ships.  This is nothing more than false, as most of the stars (planets)
indicated are so desolate that human life is no longer possible on their surface or, as with Venus—the planet
itself is not old enough or evolved enough to sustain life-forms of human.  It is most unfortunate that the
contacts which might well be valid are discredited by lack of understanding of the truth by the receivers
themselves.  Of course this is the total intent of the base energies efforting to control your planet.

Our mission is to alert you to the presence of the deceivers and warn you of your declining ability to reverse
your negative path—these are not “little gray aliens” from somewhere “out there”—they have become real
and incarnate beings with intent for control and destruction of your planet as you know it.  THAT is NOT
mystical.
The time of conflict with these energy forms is coming in imminent experience and you are, by great
numbers, at disadvantage if you are IN truth and just behavior.  You have become dominated by evil intent
and actions, your human spirit is greatly underdeveloped and the lessons of false teachers continues the
decline of the overall.

Above all, there remains but ONE that possesses the power of life and death over each creature.  This is
the CREATION alone, which has laid its laws over ALL.  Laws which are irrefutable and of eternal
validity.  The human being can recognize them in nature when he troubles himself to do so.  They expose for
him the way of life and the way to spiritual greatness, embodying the goal of life.  While the human indulges
in his religions, and by this a heresy, he pines more and more away—in spirit—which finally leads to a
bottomless pit—abyss.

The human being may recognize that a God can never take over the part of the Creation or destine the fate
of a human being.  God is NOT the CREATION, but as well, only a creature of it, like all Creation-
dependent creatures.  But the human being hunts for his religious wrong beliefs and affirms God being the
Creation ITSELF.  He goes even further and pretends a normal Earthman by the name of “Immanuel”,
who is also called the “Jesus Christ”, is God’s “son” and the Creation itself.  Still different sects of the new
time go on to maintain these same things, which already approach total delusion and the stories get more
and more wild in presentation.

It is pathetic for, as already mentioned, deceivers also walk in the same direction and put out incorrect
perceptions and total lies unto the world of man—that your cosmic brothers and sisters from other planets
of the cosmos would come at the “order” of God (with whom they actually mean that one, “Christ”) and
integrate into one element of definition, those “beings” with that of THE CREATION.  This is total bunk!
Ones mis-project and attempt to allow you unthinking and seeking humans to believe such trash.  There
are ones who come with the cosmic brothers who do attend these matters of higher dimension and are a
higher integration with The Creation.  These ones come in attendance at this time with the higher teachers
in preparation of return of God upon your place in order for the reclamation.
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The CREATION itself gives the commands, dear ones, in ultimate measure, because IT embodies the
greatest power in the Universe, and never is in need of commands or silly religions.  Religion is only the
primitive work of human beings, in purpose, quite frankly and honestly, to lead them into suppression—for
exploitation—to which only spiritually deficient life can fall.

One further mission at this time is to bring this truth to the light of the world and make it known.  If this does
not happen, then mankind will slowly destroy itself and fall into complete spiritual darkness in separation
from God and Truth.
God is one thing, Creation another—it is the total lack of balance with the laws of Creation which has
brought you down.  The Laws of Creation as given unto the human species are presented by God of
Creation as guidelines by which you can remain in balance and harmony with that which IS The Creation
and you have broken and rewritten them all to suit your lustful, greedy and very base human desires.  So be
it.  [End quoting]

TRANSITION  THOUGHTS

It becomes very clear that the planet is in transition.  Changes are imminent, both in terms of weather and
geophysical developments, and on a more personal note, at a soul level.  Sides are being drawn.  When
The Light hits, the adversary really fights back.  Of course, ultimately God wins, but as in any game, while
in motion the play continues.  It really becomes a question of, who will choose God?  And it isn’t even
really choosing God, it’s choosing the right way, the “red road” as our Native brothers say, the
spiritual path.  The adversary has made his presence known throughout history.  You’ve just read about
some of those beings.  From here we’ll take a few interesting turns in our continuing journey, but in the
meantime this series is to be continued...
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CHAPTER  7

SOLTEC:  STILL  THYSELF  AND
HEAR  GOD’S  VOICE  WITHIN

6/22/98    SOLTEC

Good morning, my friend.  It is I, Toniose Soltec, come in the Radiant One Light of Creator God.
Be at Peace.

There is much happening in your world as your clocks continue to tick ever so regularly as if
“nothing” could ever change.  Each moment that passes brings forth change, even if you see it
not.  The clues are all around you, if you but look and see.

“But,” you say, “there have not been these terrible earthquakes or massive shiftings of the
planet’s waters.”  I say to you that, from the point of view that we monitor on a regular basis,
they are occurring this very moment, as you read this.  Maybe nothing drastic has personally
impacted you yet; however, the subtle signs of change are there nonetheless.

These changes are perceptible if you tune your attention properly.  Most of you never even
notice the thousands of subtle Earth shiftings that happen each and every day that are below a
magnitude of 1.0 on your measuring scales.

How many of you perceive the decay of your own body from moment to moment?  Do you sense
the decay of, let’s say, a tooth with a bacteria etching the outer enamel layers?  Or, do you wait
until the decay has progressed to a level where a nerve is exposed, and only then decide to take
note?

We observe that many of you are too mentally preoccupied with the outer world of your exist-
ence to take the ounce of preventative “time” that it would take you to still yourselves and listen
within to the sound of your own heart-beat or feel the sensation of blood flowing through your
veins and arteries.

As caretakers of your planet, how is it that you plan to take preventative care of a massive
organism such as she, if you cannot even monitor yourselves?  No, you cannot, and your actions,
as a whole, confirm this statement.

You can deny that the teeth in your mouth are rotting or that the mineral array in your body is out
of balance.  But such behavior will not change the fact that the nerves in your teeth will become
exposed or that your kidneys will someday give way.

So, too, can you deny that there are any great Earth changes coming.  The denial will not change
the fact that such are coming; it will only allow you to perhaps continue in your irresponsibility
for another short bit of time.
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All of the warnings that you ones need have been penned prior, and printed here, over and over
again.  Those of you who do give a damn about selves and do wish to stand as example for the
world to see, have prepared for these eventualities.  Those of you who sit on the fence and
continue to procrastinate, will soon find your fence shaken-out from beneath your firmly seated
and dearly coveted assets.

We witness that many of you have the time and money to go out and purchase new vehicles to
drive or fancy clothes to wear, and then go about complaining that you do not have enough
money or time in order to prepare for emergencies.  The excuses will not feed your children,
grand-children, neighbors, or friends.  You ones will also be the ones who pray the most for God
to come and save you or help you in your time of desperation.

Every day God will tell you that your enamel of protective covering is eroding and that you need
to attend this before more extreme measures are needed.  Do you listen?  For the most part, the
answer is—NO, you do not!

Why?  Because you do not take the time to still selves and discipline your own minds to receive
the vast array of information available to you each.  You are each quite capable of connecting
within for your own guidance and information, yet many of you rely solely on others to do it for
you.

Again, you who refuse to accept your personal inner responsibilities for self will be the ones who
cry the most for help.  Learn to help yourselves, for in doing so you will be able to deal with any
and every challenge that you may ever encounter, regardless of the situation.

Your current environment is as plastic and malleable as is the clay that a sculptor uses to convert
an inner idea into a physical representation.  It is your challenge to master this form of expres-
sion.

You each hold the key to understanding and utilizing the inner ability to KNOW, yet you will
shrug-off the memories of doing so and say that it was only a “coincidence” and that you really
didn’t do anything.   NO!  Coincidences are merely the conscious recognition of the synchronicity
of your place in the universe and how you relate to all therein.

Coincidences usually stand out in your mind as having some sort of significance even if you do
not appreciate the confirmations that they are.  Perhaps they are answers to prayers and you
just are not connecting the answer with the question.  Again, many of you will pray for (focus your
desire upon) many different things, and when the answer comes, you most often miss the connec-
tion between the desire and the fulfillment.  This, too, points to a lack of self-discipline.

If you continue to refuse to learn for yourself, then there is only so much we can do beyond
continually asking you ones to go within and connect for self.  GO WITHIN AND CONNECT
FOR SELF!  GO WITHIN AND CONNECT FOR SELF!!!!!

You are the answer.  You can modify and change the outcome of the play.  You can create the necessary
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conditions for yourself in order to ride-out the roughest of times upon your globe.  Or, you can simply
allow yourself to become the “victim” of your own lack of self-discipline and self-worth.
We of the Hosts have held your hand and walked with you through your various stages of awak-
ening.  We will continue to offer assistance—but you have to be willing to “hear” the message,
“feel” the nudge, and most importantly, pay attention to the clues that are being offered EVERY
MOMENT OF EVERY DAY!

When you-the-student are ready, we will always be there for you!  ALWAYS, it is our desire and
God’s promise to you each.  You get “ready” by disciplining yourself and going within and ac-
cepting the gifts offered.

Please ALWAYS remember to call upon the Lighted Brotherhood for protection.  If you are not
comfortable with this term that may sound “New Age” to you, then simply call upon God—the
One who created YOU!

It is the intent of the heart that is monitored.  Half-hearted attempts will likely bring half-hearted
entities and half-hearted results.  Remember: like attracts like.  When you demand honesty,
truthfulness, and clarity, and make these attributes part of your character, then you will ensure
a Lighted connection at all times.

Will the Earth changes come as prophesied?  Yes and No.  Yes, they will appear to some to
happen just as foretold, and yet others will see the same events differently.  Each person’s
ability to perceive is unique and different, therefore you will have varying accounts.  Those who
are experiencing in underground bases will experience from a vastly different perspective and
understanding than, let’s say, ones who live in self-sufficient rural environments or in large
cities.

Just as the ancients of your world would perceive our craft as “chariots” (vehicles of the day) of
“fire” (the only item to compare the lighting of our craft to), so too will you ones relate to what
you witness in terms of your abilities to understand what you are seeing.  Learn to accept that
there is a greater knowledge beyond your current perception.  But more importantly, learn to
accept that it is your God-given right too “tap-in” to this knowledge any time you may desire to
do so.  It is up to YOU to recognize this connection for self!

I am Ceres Anthonious Soltec, elder brother and geophysical scientist overseeing the various
transitionary stages of your planet’s cleansing and rebalancing into health at this time.  She
continually petitions that each and every life-form on and within her may find inner peace and their connec-
tion to Source (Creator God).  When was the last time you petitioned on her behalf?

In Light and Service to the One Light, Creator Source, blessings to you all.  Salu.
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CHAPTER  8

NEWS  DESK  SPECIAL  REPORT

KORTON:  SPOTTING  MODERN EVIL’S
ANCIENT  ROOTS

6/12/98    KORTON

Good morning, Commander Tomeros Maasu Korton here, in Radiance and Light and in service unto
Creator Source.  A great deal is happening these days in your nations and your world, as the elite factions
begin preparations to unveil your new Global Government with its infrastructure of fascist paramilitary
police enforcers.

Many are awakening to what is taking place as they witness your way of life going down the drain.  As
always you ones have the power to stop this mad dash to destruction, but the question is: WILL YOU?
Your adversary does not believe enough of you will awaken in time to stop them, hence the blatant presen-
tation of power and manipulation of your freedoms, thinly disguised as justifiable reactions to “random
happenings” and “accidents”.  Are you forgetting that you are dealing with the prince of deception himself?

TORNADOS,  SCHOOL  KILLINGS  AND
TRANSPORTATION  MISHAPS

The evil manipulators are using incredible (to you) devices and technologies to bring about their aims
through control of that which has always been seen by uninformed and unenlightened citizens as natural
occurrences, freaks of Nature, and unprovoked rampant crime.  This is how the game is played by your
big boys holding the “keys of knowledge” regarding the inner sanctum of their fraternal orders and clubs.

They have developed advanced mind-control techniques to use on the assailants AND their victims (you)
so the bloodshed can continue and to ensure that you-the-people believe the lies given forth to explain it all
away.

ANY media-hyped shooting incident is set up and devised by your adversary to legally cover their bases
when it comes time to forcibly remove your weapons of self-defense.  Always the groundwork is laid
before a plan is carried out.

As any good chess player knows, many pieces are moved to set the trap for your opponent’s king, most
being diversionary tactics to keep your opponent so busy and overwhelmed that he misses the little things.
It is always, in the end, a quiet and unobtrusive move which signals the coming defeat—something that
could have been circumvented IF seen in time to counter.  Please, keep in mind the goal of your enemy;
that way you are not overwhelmed by “the little things” designed to distract you.

Does El Nino again get the credit for your new tornado, flood, and climate patterns?  Where was this
supposedly seasonal El Nino during decades past?  Whether you believe it is a natural “freak” occurrence
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or advanced weather modification at its increasingly deadly and accurate best, you should realize that you
are in the days where you are being hit with every conceivable “distraction”—one after another—until you
ones are so subdued that it will not matter what “gets you” in the end.

You are already at war, in case you haven’t noticed, and the conventional weapons ARE NOT
the first salvos fired at you.  Your Bolshevik rulers and the Russian High Command are using
their most advanced weaponry of “Star Wars” conception to wage unholy war against each other
and the citizenry of helpless pawns on both sides of the playing field.  Secrecy is the master
strategy for both sides, for it is THE strategy that allows for the biggest prize to be won—a
planet whose people are shrouded in ignorance.

Beam weapons of the neutron variety can very easily cause planes, trains, automobiles, and missiles to
crash, allowing the incidents to appear as accidents.  The public is none the wiser, and lacking a good
reason why such a thing would be done purposely, all possible TRUTHFUL explanations are dismissed by
way of the “nutty” conspiracy theories designed to facilitate just such a response.

When your airports and train stations are taken from you under the guise of “safety problems” and anti-
terrorist countermeasures, you  will be sorry you missed these little clues—especially when you had time to
act.  FEMA needs  only one or two good excuses to bring your country under TOTAL DICTATO-
RIAL RULE—WITH NO CONSTITUTIONAL SAFEGUARDS IN  PLACE TO CONTROL
THE ONES WHO HEAD THE AGENCY!

Surprised that such an oversight of such magnitude got by the political watchdogs?  Dear ones, that is why
the Federal Emergency Management Agency was created in the first place—as a mechanism to get control
over your nation quickly and in a massive way.

FEMA  IS  FASCISM’S
TWENTY-FIRST  CENTURY  FACELIFT

Fascism has been around for centuries, but your educational system does not teach you enough facts to
see the truth of the matter.  Your ancient Roman aristocracy is alive and well in your modern political
circles, and to this day holds the reins on art, commerce, money, education, and war.

You must understand that your elite power brokers have NEVER lost sight of their goals or their ancestral
lineage.  You, on the other hand, have no notion of what have been the true historical progressions of your
various countries—and their interconnected relations with each other.  You do not know why your world
destiny (with its kingdoms, empires, and nations) took the turns and made the decisions it has, despite any
delusions of input from its supposedly self-governing peoples. Your esteemed history books offer no such
outlayings of information.

And why should they?  The master criminals would all be exposed for their roles, and their families’ roles,
in stealing massive fortunes and lands from the indigenous souls of the world.  That is why this specific form
of government was conjured; it lends itself so well to the systematic raping and pillaging of a population that
the citizens themselves call for the slave masters to increase their hold over you.  Under the fascist system
of government lies a well thought out political structure that accommodates itself quite nicely to control of
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the masses by but a very few.

Your own U.S. government is tied LEGALLY to this treasonous system of the ancient moneychangers,
and  it  is through your own political structure that the thieves have stolen a world.  Your “Capitol Hill” is a
direct manifestation of the ancient Roman “Capitoline Hill”—complete with a reconstructed wading pond,
architectural and street layouts corresponding to secret Masonic symbols—even the Roman “money”
temple Juno Moneta (where it was decreed “money” will be the “god” of the people) was integrated into
your modern political system.

Your Vatican mafia and religious structure owns the buildings and land from which your government oper-
ates.  Do you think the Watergate Hotel’s easy access and underworld activities escaped the eyes of the
very ones who owned the property?  My friends, with almost a billion worshipers who follow the papal
dynasty, that kind of “easy pickings” is just too tempting for even the most unimaginative crooks to pass up.
Control of a planet is their intent and a billion people become a billion pawns of greater human resources
to be funneled toward achieving the goal.

The Vatican runs your government, along with the Zionist puppet-masters whose modus oper-
andi is blackmail and bribery.  These two groups are presently at odds with each other, as hap-
pens with any joint effort between criminals lusting after massive spoils.

However, let us not leave the Russian element out of our equation, for it is they who have the best tools for
getting inside a government structure to manipulate the puppets’ puppets for their own agenda.  Synthetic
replicas of humans do make for interesting “wrenches” tossed into the world political machinery.

Moreover, since you have been partners with the Soviet element in the Kremlin, under the covers, since
the beginning, do not underestimate their role in America’s destiny, either.  The American Bolsheviks know
wherefrom are their roots.

There is a definite religious and political connection between St. Peter’s Basilica (your world’s largest
church) and your nation’s Capitol.  The fall of Rome, with all its pageantry and betrayal of its governors and
unwitting citizens, being likened to Washington D.C., is no coincidence—ROME LITERALLY IS WASH-
INGTON!  The Sun never sets beyond the borders of your adversary’s sprawling empire.

VATICAN  MAFIA  AND  MISHPUCKA
ZIONISTS’  POWER  STRUGGLE  FOR

OWNERSHIP  OF  AMERICA

The Italian mafia and its CIA bedfellows lost ownership of the U.S. to the Jewish mishpucka (mafia) and
their intelligence agency, the Mossad.  For a long time, Italy’s U.S. Navy Intelligence has controlled a
formidable chunk of America’s arsenal.  However, when FEMA was created by Bush, Carter, Oliver
North, et al., the stockpiling of weapons—especially nuclear bombs and STEALTH Navy ships—al-
lowed the mishpucka mob to edge the Italians out.

Now the Vatican is being hit at home—mortally wounding its ancient infrastructure.  And as their evil
empire crumbles and falls, so too will America, because the U.S. infrastructure was built by the Italian
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mafia through auspices of the Rockefeller Cartel.

Vatican/CIA/Mafia criminals pitted against the Zionist/Mossad/Mishpucka gang of terrorists have become
two murderous cancers that have eaten away the moral foundation of civilization itself, and they have
brought your world to its deathbed of terminal illness.
There are other crime cartels and families, to be sure; however, these two are the ones which set the pace
for the others.  They are both ancient in origin and diabolical in means, and both have changed their names
with the passing centuries to remain the hidden motivating force behind corruption of religion, politics, and
high finance, for it is they who are the heavyweight puppets of the dark master in the battle over men’s
souls.

Their power is absolute, in Earth terms, and their day is here.  There is no one left to enslave; you in the
U.S. are already captured-and-paid-for servants and cannon fodder.  However, your SOUL—with its
ideal of freedom—has not yet been extinguished.  Nevertheless, that too looms on the horizon.  You don’t
have to take my word for it—just look around you!

Your automobile industry is largely what created a prosperous modern America.  This was THE industry
which allowed you the distinction of being a “Superpower”.  Of course it, in conjunction with its satellite
industries, has also created your planet’s super pollution horror.

Another definition of fascism is big business in partnership with big government.  Well, the business of war
is about as big as it gets, chelas.  Thus, when your atomic weapons and other so-called weapons of mass
destruction began to be used (in conjured wars) by the munitions makers to further increase their wealth,
you no longer depended upon that which you MANUFACTURED for barter and gold exchange to de-
cide your standing in the world.

Behind the closed ivory and gold doors of  Lucifer’s 40 thieves (that number is not too far off, only a few
families and individuals control it all), the policy became “the one with the biggest stick” would sit on the
world throne.  And you have been in what you call an “arms race” ever since.

THE  ANCIENT  CONNECTION  AND
PROOF  OF  EVIL’S  INFLUENCE

Evil’s grip on your nation and the countries of the world has a long and tangled but followable history.  You
don’t have to look any farther than your local and state capitols to see the connection.  Nearly all those
buildings have domes on them because that was the structure decided upon for the “temples” of the ones
who would rule over you.  The “Domas” is part of the secret Babylonian/Canaanite/Masonic symbol-
worshiping used to denote “divine rule”—as the evil ones ordained themselves to always be your masters.
You do not question these things because you are not taught anything meaningful about your religious past.

You have no notion of the significance of the very words and symbols used in your houses of worship and
government, nor their actual meaning.  Your cozy Americanized Christian word “Zion”, for instance, means
“permanent Capital”.  This is a direct connection to the Roman “Capitoline” Hill.  The word “Pope”
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translates from Latin as “door” or “way” and means the Bishop of Rome represents “the way” to the
secrets of Babylon—the ancient totalitarian structure that has become your present form of tyranny.  Even
his “Cardinals”—”hinges” in Latin—have their place in assisting and guarding this secret knowledge.  The
Babylonian system of government is very much alive today, though most ones are unaware of it.

The Fasci was derived from an ancient ROMAN symbol of authority consisting of a bundle of rods or
sticks and an axe head.  Need a better picture of it in your minds?  When the House of Representatives
next convenes, look on either side of your American flag, behind the House Speaker,  and you will see two
of them in all their defiant glory, proclaiming to all WHO really runs your nation.

Did you forget you went to war against World Fascism in World War II?  This is another war you did not
win.  Always the international banksters are the victors.  The devastation, poverty, and heavy taxation is the
reward to ALL THE COUNTRIES WHO PARTICIPATED!

And now, as the spoils of a beaten America are divided between elite victors, you watch as your country’s
businesses and major industries are stripped from you.  Soon the very ground beneath your weary feet will
be in foreclosure—it already is, you just haven’t been told as much.  So far it has been done without
openly firing a shot, just as Lenin claimed they would do.

Fascism is always symbolized by the bundle of sticks, representing the chosen member prov-
inces or nations, and an axe or hatchet head, symbolizing their absolute and ruthlessly decisive
power.

Chelas, this is not what you would term a free, Christ-following political movement.  These are the very
ones plotting the takeover of your country, and you sit there allowing them to literally laugh at you while
they divvy up your property and dole out your national assets.  As they hammer out the final details
regarding the best way to dispose of you, you argue over issues put forth by the adversary to distract you.

Be it racism, Internet censorship, Jerry Springer, or the latest celebrity murder, your adversary doesn’t
hesitate to take out famous faces amidst fanfare and controversy to further distract you.  They know how
you Americans love your “stars”.  Keeping the media focus on these things allows Truth to quietly slip past
you at the back of the newspaper page or as a side note in your local news broadcasts.

WHAT  ABOUT  THE  GERMANS?

Where are the Germans in this Global Millennium showdown?  Sitting right in the middle, they are the
brains behind the world manipulation game.  Remember Hitler’s 2000-year Reich?  His “New World
Order”—adopted by Prescott Bush and passed on down to his son, Sir George—IS A NAZI PLAN.  So
were the Nazis the originators of the world domination scenario?  No, just capitalizing innovators concern-
ing what was taking place around them.

The German banking family of Khazarian banksters, the Rothschilds, have as their coat of arms a red
shield (“rot-schildt” in German, from which comes the name Rothschild) with A ROMAN WREATH
AND FASCI.  This is the very same family who caused the American Civil War so the banking syndicate
could acquire the wealth of your South—not to free Black slaves as you were told.
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Africans, Chinese, and Irish slaves (and others forced or bartered into servitude) were already in the
process of gaining their freedoms.  The Spirit prevailing in the New World’s “land of the free” was that
ALL would be free or none would be safe from the tyranny of would-be slave masters; by the way, it was
for the purposes of quelling your peoples that a New World ORDER was created.

In 1857 a pivotal meeting took place in London were the old principle of “divide and conquer” was to be
used on a fledgling America.  If you require more Earth-based sources for your research, an AUTHO-
RIZED biography entitled The Rothschilds, The Financial Rulers Of Nations, by John Reeves, says it
all in the title.

If you are thrown off the trail by the German Rothschilds’ “Jewish” (Khazarian) heritage, just keep upper-
most in your thoughts that Hitler and the Zionist “Jews” (again, NOT the God-respecting Judeans) were
partners.  How do you think he got into power in the first place?!!!

Hitler wanted a more “Zionist behavior” from the regular “Jewish” population.  His vision of an Aryan
Nation is not told to you exactly the way it actually was.  You needn’t look any further than Hitler’s hair
color, stature and facial features to see that he more closely resembles Moses Horowitz, better known as
“Moe” from the Jewish comedy trio The Three Stooges, than he does the blond, blue-eyed, tall, so-called
Aryans.  You have no idea what your races looked like when you were not so blended.

Prussia, a militaristic state of north central Europe that dominated Germany until the rise of Nazism, at the
height of its strength stretched from west of the Rhine to Poland and Russia.  The Baltic territory later
known as East Prussia was Germanized by the Teutonic Knights in the 1200s and later became the duchy
of Prussia.

Hessian (German) mercenaries, who fought AGAINST AMERICA (siding with the British) during the
Revolutionary War, were the enforcers for the Rothschilds when they began pitting brother against brother
for profit.  The profit was used to BUY power and influence through SECRET FRATERNAL ORDERS
(which exist today and comprise the innermost sanctums of your intelligence groups) to gain control over
Europe and all that was considered the “Old World”.

When it began to be realized how vast the potential wealth and natural resources of the United States was
going to be, the Rothschilds, and their partners among the Royal Families of Europe, pulled together all
their means to perpetrate the theft of an entire country.  So you see, a certain dark “parasitic” element that
controlled Germany was greatly involved with the usurpers of freedom and manipulators of Truth and
human history as it unfolded into your modern society and beliefs.

Remember that German “Jewish” scholars gave you your present version of your Holy Bible with more
than TWO DOZEN books purposely left out!  What more can I say?

GERMAN  FASCISM  AND
THE  BAVARIAN  ILLUMINATI

Germany has had help (just as have other nations) from “illuminated ones” endeavoring to align themselves
with governments who pledge to aid and advance mankind in his technical and spiritual aspirations; and,
like many nations before and after Germany, their leaders led the people astray.
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Ever since her Hessian mercenary warriors were for hire to the robber barons, and experienced the
relative wealth gained from this emerging INDUSTRY, Germany’s misguided sense of superiority over
their fellow human beings began to flourish.  The Bavarian-based Illuminati (with its accumulation of knowl-
edge and minds borrowed or stolen from other places), which aligned itself with Hitler, misunderstood
“illuminated people” to be an illuminated race.  Just as with the Zionists being denounced at the United
Nations for their racist views of all non-Zionists, Nazism was destined to fall because of those same
bigoted beliefs.

As with pre-war Germany, Fascists have come to power AFTER a nation has suffered an economic
collapse, a military defeat, or SOME OTHER DISASTER—MANMADE OR OTHERWISE.  The
fascist party wins mass support by promising to revive the economy and to restore national pride.  The
fascists may also appeal to a fear of communism or a hatred of Jews and other “minorities”.

To give you a better idea of what your secret rulers are up to, look at this outline of fascism:

Personal liberty is severely limited under a fascist government.  (Keep in mind, readers, this is not Korton’s
projection; this is your own definition of that governmental system  to which you pay your ever increasing
taxes as you bow and scrape in front of those fasci symbols—supposedly representing YOUR congress).

A fascist government limits travel to other countries (that includes states and cities too, chelas) and restricts
any contact with their people.

A FASCIST GOVERNMENT ALSO CONTROLS THE NEWSPAPERS, RADIO AND ALL
PRESENT AND FUTURE MEANS OF COMMUNICATIONS.  (This should give you a better under-
standing of the barrage of bills being written to censure and control your expanding computer Internet).

A fascist government issues propaganda (movies and TV programs being the most effective) to promote
its policies, and practices strict censorship to silence opposing views.  (This is why there was no follow-up
story to the Extra interview with CONTACT—the CIA and FBI know nothing else to do with you ones
and further “reporting” only reveals more TRUTH as to how your world really operates.)

A secret police force crushes any resistance (ATF, IRS, FBI, FinCIN—take your pick).  Opposition may
lead to imprisonment, torture, and death.  This is why former political players and insiders are tightlipped
and running scared—they know what kind of justice awaits them if they talk.  Heaven forbid a convenient
scapegoat is needed; Satan has no qualms about sacrificing his own.

All children are required to join youth groups and “boot camp”-style organizations where they exercise,
march, and learn fascist beliefs.  Does this not sound like the new juvenile correctional/training facilities
springing up all over the country in response to the rash of orchestrated and provoked adolescent crimes
and delinquency?

Fascists consider all other peoples inferior to those of their own nationality group.  As you can see, this
political front is easily adaptable to whomever adopts its views; it is an equal opportunity dictatorship.

U.S. DIDN’T  DETECT  NUCLEAR  BLASTS
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BECAUSE  YOU  HAVE  NO  FUNCTIONING
SPY  SATELLITESIN  ORBIT

The Russians long ago shot down all American spy satellites with their manned killer satellites known as
Cosmos Interceptors.  You are allowed your banking and certain communications satellites to facilitate
financial AND HUMAN tracking systems for the Global Government.  However, nothing that could re-
motely threaten the Russians is allowed to go into orbit—or stay very long if indeed your rockets made it
into space.  You have many secret rocket launches that are shot down or are simply destroyed on the pad.
You are at war, friends, and the sleeping masses remain unaware.

Why don’t we show ourselves over your cities and preempt your TV programs to give you Truth?  That
would be the instant we sign your death certificates; your controllers would jump at the opportunity to
ignite the powder-keg your napping population sits on.  There is no nice way to put it: YOU ARE HOS-
TAGES!!  AND UNTIL SUCH TIME AS YOUR CAPTORS ARE REMOVED FROM YOUR
PLACES OF INFLUENCE AND POWER, THERE IS NAUGHT WE OF THE HOSTS CAN DO
BUT INFORM YOU THROUGH AVAILABLE MEANS AND STAND READY WITH THE LIFE-
BOATS.

When your advisors say they are sending satellites to “look into the problem”, they are more likely talking
about other craft with sufficient surveillance capability and they too are no match for Russian space weap-
ons.  At best you are going to get lies and half-truths regarding what your nuclear neighbors are up to.

INDIA  AND  PAKISTAN  HAVE  ALREADY
BEEN  MEMBERS  OF THE  NUCLEAR  CLUB

The governments of India and Pakistan, as well as your other modern warring nations, have been nuclear
powers for some time.  Whether their weapons are provided through “sweetheart” deals, like what was
given to the Chinese, the Israelis, Iran, and others, or acquired through intelligence “cells” (whereby a
makeshift device the size of a backpack can easily end up in the hands of a smalltime tyrant looking to
make a name for himself in a most spectacular way), the munitions makers have seen to it that just about
anyone who wants a bomb can get one.

Your adversary HAS to have a nuclear war; it is the only way to get what they are after without God
interfering (too much).  You have many thousands of very powerful warheads poised to send you back to
the stone age as a civilization.  Your elite, however, plan to ride out the war in various terrestrial and non-
terrestrial bases, and when its all over, rule over those who are left.  What they do not realize is that if your
Earth is made uninhabitable, NO Earth humans have the capability to survive very long without the LOVE,
support, and presence of their nurturing home world.  Your island solar system would be devoid of human
life until such time as God saw fit to allow your form of life to again inhabit this small corner of His Universe.

Every day that passes that you do not have nuclear war should be another blessed day you have to prepare
yourselves to either prevent the holocaust or safeguard your communities and nation AND PEOPLE by
building shelters.  Like we have told you before, the very fact of having a shelter deters the desirability and
feasibility to nuke you.
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This is what is actually meant by the concept of “Mutually Assured Destruction” (appropriately known as
“MAD”).  Sir Henry Kissinger’s version purposely leaves out the fact that the Russian population would
survive the U.S. retaliatory strike in their nice cozy shelters.  You-the-people would not last the opening
salvos of a nuclear exchange.  Every one of your high-level politicians knows this but, as always,
the masses are kept in the dark—ABOUT EVERYTHING.

Does this “inevitable” war mean the end of the world as you have known it?  Yes and no.  Unaverted, your
planet and your civilization will undergo massive changes triggered by such an event.  Whatever remnant
survives will regress back to a pre-industrial time wherein man will be forced to fend for himself the basic
necessities of life.  Many who are unprepared shall not survive these times.

With no means to rebuild (except for that which your communities brought with them into the shelters), the
hapless survivors would become scavengers with no food or potable water.  They would experience a
calamity unimaginable to your human hearts—no matter how vivid your imagination.  When Nostradamus
wrote of these days, he saw man turn upon his brother to eat the flesh of his own kind, and man was
likened unto the wild beast.

Location would be the deciding factor because, if you are away from the cities, you will not be faced with
the desperation and carnage of humans gone mad as they feel sure God has most definitely left them to
slowly perish among the ruins of the firestorm.  Precious ones, God NEVER leaves man; always, without
exception, it is man who abandons God.

If your community is not prepared for its inhabitants to make it through what is coming, then the aftermath
will unfold accordingly.  No one is going to do it for you, be it saving your assets or your ASS; YOU HAVE
TO DO IT!  We can only show you the way.

DRUGS  AND  TV:  YOUR
BLINDFOLD  AND  CIGARETTE

By coming up with every excuse imaginable to get you to consume genetically engineered and
enhanced dangerous drugs, HOWEVER they are disguised—be they cold medicines, allergy
and flu shots, even Viagra (they sure knew how to get the men in a hurry)—your adversary is
trying to produce a race of zombies that will not question what is being brought upon them.

Drug- and media-induced “coma” ensures you are not a threat to the manipulators.  British Intelligence’s
Tavistock Institute and their various branches here in America and around the world have known for
decades, through experimentation on unsuspecting souls, what your “doses” are for creating nations of
functioning illiterates.  (I do not mean to offend, but this is how you are referred to in their think tanks.)  The
real danger of television is its ability to supplement and reinforce, many times over, the desired outcome of
the drugs’ mind-numbing and yielding effects.

They give you what they have told you you want to view on your television boxes.  All the while it is THEIR
programing and THEIR choices selected to keep you desiring the wrong things in life.

Your national focus has been shifted from the educational and economic progress and stability you all say
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you want, to focusing on sensationalism and petty squabbles regarding race and sex differences.  Your
adversarial groups are against all that is decent and innocent in humanity.  They cause strife and conflict
because that is how they maintain order over you and, most importantly, gain great wealth from your
suffering.

The TV program Mission Impossible made popular an above-top-secret international spy agency called
the IMF (Impossible Mission Force) which actually stands for the INTERNATIONAL MONETARY
FUND.  In real life this nest of covert operatives works for the international bankster elite and it is your
free-market economy and sovereign way of life that is THEIR adversary.

Of course you need gold to function in your modern “prosperous” society.  However, it is through that
medium of exchange that your freedoms have been “sold” to the highest bidder—and, my friends, England
is the highest bidder.  Money (gold) is what drives the evil manipulators, and it is the love of money that has
gotten you into this mess in the first place, so many years ago.

Even shows with a tongue-in-cheek attitude about underworld intrigue and espionage, such as Get Smart,
are literally thumbing their noses at the public regarding what is going on behind closed doors.  This
comedy-drama, with its two opposing spy organizations called “Chaos” and “Control”, characterizes the
Illuminati’s Latin phrase “Ordo ob Chao” or “Order Out of Chaos”.  By controlling and generating con-
flicts, and then providing the solutions to those conflicts, the masses are at the mercy of the ones pulling the
strings.

ALL  EYES  ARE  ON  AMERICA

The foreclosure proceedings have already begun and British Intelligence is chairing the “auction”.  The
goods?  England’s most prized colony—the United States of America.  The “Nation Under God” will be
sorely tested this time around, with all eyes (on and off your place) focused on transpiring events as the
world moves closer to the new millennium in your counting of time.

For your Earthly neighbors, this  is  the  show  of  shows.  That  is  because,  as  goes  you-the-people and
your sovereignty, so goes your brothers’ hopes of keeping (or acquiring) same.

You sell your souls for that which is touted as “a better way of life”, not realizing that your evil controllers
truly have bargained with your very souls.  When you deal with Satan, you must understand that those in
service to the Anti-Christ, for the most part, are without souls.  Human life is nothing to them and your
Liberties and Rights have even less value, as they are only used as bartering chips in the game of global
conquest.

Will you not stand and LAWFULLY rescind the transplanted, ancient political system which unjustly pre-
sides over your future?  How about the future of humanity?

The ones in power have made the proverbial pact with the “devil” but, as it now stands, you still have
Constitutional and corporate (utilizing Nevada corporate structure) means to regain that which God has
given you.  Remember, ALL OF YOU in America have one thing in common: your DESIRE for freedom.
It no longer matters what one race did to another or to selves, it is time you thought of yourselves as ONE
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PEOPLE WITHIN AND FROM THE ONE SOURCE.

Once your collective consciousness moves up to the frequency of those God-like qualities, you will dis-
cover a new power being radiated from your place—a new energy to combat that which is against God
and His people, and it will allow ones to feel and see the Power of The One Source, as they stand to
reclaim that which stands for peace and harmony.

These times you are now living in are most unique and challenging as opportunities for growth.  God-Aton
would not send lesser to aid you in your hour of need than we of His Hosts.  Ponder that as you witness
what MAN’S Armageddon brings upon the Earth, for it will be “faith in the Lord” and  “divine right action”
that will carry you through.

Blessings unto you who KNOW of that which we present, and may Lighted Inspiration and quick Instinct
guide your brothers and sisters who are not quite there yet.  Since the “good guys” win in the end, I suspect
there will be a lot of celebrating and sharing of experiences when the dark forces finally consume them-
selves as they compete for top position.  As demonstrated from eons past to the present, isn’t that how evil
always loses?  It is the people, God’s chosen, who survive to build anew after the fires have gone out or the
flood waters recede, and it will be the people who again will continue.  You are magnificent vehicles for
God’s infinite expression, would He have it any other way?

You are at the threshold of a Grand Period of Radiance, wherein all will participate.  However, it will be
your actions during this cleansing time—as Earth-Shan is also to be renewed—that will decide how smooth
the transition will be.  We of the Hosts stand by to assist our younger relations.  Commander Maasu
Korton to clear, please.  Salu.

6/15/98    KORTON

Korton here in the Radiant Light of The Creator Source, ATON, The One Light.  May all who seek Truth
hear what is shared this day!

The planet you were given for your use, along with the precious creatures who dwell upon the lands and
within the seas, that you were to be stewards over, are rebelling against that which has so abused them.
Your nurturing Earth, a LIVING BEING also worthy of God’s love, has been allowed to heal herself of the
negative electrical frequencies—AND THE ACCOMPANYING PHYSICAL MANIFESTATIONS of
those negative energies.  And I have news for you: it is MAN WHO HAS BECOME EARTH’S ADVER-
SARY.

All of your wars and violent displays of human interaction have caused the vibratory frequency of the
planet to be affected to such a degree that Earth-Shan (as this emerald orb is known by those from out
among the stars) is, for lack of a better description, sick with fever.

When a human being is experiencing discord and dis-ease, the first sign of illness is a change in your body
temperature.  All of manifested creation can be identified by each individual fragment’s identity tempera-
ture; this denotes location and position on God’s “evolutionary scale”.  All mineral, plant, and animal life
forms are created by the SAME process in God’s Thought-Projection Light-Wave Universe.  This pro-
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cess applies to planets as well.

When you look at planets such as Mars, you are witnessing a world that has experienced extreme “fever”
and rendered its atmosphere uninhabitable to human life.  Nothing could grow on the surface that could
sustain man, and even his animals and plants perished.  Your ancestors on that planet left you messages to
warn you, “DON’T REPEAT OUR MISTAKES!!”  WHAT REMAINS OF THE “GOD OF WAR”, AS
MARS IS REFERRED TO IN YOUR ASTROLOGICAL TEXTS, IS A PHYSICAL REMINDER OF
WHERE EARTH IS HEADED.  The popular “face” on the planet surface tells you WHO lived there and
caused what you now see of your once beautiful neighbor.

This is what happens when comparatively unevolved humans utilize physically superior toys (energy weap-
ons and technology) to quell social disturbances or force their brothers into servitude or try to “erase”
those among their species who they themselves (in their limited and warped perceptions) deem UNDESIR-
ABLE.  (That’s a word currently bandied about at your kindling flashpoints of barbarous confrontations.)
It only takes one incident, chelas, to start the chain reaction that culminates with the destruction of your
very home.

DOOM  AND  GLOOM  IS  NOT
THE  ORDER  OF  THE  DAY

It is not that WE enjoy bringing you news about what is wrong with your society; it is just that there IS so
much being tampered with that is UNACCEPTABLE FOR MAN TO TAMPER WITH!  Because of
man’s free will choice, he has chosen to tinker with the things that greatly shorten his lessons of manifested
experience.  It is the willful and wanton destruction of your environment and surrounding indigenous inhabi-
tants—the fish, animals, insects, vegetation, AND HUMANS—which causes great suffering at the hands
of your experiments and greedy profit-making enterprises.  In order for ALL created things to exist in
harmony, BALANCE must be achieved and maintained.

To hunt, fish and over-”develop” your planet into extinction is not logical.  To continually TAKE from your
nurturing mother and give no thought as to what you are to give back is not a reasonable procedure
whereby this host can maintain her own existence without outside help or urgent self-cleansing actions.

Your greedy adversaries have hidden the CONSEQUENCES of your nuclear testings and overproduc-
tion of material things.  Your Hopi Native American brothers have long told you that continually
taking more than you or your people “need” is a sign that you are approaching “the end times”.
They have told you these things because they hoped you would heed the warning and turn back to the Law
of Balance in order to save your (THEIR) world in time.

Those who are in service to God-Aton would much rather remind you of your Divine Heritage and speak
of experiences of your past glories with and among your Cosmic Brethren, but if you have no planet upon
which to share these things, it would be a most difficult goal to accomplish.

Is this all you have to look forward to—catastrophes and sufferings and death?  No.  However, your
actions, as guided by the evil brotherhood, are creating just such a future for you.  Precious ones, these
circumstances ARE PREVENTABLE; THAT IS WHY WE SPEAK OF THE THINGS YOU WOULD
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RATHER NOT HEAR—TO SAVE YOU THE EXPERIENCE OF LEARNING YOUR LES-
SON THE HARD WAY.

I and my compatriots will go on bringing forth TRUTH and instruction until you either turn around your
course of self-annihilation, or (depending on which scenario you create) see to it that a remnant makes it
through.  Hopefully it won’t be by removal of every SOULED lifeform from this orb during a repeat
performance of your “play” on the red planet.

GIANT TIDAL  WAVES  AND
A  WORLD  ECONOMY  ON  THE  BRINK

These are your own gloomy headlines and maybe it is YOU who should be more blunt about what is going
on these days.  You are experiencing the Book of Revelation right before your eyes, yet no one notices the
fringe effects and their broad ramifications.

How is it that you have all of these hundred-year, destructive phenomena—never before seen in
these parts in current history—coinciding with the incredible downturn your civilization is tak-
ing?  These are not coincidences, chelas, and your evil controllers are not wasting any opportu-
nities to make use of the discord, for in their blind, maddened march to gain control of a planet—
AT ALL COSTS—they have stepped up the destructive technologies that have gotten you into
this predicament in the first place.

The roller coaster behavior and  maneuvering of your stock market, as well as the Monopoly-game-like
trading of your businesses and industries overseas, are indications that your secret government’s executive
branch, the elite Bilderberger Society (of which Mr. Bush and Mr. Clinton are high-level members), is
implementing their final plan in preparation to unveiling their New World Order.

When you go over the Communist Manifesto, the Protocols Of The Learned Elders Of Zion, the UN
Charter, or the various collected mandates for a fascist state, you will note a common theme that calls for
the stripping away of all financial and economic stability and national pride shortly before the government
TURNS UPON THE PEOPLE WHO PUT THEM IN POWER.

You are even betrayed as to the election process of your governmental so-called representatives, for you
do not select them; they are picked FOR YOU, guaranteeing that you choose among the dregs of the
establishment’s elite deceivers.  And then electronic manipulation of the voting process insures the “proper”
outcome.  Their criteria for allowing you the privilege of “choosing” among the candidates IS BASED
ON BLOOD RELATIONS AND FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS TIES, ensuring that decisions re-
garding industry and use of vast national and world resources fall in the hands of one of their own.  After all,
they can’t very well trust you-the-people to safeguard their hordes of gold and property, now can they?

RACE  BECOMES  THE  CARD
UP  THE  SLEEVE

In order to ensure their paltry numbers remain a tour de force, it is necessary for the elite manipulators to
sow dissension and mistrust among those not of them.  That is why everywhere you turn you are faced with
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new and ever increasing racial confrontations—each more heinous then the one before, until you are
embroiled in another Civil War.

Civil Wars of “ethnic cleansing”, or tribal battles over religion or where your children go to school, are
fertile ground to seed dissension.  Your adversary knows this and keeps this uppermost in your current
events—films, TV, music, and now Internet sites filled to overflow with violence in one form or another.

Children are not born with the idea of racism—THEY ARE TAUGHT IT!  And your various
forms of media are good teachers, are they not?  When will you, as thoughtful American citizens,
take back your airwaves and theater and replace that which promotes hatred and violence with
what is harmonious to your souls as Godly human beings?  When does it become preferable to
educate in GOD-ness and mutual respect of your fellow man, rather than glorify the carnal side
of human behavior?

If you do not change the content of that with which you are being steadily programed, there will be nothing
left of decent example to present as choices for your children—or you.  Can you not see that “divide and
conquer” is killing your dreams of peace and prosperity?

SEXUAL  PREFERENCE:
A  DISTRACTION  AIMED  SQUARELY

AT  THE  CONSTITUTION

Even your enemies bicker among themselves over differences attributable to color or sexual preference,
and have got you hopping on the same bandwagon.  Sexual orientation is going to be THE THORNY
DIVIDING LINE THAT SIGNALS YOUR DOWNFALL AS A CIVILIZATION.

In other “great” civilizations, rampant homosexuality, bestiality, and abhorrent abuse of children was al-
ways the final closing act as a society spiraled into oblivion.  Am I against those who love their own kind?
Of course not.  All of God’s fragments are EQUALLY LOVED and cherished.  But even heterosexuality
is flagrantly practiced and flaunted as if privacy no longer played a part in the sharing of two humans in that
most precious of Divine unions.

WHAT TWO (NOT THREE, FOUR, OR MORE) PEOPLE DO IN THE BEDROOM OF THEIR
OWN HOME IS NONE OF MY BUSINESS.  HOWEVER, I DO SUGGEST THEY BE SURE
THEY KNOW WHAT THEY ARE DOING.  AND IF IT GOES AGAINST THE LAWS AS LAID
DOWN BY THE CREATOR, AND THEY DISREGARD THOSE LAWS, THEN THE CONSE-
QUENCES REST SOLELY WITH THEM, NOT GOD.  FURTHER, YOU ALSO BECOME
ANSWERABLE TO THE ONE YOU SO-CALL “LOVE”.  ISN’T SAVING THEIR LIFE WORTH
FOLLOWING THOSE LAWS?  YOU WERE GIVEN A WONDROUS VEHICLE TO CHERISH
AND RESPECT, AND IN SO DOING IT WILL REWARD THE GOD ESSENCE THAT RESIDES
WITHIN BY ALLOWING YOU MAXIMUM POTENTIAL TO ACQUIRE JOY AND REMAIN IN
GOOD HEALTH.  BUT AS HUMANS GO, THIS IS NEVER SEEN AS “ENOUGH”, AND AL-
WAYS “MORE” IS SOUGHT—GREATER PLEASURES ARE DESIRED UNTIL, FINALLY, THE
“FLESH” BECOMES YOUR CENTRAL FOCUS.  REMEMBER: TOO MUCH OF ANYTHING
CAN BE DAMAGING TO YOUR SPIRIT AND CONTAINER BODY.
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If I seem passionate about this subject it is because I am!  I am an etheric being with capability to manifest
as what you would consider solid physical mass—and I see the effects of these damaging emotional
sexual addictions.  God did not create your sex organs to be “play things” of immoral impulse.  He created
them to be the sacred organs with which man CO-CREATES, WITH GOD, HUMAN LIFE.  This is a
most beautiful miracle allowing you to know participation in God’s ways!

Your adversary uses the resulting debasing and debilitating effects of sexual abuse of the body to further
gain control over you.  Satan’s workers KNOW what buttons to push.

For those of you buying into the misguided perception of sexual preference being likened to Civil Rights of
human beings, it is like apples and oranges.  Sexuality has no bearing on the issue of color or race of
people.  The manner in which you are treated because of what you “look like” versus how you behave are
separate and individual grounds for judgement.  However, since man is not to judge man in the first place,
you should be allowed to have the same “rights” as any other fragment of God’s many and varied mani-
fested reflections.  Remember that only man’s ACTIONS are to be judged by man as to whether or not
they correspond to the Laws of God and the Laws of Man—AS THEY APPLY TO YOUR PERSONAL
TRANSGRESSIONS OR OTHERS ONLY.

When God’s all-encompassing Play of Creation is complete—when all races of beings and all things come
back into THE ONE—you will again know that there is truly no difference and no separation between any
of you.  Just as with the splitting of the One White Light into the many spectral colors, so too is it with
God’s Oneness reflected into His many expressions of mankind.

Do not allow these conjured separations to do you in, chelas.  Those who KNOW God know of their
connection to their brothers, be they the ones across the galaxy, beyond thy borders, or over the fence.
This one challenge will be your ultimate undoing through division, or your saving grace through unification.

May Love of thy neighbor and of God guide you and open your eyes to who the troublemakers really are.
We can give you information, but if you refuse to look and consider that which we bring, you are doomed
and gloomed to evil’s version of the ending times.

God’s Ones prefer to CREATE “beginning times” of harmony and peace and allow Lucifer’s days to wane
in the ruins of self defeat.  You do not have to participate in your adversary’s game, friends.  Further, it is
your lack of joining in that hastens his retreat.  Ponder that.

These are trying times for you, my scribe, as well as your fellow workers.  Hold fast to that which gives you
strength and you will witness God’s miracles soon enough.  That should be comfort to those who know
that Aton, The One Light, wins in the end.

NEVER DO YE WALK ALONE!  Commander Tomeros Maasu Korton to standby, please.  Salu!
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CHAPTER  9

NEWS  DESK  SPECIAL  REPORT

RELIGIOUS  PERSECUTION  MONITORING
RED  ALERT—DEFEAT  HR2431,  S772

by Dr. Al Overholt    6/20/98

From the INTERNET, 6/14/98: [quoting]

I. The Act Unconstitutionally Vests Executive Power in a Director of OFFICE OF RELIGIOUS
PERSECUTION MONITORING.
Derogates Constitutional power of President.

II. The Act Violates the Fifth Amendment Provision Protecting from Deprivation of Liberty and
Property Without Due Process Of Law.

III. The Act Violates The Enumerated Power Provisions of the Constitution and the First Amend-
ment.  U.S. CONSTITUTION: “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof...”

Every member of House and Senate must hear from you NOW.

This PROPOSED legislation HR2431, S772 is an Unconstitutional Act and must be returned to Commit-
tee.

House bill is HR2431, Senate bill is S772.

Call toll-free 1-800-504-0031

COPY AND DISTRIBUTE WIDELY

From the INTERNET, 6/14/98: [quoting]

We have been advised on good authority HR 2431 is being moved to the House floor.  Be very steady,
firm, and in prayer. E-Mail may be the best way to communicate among ourselves, but letters and faxes to
Congress must be signed and require an answer to be an effective deterrent.  No Congressman fears an
anonymous form-letter writer.  ACT NOW!  Please be graphic and very personal with your Congressman,
and mean what you say.  We hope you will read and quote from the following news story which contains
exceptional research into the evil intent of sanctions.

—Chuck Carlson

From: “elh” <elh@frontiernet.net>
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Both Liberals and Conservatives Promote Religious Persecution Monitoring Bill, by Le Ann Sluga.

How can liberals and conservatives agree on anything?  Give them a bill that promises bigger government
for the democrats and name it “The Freedom from Religious Persecution Act”, to draw conservatives, and
you have HR2431.

Congress is promising to pass the bill into law by Easter and hardly anyone is opposing them.  Is this bill too
good to be true?  I think so!  The bill will be used to appoint a director of a new office, to investigate and
recommend sanctions on countries or groups engaged in religious persecution.  It sounds compassionate,
but it is anything but.

Lawmakers promise “the Office of Religious Persecution Monitoring” will remain small.  Weren’t we told
that about the IRS and the EPA too?  The sanctions can be imposed without congressional approval.  The
director need only send a list of items to sanction he “deems necessary”, along with a report of alleged
persecution, to the President.  The bill gives this director and the President power prohibited by our
Constitution.  Besides, can you really trust a Clinton appointee on this one?  Let’s not forget his push for
the “Most Favored Nation Status” of China.

You can’t monitor religious persecution without monitoring religion and defining it, something prohibited by
the Constitution for good reason.  It’s too easy to use those definitions by a President of any party to
“defining” a group that opposes their political agenda, as “religiously persecuting” his party favorites.  This
bill is bad for all Americans.   The bill calls for fines and/or imprisonment on US citizens, businesses, or
organizations caught “trading with the enemies”.  Sanctions on Sudan in this bill ask for a complete air
embargo.  That means anyone who sends “care packages” to missionaries or family in Sudan could be
jailed up to ten years for this “crime of compassion”.  Besides, when do sanctions help a persecuted
people?  Won’t the leaders of the countries withhold food and medicine, first from those they dislike most?

Though Clinton has feigned opposition to the bill, he nevertheless called for emergency sanctions on Sudan
last November, when the bill did not pass last session.  What was the emergency?

Some say it was an acceleration of persecution of non-Muslims in a self-proclaimed Jihad by the Sudanese
government.  Stories of the slaughter and enslavement of millions were told in congressional hearings, and
were spread to thousands of churches in America, through videos and films.  Meanwhile, Black America
was being told stories of government-led slavery rings in Sudan.

Yet, others have reported a different story.  Eyewitnesses tell of rebel troops supplied with US and Israeli
weapons and an unending supply of mercenaries from surrounding countries, receiving millions in US
foreign aid.  There are also reports that Sudan has over 95% support of its people to form a Sovereign
Islamic Democracy, free of UN interference.  Congressmen Matt Salmon (R.-Ariz.) tried to figure out who
was telling the truth, through a fact-finding mission in January.  Clinton’s sanctions however, prevented the
trip.  Could the real emergency be that Clinton was going to be caught in another lie?

Could these sanctions and the whole bill have more to do with a UN power-grab than religious persecu-
tion?  That would explain why the bill refers to UN documents and completely ignores the US Constitu-
tion.  If this is a picture of how thorough this new office will be “investigating persecution”, I think we ought
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to think twice.

A handful of opponents are making ripples, in a grassroots effort to warn America about the bill.  Black
Activists and Muslim organizations like Jamaat al-Muslimeen International are exposing what they call
“propaganda of government-led slavery” in Sudan.  Meanwhile, small conservative groups, like the American
Family Association and “We Hold These Truths”, dispel myths of exaggerated reports of Christian perse-
cution in Sudan, circulating in Christian circles.   Why does the mix of opponents seem as odd as the mix
of supporters?   Comments from Herb Titus of the US Taxpayers Party, may shed some light.

As a Constitutional Lawyer, Titus says, the bill could prohibit the formation of any “Muslim or Christian”
democracy.  “In fact,”  says Titus, “if this kind of law were in place when our country was being formed,
this law would have forbidden us to do so.”  Nerim Ai’im, who lived in Sudan ten months, says she’s
convinced Black Americans are being used by supporters of this bill by “opening up the sore of slavery,
that is still healing”.

Chuck Carlson, from “We Hold These Truths”, says Christians are also “being used”.  Michael Horowitz
from “the globalist Hudson Foundation”, says Carlson admits authorship of the bill and “One World Gov-
ernment promoters like Freedom House”, are responsible for some of the Sudan misinformation in churches,
says Carlson.

Ai’im says she admits that radical Islamic sects, sometimes even within the government, have engaged in
religious persecution, but these actions are not endorsed by Sudan’s government.

If Carlson, Titus and Ai’im are right, can you think of a better way to keep potential opponents of the bill
divided or too confused to counter-attack?

Yet this is America.  Anything can happen when Americans decide to “search for truth as for fine silver”, as
a Biblical proverb teaches.  Carlson urges Americans to read the bill for themselves, “those who do are
against it, those who haven’t are for it,” says Carlson.  It’ll take a miracle to turn this around.  Yet, didn’t
this grand experiment in liberty seem just about as impossible over 200 years ago?  Let’s remember that
our vote still counts in America, as do phone calls to congress opposing a bill that the politically-powerful
support.

(Le Ann Sluga of Bowler is a correspondent for the Shawano Evening Leader.

This is her personal opinion about HR2431 and does not necessarily reflect the opinion of this newspaper.)

Addendum: This article appeared in the Shawano Evening Leader April 7th, 1998.  Since then, congress
convened for Easter break and has returned without placing HR2431 on the floor for a vote.  There
appears to be a groundswell of grassroots opposition that is growing, especially in the Senate.

(Sluga)

For more information contact: We Hold These Truths, 4839 E. Greenway Rd. #151, Scottsdale, AZ
85254, Website: (http://www.whtt.org), E-mail: (cecarl@ionet.net), 602-443-0204, FAX 602-348-1625
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[End quoting]

It would seem best, from my viewpoint, that we should try to put a stop to this if for no other reason than
the bureaucrats will use this for far more than controlling religious persecution.  Let’s stop this—NOW!!
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CHAPTER  10

THE  NEWS  DESK
by Dr. Al Overholt    6/23/98

DISASTER:  CHINA  TO
START  WAR  BY  2000?

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 6/16/98: [quoting]

http://www.wws.princeton.edu/~jpia/July96/roth.html

July 96, Kevin F. Roth

Found this very disturbing paragraph in this document (term paper?).

Chinese Development and PLA Enterprises: Security Prospects and Implications. Kevin F. Roth.

“...Another major development has been the discovery (apparently by accident) of a ̀ banned’ book en-
titled Can China’s Armed Forces Win the Next War?  believed to have been written by PLA Navy
personnel.  This book highlights the PLA’s expected future confrontations and the necessary types of
modernization needed to win these battles.  This work significantly calls upon the PLA to prepare to “start
a war for total control of the South China Sea before the end of this decade” (Munro 1994, 356).  “The
PLA must win the conflict quickly and in a limited manner to avoid U.S. or Japanese involvement.  Signifi-
cantly, the authors argue that ‘China must move by the year 2000....’”

The full article is an excellent summation of Chinese efforts at a military buildup and the resulting implica-
tions.  Very well documented.

Chinese Development and PLA Enterprises: Security Prospects and Implications.  [End quoting]

Revelation in the Bible warns us of the hordes from the East that will march into the Middle East for
Armageddon in the end times.

PAT  ROBERTSON  ADVOCATES  STONING  FOR
UFO  ENTHUSIASTS

From the INTERNET, 6/17/97: [quoting]

In a recent pronouncement, television evangelist and head of the Christian Coalition, Pat Robertson, advo-
cated death by stoning for UFO enthusiasts.

Freedom Writer magazine, in its July/August [1997] issue, mailed today, disclosed Robertson’s state-
ment.  Freedom Writer is published by the Institute for First Amendment Studies, a group that monitors
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the [political] right.

Robertson used the news of the July 4th Mars landing to promote his extreme beliefs.  A segment on the
July 8, 1997 broadcast of The 700 Club featured news of the Mars Pathfinder mission.  Employing the
historical event as a starting point, the program delved into the possibility of the existence of UFOs and
space aliens.

While Robertson viewed the space program with suspicion, on a more serious note, he launched into a
diatribe against those who entertain the existence of space aliens and UFOs.  He said, in a rambling
discourse, that if such things exist, they are simply demons trying to lead people away from Christ.  Ac-
cording to Robertson, the threat is so serious that people who believe in space aliens should be put to
death by stoning—according to “God’s word”.

“The Bible says the Earth belongs to man, but the heavens belong to the Lord,” Robertson said.

“He has given us the Earth.  He also warned, way back when Moses was writing down not only what is the
Ten Commandments, but Deuteronomy, which is almost the Second Law.

“Here is what he said to the children of Israel about this whole matter:

“If there is found among you, within any of your gates which the Lord your God gives you, a man or a
woman who has been wicked in the sight of the Lord your God, in transgressing His covenant, who has
gone and served other gods and worshipped them, either the Sun or Moon or any of the hosts of heaven
which I have not commanded you, and you hear of it, then you shall inquire diligently.  And if it is indeed
true and certain that such an abomination has been committed in Israel, then you shall bring out to your
gates that man or woman who has committed that wicked thing, and stone to death that man or woman
with stones.” (Deuteronomy 17:2-5, NKJV)

“Now, that’s what Moses said to the children of Israel about those who worship the Sun and the Moon
and the hosts of heaven, because these things, at best, are lifeless nothings, or, if they are intelligent, they’re
demonic.  And, yes, there is a host of heaven.  There are angels and there are fallen angels.  There is no
question about it.

“Can a demon appear as a slanty-eyed, funny-looking creature?  Of course he can, or it can.  Of course
they can deceive people.  And if they can lead somebody away from the true God, or away from Jesus
Christ, anyway it happens, it doesn’t matter, you will lose your salvation.  It doesn’t matter how they get
you.  The question is, did they get you, and under what guise?

“This is man in rebellion against God, who refuses to take God’s Law.  And God [Not Aton!!—Maybe
Jehovah?] says, ‘My covenant says you won’t do this.  And if I find anybody in Israel’—which is his pure
nation—’If I find anybody in Israel that’s doing this sort of thing, then I want you to take him out and
dispose of him.’

“It’s a clear violation of God’s word.”
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Skipp Porteous, Freedom Writer publisher, commented: “As the founder and chairman of the Christian
Coalition—a group dedicated to becoming the most powerful political force in America—Robertson’s
extreme ideas need to be taken seriously, for they not only negate pluralism, but condemn to death those
who dare to believe differently.”

The Institute for First Amendment Studies, publisher of Freedom Writer newsletter, monitors the activities
of the radical religious right.

Founded in 1984, the Institute is a nonprofit educational and research organization.  [End quoting]

Does this sound like a man of God talking or something the evil elitists would say?  Use discernment—God
does not advocate killing under any circumstances.  Think correctly and the answers to all of man’s prob-
lems will always support life.

DEPOPULATION  NECESSARY!!

From the INTERNET, 6/16/98: [quoting]

According to the German authors, proponents of racial hygiene theories such as Malthus and Darwin
argued that the world was in danger of overpopulation because individuals refused to practice selective
breeding.

These inhuman theories were quickly taken up by German psychiatrists in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.  Speaking from ‘eminent’ academic positions, psychiatrists quickly spread the idea
that inferior beings were a burden on the state and that they should be sterilized or subjected to a “gentle
death”.

Try reading some of the 280 pages at <http://www.dieoff.org>. Mass depopulation is upcoming, brought
to you by the same folks who were at the recent Bilderberg Meeting.  Global 2000, “Limits to Growth”.
Get your heads out of the sand, folks.

It’s not just y2k.  They will make it look like an “accident”, “terrorism”, “act of god” or all three.

<http://www.thule.org/plan.html>  [End quoting]
Amen!!

WHAT  A BUNCH—COSCO  BOARD
China Overseas Shipping Co. (COSCO)

Excerpted from the INTERNET, 6/21/98: [quoting]

PARTIAL  LIST:

Overseas Senior Honorary Advisors: Sir Edward Heath, General Alexander M. Haig, Jr., Sakurauchi
Yoshio, John F. McGillicuddy.
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Domestic Senior Honorary Advisors: Bo Yibo, Chen Muhua, Ye Fei, Gu Mu, Ji Pengfei, Yuan Baohua,
Zheng Hongye, Zhang Yanning, Zhang Baifa, Li Yining, Mr. Bo Yibo, former Executive Deputy Director of
the Central advisory Commission of the Communist Party of China, Mm. Chen Muhua, Vice Chairman of
the standing Committee of the National People’s Congress,...Vice Major of Beijing Municipality Prof. Li
Yining, professor of Beijing University and member of the Standing Committee of the National People’s
Congress, Sir Edward Heath, former Prime Minister of the United kingdom, General Alexander
M. Haig, Jr., former secretary Of State of the United States, Mr. Sakurauchi Yoshio, former speaker
of the House of Representatives of the diet of Japan; Mr. John F. McGillicuddy, former chief Execu-
tive Officer of the Chemical Bank of the United States,  Mr. C. C. Lee, chairman & Managing
Director of Cheung Kong Holdings and Hutchison Whampoa Ltd., Hong Kong.  [End quoting]

And we wonder what Tricky/two-faced Bill is doing over in China this week?  How about making a pile of
bucks and selling the remainder of what was once our country??

POISONING  WATER

Excerpted from THE MODESTO  BEE, 6/16/98: [quoting]

A new report from federal scientists reinforces fears that California is poisoning its water in an effort to
clean its air.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory scientists found that MTBE, a chemical widely added to Cali-
fornia gasoline since 1992 to cut toxic auto emissions, has contaminated groundwater at more than 10,000
sites, persists longer and spreads faster than plain gasoline and may prove a “cumulative contamination
hazard” as it builds up in groundwater.

Groundwater provides 40 percent to 60 percent of the state’s water supply.

Despite concerns raised by the report released last Friday, state water officials say their hands are tied: The
federal Clean Air Act requires the use of chemicals such as MTBE—a suspected human carcinogen—to
cut smog and other pollutants.  What they can do, they say, is try to keep buried gasoline storage tanks
from ever leaking MTBE.

But that effort, too, promises to come at a cost: Hundreds of independent gas station owners, mostly in
rural areas, are expected to close next year because they can’t meet a December 22 deadline—set a
decade ago—to replace or upgrade underground tanks.

In the Modoc County town of Likely, population about 200, John Abbate already has shut his gas station
and yanked the tank.  He said he couldn’t afford the $40,000 upgrade.

“Little mom-and-pop operations are in very serious trouble,” said Abbate.  [End quoting]
This really isn’t about cleaning up the air.  If the elite really wanted to clean up the air or the ground and
water, one of the highest priorities would be to stop the nuclear bomb testing and the use of nuclear energy.
Pollution is big money, if you follow the money trail.
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This is about control and the killing off of the “over” population of this planet by the year 2000 goal—and
getting your money in the meantime.

GLASS  STRONGER  THAN  STEEL

From POPULAR MECHANICS magazine, July 1998: [quoting]

Scientists, perhaps acting more like alchemists, have mixed up a new metallic glass alloy that could be the
multipurpose material of the future.

Promising improvements in products ranging from electric transformers to golf club heads.  Metallic glass
not only is stronger than normal metals, but also holds its shape better.

“Metallic glass is at least 10 times more elastic than metal,” says Todd Hufnagel, a Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity researcher.

Metallic glass forms when molten metal cools without crystallizing.  Like window glass, atoms arrange
themselves randomly.  But metallic glass is neither transparent nor brittle.

The alloy could also offer new military applications, such as armor-piercing bullets.  [End quoting]

If this material is allowed public announcement, just think of what others are hidden from our awarness and
use.

ULTRA-TENSILE
STEEL  FOR  TIRES

From POPULAR MECHANICS magazine, July 1998: [quoting]

Steel cord is replacing polyester as the reinforcement material of choice in the body plies of passenger car
tires for the first time, says Goodyear.

The global tire manufacturer has developed a super flexible Ultra-Tensile Steel wire about twice as thick as
a human hair (.007 in.).  Six of them wound into a cord are so strong that they take the place of four
individual polyester cords, which saves weight.  And the Ultra-Tensile cord is 40% stronger than conven-
tional steel wire used in tire belts.  Goodyear claims 30% better treadwear.

Look for these all-steel tires in popular car sizes under the Aquasteel and Eagle F1 Steel model lines in
regular and run-flat Extended Mobility Technology (EMT).  On a related note, Goodyear says its new
IMPACT (Integrated Manufacturing Precision Assembled Cellular Technology) manufacturing is 135%
more productive, 70% faster and 43% more precise than today’s processes.  Bottom line: better tires.
Goodyear’s objective is to eventually use EMT to eliminate spare tires in 75% of all vehicles.  [End
quoting]

Sure would be nice not to have to lug around that spare tire.  But they’ve been telling us for decades they
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were going to make tires so that we wouldn’t need the space anymore.

YELTSIN  PRESENTS
NEW  PUBLIC  IMAGE

From the INTERNET, 6/22/98: [quoting]

A Russian lawmaker has formally asked the nation’s top investigator to look into whether President Boris
Yeltsin has been replaced by a double, a newspaper reported Thursday.

Deputy Alexander Saly said the president’s appearance and actions have seemed suspicious since his
1996 re-election, the daily Moskovsky Komsomolets reported.

“The difference between the pre-election Yeltsin and the post-election Yeltsin simply jumps out at you,” the
paper quoted Saly as saying.

Since his second inauguration, Yeltsin has fired most of his old staffers and installed new ones, the Commu-
nist Party deputy was quoted as saying.

Yeltsin used to hide his left hand, which is missing two fingers, but now displays it freely, Saly said.

And, Saly suggested, Yeltsin’s daughter has become the president’s official “image” maker—to advise the
“new” Yeltsin how to walk and talk like the original, the newspaper said.

Saly, a member of the lower house of parliament’s committee on elections, said he has backing within his
party but acknowledged that the support from the leadership has not been particularly vocal.

The newspaper did not say when Saly filed the request, or whether the investigator, the general procurator,
has responded.

No one answered the telephone at Saly’s parliament office late Thursday.  A duty officer at the general
procurator’s office said he had no information about the report.

“Of course there are more than a few people in this world who see flying saucers every day, who contact
the spirit world, who try to catch ghosts in their hands,” the paper editorialized.  “But usually, they are not
deputies in the State Duma who write legislation and take part in the country’s political life.”  [End quoting]

I think all regular CONTACT readers know the answer to this.

FDA  ATTEMPTS  TO  COMPEL
DESTRUCTION  OF  BOOKS

On Natural Herbal Supplement Stevia
From the INTERNET, 6/21/98: [quoting]
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“Freedom of the Press embraces the circulation of books as well as their publication.”  —from Judge’s
ruling in Bantam Books v Sullivan [1963]

DALLAS—May 26, 1998—In an unprecedented move, US Food and Drug Administration officials
threatened legal action against Texas-based Stevita Co., importers of the sweet-tasting herbal dietary
supplement, stevia—for distributing books and literature about their product.

The latest volley in a bitter battle has been fired at Texas-based Stevita Co. by federal Food and Drug
Administration officials.  The FDA, an agency of the federal government, is responsible for upholding the
U.S. Constitution which guarantees freedom of speech and expression.  This responsibility was drawn
into question on May 19th when FDA Compliance Officer, James R. Lahar faxed a letter to Stevita Co.
addressing the destruction of 2,500 books he deemed “offending”, at a cost to the company well in excess
of $10,000.  The letter further threatens that investigators will conduct a current inventory and “witness the
destruction of the cookbooks, literature, and other publications for the purpose of verifying compliance”
upon visiting Stevita Co. for a fourth time this year.

One of three books in question is The Stevia Story—A tale of incredible sweetness & intrigue, by
Linda Bonvie, Bill Bonvie and Donna Gates with Foreword by James S. Turner, Esq.  Ironically, Chapter
Four of the book the FDA wants to destroy is titled: “What’s wrong with the FDA?”  An attempt to
strongarm critics into silence—similar to book burnings in Nazi Germany?  Oscar Rodes, President of the
Stevita Company said the FDA ordered the action because the books contain general information that
includes history, usage and scientific studies regarding stevia.

Currently, Federal law requires stevia herbal products can only be marketed as dietary supplements with-
out any mention of having sweetening power.
The Stevia Story—A tale of incredible sweetness & intrigue—by Linda Bonvie, Bill Bonvie and Donna
Gates [ISBN :0-9638458-1-0; 79 pp; B.E.D. Publications Co., Atlanta, GA 30327; 1997. 1-800-
4STEVIA.]

<P><http://www.steviapetition.org>  [End quoting]

So bookburning can’t happen here??  When are we going to stop these monsters??

NATIONAL  HATE  CRIMES
WORKING  GROUP,

WHITE  HOUSE  CONFERENCE

From the INTERNET, 5/15/98: [quoting]

In preparation for the first ever White House conference on hate crime held on November 10, 1997, the
president said: “As part of our preparation for the new century, it is time for us to mount an all-out assault
on hate crimes, to punish them swiftly and severely.”  This cabinet level conference on hate was attended
by the country’s top leaders: the president and vicepresident, the attorney general, most cabinet members,
and a whole array of law enforcement representatives.
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Mr. Clinton announced new federal initiatives to prevent and punish hate crimes.  The initiatives focus on:
expanding federal hate crimes legislation, ensuring effective enforcement of hate crimes laws, promoting
information collection systems on hate crimes, and educating the American people.

Justice Department will increase the number of FBI agents and federal prosecutors for hate crimes en-
forcement.  This addition will more than double the number of federal agents and prosecutors currently
assigned to work in this newly expanded category.

The government has created “model training curriculum” for law enforcement in this “war on hate”, in
addition to enhanced sentencing for those accused of hate crimes. Attorney General Janet Reno summed
up the goal of the conference by saying that the whole agenda is “designed with one objective in mind, to
eliminate hate.”  [End quoting]

This is nothing but another method to build hate in the communities.  The evil feed from the negative
energies of fear and hate.  Hate is a result of fear and greed.  The more evil can cause you to put forth these
energies the better they like it.  Quit feeding them these energies and you’ll help save your own necks.
When you put out negative energies it will always come back to you!

AUSTRALIANS  SLAP  PLUTOCRATS

POPULIST  VICTORY

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/29/98: [quoting]

p.hanson

Australia’s establishment has been rocked by fish-and-chip shop owner Pauline Hanson’s One Nation
Party.  A grassroots, populist group ignored by everyone in power, the party won up to 12 seats in
Queensland, in its first election ever.  Prime Minister John Howard may now be forced to put off scheduled
major elections as estimates show the new party holds from 15 to 47 percent of the vote in various areas.
Its straightforward platform calls for cutting Asian immigration, scrapping special land ownership rights for
aborigines, banning foreigners from owning over 49 percent of any local business and tariffs to protect
Australian businesses.  Citibank economists say “overseas markets may punish Australia” for the latter
affront.  [End quoting]

Seems to me like they have, at least, one part of the platform they need to look carefully at and that is the
taking of lands from the aboriginals

CALL  IT
CULTURAL  ENRICHMENT
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From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/29/98: [quoting]

In his acceptance speech for an annual Mexican governmental monetary prize for journalistic achievement,
Luis Rubio, a think tank analyst and columnist for Reforma newspaper, voiced the open secret that gov-
ernment officials regularly bribe Mexican journalists for “rosy news coverage”.  Many poorly salaried
journalists, especially the presidential press corps, live high lifestyles.  “On the government’s part, the
practices of bribery and intimidation persist,” concluded Rubio in the presence of President Ernesto Zedillo,
who remained expressionless.  [End quoting]

This is common practice in the U.S. also.  Check out the hundreds of cushy jobs, etc., that ex-news people
have in the U.S. if you don’t believe me.

NAFTA  DISASTA’

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/29/98: [quoting]

North Dakota farmers are used to hard times.  Weather cycles can be brutally fickle there.  This year they
face a new antagonist along with two straight years of crop-destroying weather and disease.  Farm income
has declined 98 percent, from $764 million to $15 million, leaving an average of $500 for a year’s work.
Sen. Kent Conrad (D-N.D.), at a Senate Agricultural Committee hearing on trade policy, called it a
“stealth disaster”, caused by “disease, low prices and the free trade policy.  We have a flood of unfairly-
traded Canadian grain coming into this country.”  [End quoting]

To my way of thinking it sure is a “stealth disaster” and probably the term was used knowingly, thinking no
one would catch the truth of how the elite is stealing the land and destroying crops so we will starve at their
desired timing.  The Canadians ship their grain here and then the elite destroy it here or ship it overseas.

Don’t forget the elite intend to kill off millions of Americans within the next couple of years—if they can get
away with it.

SO  DOES  THE  SIERRA  CLUB

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/29/98: [quoting]

By a 60.1 percent to 39.2 percent vote, members of the Sierra Club voted against immigration control.
This in the face of statistics showing that 60 percent of our population growth is from immigrants, most of
whom have no concern for our environment.  Members of the club are more aware than most that each
day 3.2 billion gallons of water are taken from our aquifers over and above what nature replaces.  But
apparently its true agenda leans more toward globalist aims than conservation of our environment.  [End
quoting]

This should make it obvious what their true agenda is and it certainly isn’t to benefit the immigrants or us.
They use any resource they can—humans are just another resource—to take over control and enslave us.

CALIFORNIANS  DON’T
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From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/29/98: [quoting]

The California Coalition for Immigrant Reform has erected a billboard on Interstate 10 near the California-
Arizona border which reads “Welcome to California, the Illegal Immigrant State.  Don’t let this happen in
your state.” That stretch of Interstate serves 18,000 cars and trucks per day.  [End quoting]

If more people would speak out and act out their frustrations in non-violent ways we could stop this lunacy
of present immigration to downgrade this country and take over full control.

ISRAELI  REFUGEES

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/29/98: [quoting]

Canada, against Israel’s protests, still accepts refugees from Israel.  Figures are down from previous years
as the Israeli lobby is relentless in its insistence that Israel is a democracy and can have no refugees.
Ottawa hears the plea, but Montreal is less easily swayed.  Most seekers of refugee status are Jews from
the Soviet Union who found in Israel no jobs or housing, harassment and sometimes beatings.  Refugees
from Israel are unheard of in the U.S.  [End quoting]

They just don’t call them refugees here.

INTERNET  SCAMS

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 6/29/98: [quoting]

The Consumer Response Center of the Federal Trade Commission at 6th St. and Pennsylvania Ave., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20580, has put out an alert concerning an Internet spin on the old “start your own
business” pyramid scams. The alert is titled Net-Based Business Opportunities: Are Some Flop-portu-
nities?  [End quoting]

One of the biggest scammers of all—the FTC—have the gall to call others scammers.  They should be an
example if they want others to be honest.  They’re probably worried because they won’t get their cut when
they operate outside the FTC goon-squad laws.

IT’S  NOT  JUST  FOR  KIDS

From Focus On The Family, July, 1998: [quoting]

Charles Hobdy was once a business manager.  He had a good job, made good money.  Then he found
drugs.

“I’d get a paycheck and then go spend it on drugs,” he says. “Every dime of it.”

Jeff Gordon was a corporate vice president.  He also had a nine-year cocaine habit.  When he received a
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job promotion and transfer, his friends gave him a significant going-away present: a package of cocaine.

Neither Charles nor Jeff fits the Stereotype of a drug user: They are not poor, they are not unemployed, not
homeless.  They are educated and successful.  Jeff did not consider himself an addict; he was a “casual”
user.

But there’s no such thing as casual drug use.  Here are some other lies to put to rest:

* Only kids abuse drugs.

* Drug abuse is primarily a problem of the poor inner-city neighborhoods and not of middle or upper-
middle-class homes.

* Drug abuse is a “victimless” crime.

* “Good” Christians never have problems with substance abuse.

FACE  REALITY

Consider this: According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse, if every worker between ages 18 and 40
were tested for drugs on any given day, between 14 percent and 25 percent would test positive.  And
according to the U.S. Department of Labor, each substance abuser costs a company $9,660 per year.

“It’s time to face facts,” says Milton Creagh, the anti-drug speaker featured in Focus on the Family’s
“Masquerade” video, who encourages viewers to “take off the mask” about drug abuse among children
and teens.

“In some ways the drug problem [among adults] is getting worse simply because it’s an issue we don’t
discuss,” he says.  “I usually talk about illegal drugs, but if you add the legal drug of alcohol, then we’ve got
a major abuse problem.

“When it comes to adults, we have an additional problem in that there are seniors abusing prescription
drugs, which, again, people don’t like to talk about, but it’s reality,” he says.

Focus on the Family has produced a new video with Milton, which addresses adult drug abuse.  Called
“Face Reality,” it is intended to be used by:

* corporate executives, human resource departments and other groups that need a tool to help address
adult drug abuse.

* physicians and therapists, church ministries, and other groups working with adult and family issues.

* family members and friends of adult substance abusers.

“By and large, when we talk about the drug problem, we don’t talk about adults, we talk about kids,”
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Milton says.  “Usually, when we talk about drug prevention or early intervention, we’re either talking about
children, or we’re talking about stopping drugs at the border.

“But we don’t talk about intervention strategies or drug prevention regarding adults,”  he says.  “Believe it
or not, some people begin using as adults.”

And make no mistake, he warns.  Even “casual” substance abuse is everyone’s problem.

“If I leave my home this afternoon with my kids in the car and a driver under the influence hits us and kills
one of my children, the question is not, ‘Was this his first time getting high?’  It’s irrelevant to me whether it
was his first time or it was his 500th time.  The relevant issue to me is that I’ve lost a child.”  [End quoting]

Probably why the elite don’t publicize this hidden drug problem is because there is too much money
involved and they are not the “common” robber, rapist, murderer, etc.  But CONTACT readers know that
our biggest problems are not caused by the “common” mobster—they are caused by the “white collar”
mobsters and they in turn blame the “common” ones—whom they control.

JUDGMENT TIME
FOR   STATE   BAR

Restriction by governor on dues
has group facing insolvency

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 6/21/98: [quoting]

The State Bar of California is in a jam, and not even the lawyers who belong to it are rushing to defend it.

As cop, tax collector and lobbyist for a profession held in low esteem by the public, the nation’s largest
state organization of lawyers has managed to offend practically everyone—chief among them Gov. Pete
Wilson, who in fall stripped the bar of its authority to collect dues.

As a result, the bar has laid off most of its employees, stopped taking calls about incompetent or dishonest
lawyers and is about to run out of money.

Wilson, a lawyer himself, is untroubled by the prospect.  In vetoing the dues bill last October, the Repub-
lican said that the bar was “bloated, arrogant, oblivious and unresponsive” and that it meddles in liberal
causes such as same-sex marriages, reduced drug penalties and racial diversity in law schools.

Now, whenever Wilson gets on a plane, “every lawyer gets on a conga line to high-five him for his efforts
to reform the bar,” Wilson spokesman Sean Walsh said.  “There is no more good will left in the Legislature
or the Governor’s Office for the Bar.”

The bar “got so big and so arrogant, that it deserved the dumping”, said Joseph J. Malandra, a 28-year
lawyer who has a one-person general practice in San Francisco.
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He complained that he has to pay the same dues as the big firm, high-income lawyers, as well as escalating
prices for the 12-hour, state-mandated, continuing-education course, a requirement he called useless.

The bar, with 160,000 members, is a victim of both its own missteps and problems not entirely of its own
making.

Its mandatory membership rule, contained in the California Constitution and shared by many other state
bars, was only a minor annoyance for most lawyers 15 years ago, when dues were under $200.

But dues soared to $458—more than twice the national average—after the bar, under pressure from the
Legislature, overhauled its volunteer-run system of disciplining lawyers by hiring professional investigators
and judges.

The bar’s biggest political blunder was probably its endorsement of an unsuccessful bill that would have
allowed bigger damage awards in medical malpractice cases.  The move only antagonized the medical
profession and the insurance industry, which lobbied Wilson to veto the dues bill.

The governor’s antagonism for the bar dates back to at least 1982, when as a Senate candidate he was
censured by a bar group for threatening to lead a recall of the state Supreme Court if it overturned a crime
initiative.

More recently, Wilson got angry when a bar commission that evaluates candidates for the bench gave an
“unqualified” rating to his most recent Supreme Court nominee.

Two weeks ago, Wilson announced his terms for saving the bar.  Among them: reducing dues to $295 a
year and transforming the bar’s policy-making board into a body appointed by the governor.  Wilson said
the bar’s functions should be limited to admissions, discipline and education, and it should drop political
advocacy.

But bar leaders, joined by Democrats in the Legislature, rejected the proposal, saying that the dues cut
would be crippling and that the change in the board would end the bar’s 71 years of political indepen-
dence.

“There is no place for politics in the administration of justice,” said Marc Adelman, the San Diego lawyer
who is serving a painful one-year term as bar president.

The bar’s chief legislative ally, Assemblyman Robert Hertzberg, D-Van Nuys, said the impasse will prob-
ably continue until a new governor takes office next year.

In the meantime, the bar has virtually shut down its lawyer discipline system.  Nearly 500 of the bar’s 620
employees have gotten layoff notices, most effective next Friday.  By mid-July, it said, the bar will run out
of money and halt practically everything but testing and admission of new lawyers.  [End quoting]

I’m glad to hear they are getting their actions cramped, but I’m not holding my breath for any real reforms
until the whole ratpack of politicians are thrown out—just another fracas between the mobsters and we
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usually lose because of them.  Our day is coming—soon!

SUICIDE  PREVENTION

From THE MODESTO BEE, 6/16/98: [quoting]

DEAR ANN LANDERS: I am an attorney who fights psychiatric malpractice.  I’ve seen many families
agonize over deaths that could have been prevented.  While we have been told that no one is to blame
when someone takes his or her own life, many deaths could be averted if mental health workers, physicians
and families would simply stop, look and listen.

The American Foundation for Suicide Prevention says up to two-thirds of the people who commit suicide
each year saw a medical doctor within a month of their death.  Half of those patients killed themselves with
medicines prescribed by their doctors.  While the suicides of teenagers and members of minority groups
are a serious problem, few people realize that fully one-third of all suicides are White men over 50.

Suicide is not a random act.  Members of the medical and mental health communities must take notice of
the changes that occur when a person is becoming suicidal.  Physicians should be as aware of the symp-
toms of life-threatening mental illness as they are of signs of physical illness.

Families can be lifesavers, too.  Seventy-five percent of all those who commit suicide give friends and
family members some warning.  If you see the danger signs, please take them seriously, and get help for
your loved one right away.  Those symptoms include:

1. Depressed mood or a dramatic loss of appetite and energy.

2. Talking about death and dying.  Saying such things as “You’d be better off without me.”

3. Demonstration of extreme anxiety, agitation or rage.

4. Excessive drug or alcohol use.

5. Planning for suicide, such as paying of debts, changing wills or giving things away.

The more we know about suicide, the better able we are to help potential victims seek another alternative.
—Skip Simpson, Dallas

Dear Skip Simpson: You have written a letter that could save lives.  If only those who are considering
suicide could keep repeating to themselves “And this, too, shall pass”—and believe it, they just might
crawl out of that deep, dark hole.  [End quoting]

With a little more awareness many probably could be saved.

CITIZENS  CAN  SUE  FEC
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From THE MODESTO BEE, 6/2/98: [quoting]

The Supreme Court is letting private citizens second-guess the Federal Election Commission, ruling Mon-
day that they can sue over the agency’s decisions not to require financial disclosure from certain groups.
But the 6-3 decision spared a pro-Israel lobbying group from telling how money it spent on election-
connected communications with its members.  Left undecided was whether the American Israel Public
Affairs Committee, or AIPAC, is a “political committee” subject to federal campaign regulations on spend-
ing and reporting.  That determination was left for the FEC under new rules for distinguishing political
committees from membership organizations.  [End quoting]

But how many lawyers, how much time, and how much money will it take??

‘WELCOME  MAT’
OUT  FOR  THUGS

Excerpted from THE TORONTO STAR, by Anne Dawson, 6/8/98: [quoting]

Almost 400 rapists, murderers and other convicted criminals were allowed into Canada last year under
special permits granted by Immigration Minister Lucienne Robillard.

According to the immigration minister’s annual report tabled in the Commons, 4,059 minister’s permits
were issued in 1997.  Of those, almost four of every 10 went to convicted criminals.

Opposition MPs and Tory Senator Donald Oliver were outraged that Canada is laying out the “welcome
mat” for so many convicted felons.

“We should be keeping criminals out, not letting them in,” Oliver said.  “Is this the type of people we should
be welcoming to Canada?”

Reform MP Deepak Obhrai said minister’s permits for convicted criminals should be banned outright.

“These permits should not be allowed,” Obhrai insisted.

‘RIGHT  TO  KNOW’

Reform MP John Reynolds called on the minister to make public the details and names of these individuals
so Canadians can assess for themselves whether they deserve to be allowed to come to Canada.

“Why don’t we have a right to know who they are?” he asked.  “Maybe there’s a good reason they should
come to Canada, but how do we know some of them aren’t pedophiles.  We don’t even know where they
go once they get here.”

Robillard’s report showed a total of 1,497 permits were issued to criminally inadmissible people, a de-
crease of 4.8% from 1996...  [End quoting]
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Why would the elite want good honest people brought in?  “Birds of a feather stick together.”  They can’t
easily control the good honest people and the game is all about control and making money off the slaves.

SPECIAL  DELIVERY

I walked into the room and gasped.  A rough-looking man sat at our kitchen table.

“Bye bye, Daddy,” I called from the curb, echoing four-year-old Peggy Jean.  I put my arm around her
shoulder, drawing her close, and we waved till my husband drove out of sight.  This was Lee’s first day on
his new job with Montgomery Ward, and we’d just moved to a rented home in Galesburg, Ill., from
Niantic, 130 miles away.  I looked at the tidy brick houses around us, suddenly feeling very alone.  Until
that summer in 1943 we’d lived near family and friends.  This was a city of thousands, and I didn’t even
know our neighbors yet.  How would I cope?  God will provide, I reminded myself, thinking of the
expression I’d heard my mother-in-law use time and time again.

“Can you help Mommy unpack?” I asked, managing a smile for Peggy Jean.  She nodded.  Inside I
checked on her baby brother.  Gordon was sleeping soundly in his crib, so we went to the back of the
house, where all the boxes were waiting.

I walked into the kitchen and gasped.  A stranger was seated at the table—a rough-looking man with a
beard, long hair and worn clothes.  I don’t know how he got in.  It wasn’t uncommon in those days for
hoboes to knock on the door searching for a hot meal, but I never expected to find one in the house.

“Who are you?” I demanded, trying to keep the fear out of my voice.  I stood firm in the doorway, shielding
my daughter.

“I’m your egg man,” he replied.  “But I don’t have an egg man,” I declared.  “Oh, yes, you do,” he
answered quietly but firmly.  “I will bring you two dozen each week.”

“How much are they?” I asked.

“A price you can afford,” he said.  Sure enough, it was less than the store charges.

“All right,” I said, still not certain this was the best thing to do.

True to his word, the man began delivering eggs.  Every Wednesday after the breakfast chores were done
and the children were tended to I’d come into the kitchen and find him sitting at the table.  His appearance
may have been rough, but his manner was gentle.  Each week he chatted with us, his friendly eyes crinkling
at the corners, and he always asked to say prayers before he left.  I began to look forward to his visits.  In
fact, he helped me feel at home in this strange, new place.

Then the widow from whom we were renting returned from her travels and we had to move again.  We
found a two-story frame house far on the other side of town.  It had a large yard with room for the children
to play.  I told the egg man we were leaving, but in the hubbub of moving I forgot to give him our new
address.
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In the new house my loneliness returned.  Lee had been promoted to district manager, which meant he was
on the road all week long.  Gordon was one year old by that time, and a handful, walking and climbing
everywhere.  I was in the midst of a difficult pregnancy, and on top of that I came down with the flu.  It was
all I could do to get through the day.

One morning I dragged myself into the kitchen feeling worse than ever.  Seated at the table was the egg
man.  Never had I seen a more welcome sight.

“What’s wrong?” he asked.

“I feel terrible,” I whispered.

“Then we’d best pray,” he said.

The man called for Peggy Jean and Gordon.  He lifted Gordon with his big, rough hands and set him down
before a chair, where we knelt in prayer.  With a child on each side, I listened as he asked God to comfort
and heal me, his words warming me.  When we stood up I felt a little better.

“You are a good woman,” the egg man said as he left.  “God will bless you and your family.”

The next morning I was completely recovered.  Little Hal soon came into the world, and new friends took
care of the children while I rested at home.  Later, feeling myself once more, I realized we had not seen the
egg man in weeks.  Concerned, I telephoned friends in the old neighborhood.  They had never heard of
anyone who delivered eggs.  It was the same when I questioned our new neighbors.  Although I never
found the egg man sitting at our kitchen table again, he’d been there when I needed him.  My mother-in-
law’s words had proven true.  God does provide.  —Margaret D. Anderson, Saybrook, Illinois  [End
quoting]

Another fascinating way He accomplishes His services to us.
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CHAPTER  11

NEWS  DESK  SPECIAL  REPORT

DRASTIC  CHANGES—OF  ALL  KINDS—
IN  OUR  IMMEDIATE  FUTURE!

by Dr. Al Overholt    6/27/98

Since time is growing very short for the massive Earth changes to begin and many are not aware of the
severity we face or want to know more about these changes, I have gathered together portions of articles
from the Internet to help inform you.

Most of the elite would like to keep this information from you, so you will find very little of it being put into
your normal media channels—and expect any you do receive to be slanted to mislead your thinking
processes.

The information about the 12th planet that has come out so far is barely enough so they can say that “we
told you about it”.  But—not enough to truly educate you about the very severe consequences of its
approach and passage.

These articles will give you a background from which to start.  You should, however, seek out other
sources, since this will be one of the most important happenings ever on planet Earth and it will have
a tremendous effect on your life—for all eternity—thus much depends on the decisions you make NOW!!

NIBURU,  THE  12TH  PLANET,
HERCULOBUS,  WORMWOOD?

NUMEROUS  PROPHECIES

From the INTERNET, Troubled Times <http://www.zetatalk.com/theword/tword01.htm>, 6/19/98: [quot-
ing]

Numerous prophecies point to a pole shift around the time of the millennium.
Revelation—in the Bible—warns that the rivers will run with blood.  Mother Shipton warns of tidal waves
and mankind hoarding food.

Edgar Cayce foresaw land going under the sea.

Per written and oral history, the last such cataclysm occurred during the time of the exodus from Egypt,
approximately 3,600 years ago.

Velikovsky reports on this history, and ZetaTalk has expanded on what he learned.  [End quoting]

“Rivers of blood” will be caused by: The arriving  planet  has  a tail  similar  to  a  comet’s but this is a tail
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containing iron oxide which is red.  Planet Earth’s orbital path will pass through this tail which will  cover
her  with  this red dust and  more  importantly  poison  the rivers and lakes from which we  derive  most of
our drinking water.  Needless to say it will be “blood red” and very poisonous.

MYSTERY  HEAVENLY  BODY DISCOVERED—

Washington Post, 12/31/1983—
A Front Page Story

From the INTERNET, 6/19/98: [quoting]

Excerpts from ZetaTalk and other home pages <www.zetatalk.com>, 6/19/98: [quoting]

A heavenly body possibly as large as the giant planet Jupiter and possibly so close to Earth that it would be
part of this solar system has been found in the direction of the constellation Orion [emphasis mine] by
an orbiting telescope aboard the U.S. infrared astronomical satellite. So mysterious is the object that
astronomers do not know if it is a planet, a giant comet, a nearby protostar that never got hot enough to
become a star, a distant galaxy so young that it is still in the process of forming its first stars or a galaxy so
shrouded in dust that none of the light cast by its stars ever gets through.  “All I can tell you is that we don’t
know what it is,” Dr. Gerry Neugebauer, IRAS chief scientist for California’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
and director of the Palomar Observatory for the California  Institute  of Technology said in an interview.
[Key  personnel do know but they don’t want us to know!]

The most fascinating explanation of this mystery body, which is so cold it casts no light and has never been
seen by optical telescopes on Earth or in space, is that it is a giant gaseous planet, as large as Jupiter and
as close to Earth as 50 billion miles.  While that may seem like a great distance in earthbound terms, it is a
stone’s throw in cosmological terms, so close in fact that it would be the nearest heavenly body to Earth
beyond the outermost planet Pluto.  “If it is really that close, it would be a part of our solar system
[emphasis mine],”  said Dr. James Houck of Cornell University’s Center for Radio Physics and Space
Research and a member of the IRAS science team.  “If it is that close, I don’t know how the world’s
planetary scientists would even begin to classify it.”

The mystery body was seen twice by the infrared satellite as it scanned the northern sky from last January
to November, when the satellite ran out of the supercold helium that allowed its telescope to see the
coldest bodies in the heavens.  The second observation took place six months after the first and suggested
the mystery body had not moved from its spot in the sky near the western edge of the constellation
Orion [emphasis mine] in that time.  “This suggests it’s not a comet because a comet would not be as
large as the one we’ve observed and a comet would probably have moved [emphasis mine],” Houck
said.  “A planet may have moved if it were as close as 50 billion miles but it could still be a more distant
planet and not have moved in six months time.”  “Whatever it is,” Houck said, “the mystery body is so cold
its temperature is no more than 40 degrees above absolute zero,” which is 459 degrees Fahrenheit below
zero.  The telescope aboard IRAS is cooled so low and is so sensitive it can “see” objects in the heavens
that are only 20 degrees above absolute zero.  When IRAS scientists first saw the mystery body and
calculated that it could be as close as 50 billion miles, there was some speculation that it might be
moving toward Earth EM.  “It’s not incoming mail,” Cal Tech’s Neugebauer said.  “I want to douse that
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idea with as much cold water as I can.”

THE  SUMERIAN  RECORD
OF  THE  12TH  PLANET

From the INTERNET, 6/19/98, Connecting Link Interview with Zecharia Sitchin, <http://
www.geocities.com/Area51/Cavern/5467/make_your_page.htm>: [quoting]

From CONNECTING LINK, issue 17. Based upon material from newsgroup alt.alienvisitors Subject:
INTERVIEW: Zecharia Sitchin Date: 29 Jul 93, 04:14:16 GMT

View Guestbook

Zecharia Sitchin was born in Russia and raised in Palestine prior to the creation of Israel, where he ac-
quired a knowledge of modern and ancient Hebrew, Sumerian, and the history and archeology of the Near
East.  Sitchin attended and graduated from the University of London, majoring in economic history.  A
leading journalist and editor in Israel for many years, he now lives and writes in New York.  His books
have been widely translated, converted to Braille for the blind, and featured on radio and television.

The Earth Chronicles series is based on the premise that mythology is not fanciful but the repository of
ancient memories; that the Bible ought to be read literally as a historic/scientific document; and that ancient
civilizations—older and greater than assumed—were the product of knowledge brought to Earth by the
Anunnaki, “Those Who from Heaven to Earth Came.” ...I trust that modern science will continue to
confirm ancient knowledge.

—Zecharia Sitchin

Connecting Link: What are the Earth Chronicles about?
Zecharia Sitchin: The first book, The Twelfth Planet, refers to the probability that there is one more planet
in our solar system.  That there are twelve members, counting Sun, Moon and ten planets, not the nine we
know of.  That people from that planet came to Earth almost half a million years ago and did many of the
things about which we read in the Bible, in the book of Genesis.

But that was not my starting point at all.  My starting point was, going back to my childhood and schooldays,
the puzzle of who were the Nefilim, that are mentioned in Genesis, Chapter six, as the sons of the gods
who married the daughters of Man in the days before the great flood, the Deluge.  The word Nefilim is
commonly, or used to be, translated “giants”.  And I am sure that you and your readers are familiar with
quotes and Sunday preachings, etc., that those were the days when there were giants upon the Earth.  I
questioned this interpretation as a child at school, and I was reprimanded for it because the teacher said
“you don’t question the Bible”.  But I did not question the Bible, I questioned an interpretation that seemed
inaccurate, because the word, Nefilim, the name by which those extraordinary beings, “the sons of the
gods” were known, means literally, “Those who have come down to Earth from the heavens”.

CL: From the Hebrew word Nafal, which means “fall”?
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ZS: Right. Fall, come down, descend.  So, what did it mean?  This led me to biblical studies and then to
mythology and archeology and all the other subjects, including the study of ancient languages, which
became my education and avocation.  So, my research and my decision to write about it started with a
question:  Who were the Nefilim?

All the ancient scriptures, the Bible, the Greek myths, the Egyptian myth and texts, the pyramid texts,
everything, led to the Sumerians, whose civilization was the first known one six thousand years ago.  I
focused on Sumer, the source of these legends and myths and texts and information.  I learned to read the
cuneiform Sumerian texts and came upon their persistent and repeated statements that those beings, whom
the Sumerians called Anunnaki, came to Earth from a planet called Nibiru.  The planet was designated by
the sign of the cross and Nibiru meant, “planet of crossing”.

The question thus shifted in my research from who were the Nefilim and the Anunnaki, to: What planet is
Nibiru?  Forced to become proficient in astronomy, I had to learn enough about it to deal with the subject.
I found out that the scholars were divided.  Some said it (Nibiru) was Mars, which of course was de-
scribed and known to the ancient people, and others said, no, it was Jupiter.  Those who said it was Jupiter
and not Mars, had very convincing arguments why it could not be Mars.  And those who said it was Mars
and not Jupiter had very convincing arguments also.

Being able to go directly to those ancient sources, clay tablets and cuneiform scripts, it seemed to me that
neither was right, because the description of Nibiru and its position when it nears the Sun indicated that it
could not be Mars, and it could not be Jupiter.  And then one night I woke up with the answer: Of course,
it is one more planet that comes periodically between Mars and Jupiter; it is sometimes nearer to Mars and
sometimes nearer to Jupiter, but it isn’t Mars or Jupiter.

Once I realized that this was the answer, that there is one more planet, everything else fell into place.  The
meaning of the Mesopotamian Epic of Creation on which the first chapters of Genesis are based and all
details about the Anunnaki, who they were and who their leaders were and how they traveled from their
planet to Earth and how they splashed down in the Persian Gulf and about their first settlement, their
leaders and so on and so on, everything became clear!  The Sumerians had immense knowledge.  They
knew about Uranus and Neptune and described them and they knew about Pluto.  They were proficient in
mathematics and, in many respects, their knowledge surpassed modem times.  They said, “All that we
know was told to us by the Anunnaki.”  The first book’s innovation, its impact, was the realization that the
ancient peoples, beginning with the Sumerians, knew of and described and spoke of one more planet in
our solar system.  It was not a discovery like that of Pluto in 1930 (of which the Sumerians knew six
thousand years ago).  Pluto was a very interesting astronomical discovery; textbooks had to be revised.
But to the average person, the man on the street, it really made no difference.  Nibiru, on the other hand
was a different story.  If Nibiru exists, (and this is the planet that astronomers nowadays call planet X) then
the Anunnaki exist.

So the existence of Nibiru is not a matter of just one more globe in our solar system.  This is different,
because if Nibiru exists, and the Anunnaki exist, then the Sumerian claim that they come back to our
vicinity every 3,600 years, at which times in the past they gave us civilization, then we are not alone and
there are more advanced people than us in our solar system.
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CL: What will happen next time around?

ZS: Who knows how they will  feel  about  us when they come back.  Will they decide to give us more
knowledge again, and more technical advancement and more civilization, or will they decide that we are no
good, as happened at the time of the Deluge, and try to get rid of us?

So, the first book, laying the foundation and describing Sumerian knowledge and concluding with the
existence of one more planet is really the key to understanding what it is all about.  What the tales of
Genesis are, what the tales of creation are, what our past was, and in a way what our future will be...

PLANET  X/12TH  PLANET  COVER-UP

Excerpted from ZetaTalk:

...If you think they did NOT find Planet X, then why have all the observatories built since, and all the infra-
red equipment being put up since, been almost exclusively where it can point to the SOUTHERN SKIES,
to Orion?  [Where its approach can be observed.]

RE:  PLANET  X/12TH
PLANET  RETROGRADE  ORBIT

Excerpted from ZetaTalk

Article: <6g2rjO$5ip@dfw-ixnewslO.ix.netcom.com> Subject: Date: 3 Apr 1998, 14:26:40 GMT

In article <6ful24$mli@pmgm.Stanford.EDU> John Ladasky writes:

Your imaginary 12th planet is more massive than the Earth, but less massive than Jupiter, correct?  It’s also
presently supposed to be many times farther away than Jupiter.  How can such an object appear DIF-
FUSE?

Because it’s a brown dwarf, smoldering in a slow burn and emitting a slight glow.  See below for some
more vintage ZetaTalk.

(Begin ZetaTalk[TM])

Humans are aware of heat and light being produced together as fire, the Sun, and elements heated until
they glow. Humans are also aware of light being produced without heat, as with fireflies or minerals that are
phosphorescent.  And of course, there is heat without light, close at hand as in 98.6 degrees.  The 12th
Planet has both heat and light, generated from within its core.  Life on the 12th Planet, which is inhabited by
a large hominoid indistinguishable from humans other than by its size, experiences continuous day. Life that
has evolved there does not sleep, but rests. The light is diffused in the atmosphere, and returns to the land
surface, but emerges from the core to interact with the atmosphere only via the surface of the deep oceans,
which cover the majority of the planet’s surface.  You may equate this to volcanic activity, where the Earth
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has numerous places both above ground and under the oceans that ooze molten lava.  Just so the 12th
Planet has places where the molten and churning substance in its core escapes to the surface.

Fires such as go on in the center of suns do not only proceed full bore. Why would they?  Do you not have
a fire within you that is maintained at a steady temperature?  Do you not find that the fire in your fireplace
can be slowed by adjusting the damper? Humans do not understand what is occurring within the Sun, a
combustion of sorts that ignited because of the pressure of elements following the big bang, during the
congealing period.  The Sun was not born, lit.  It lit as compression continued to the point where a product
of subatomic particle collision did not dissipate, but accumulated, and the degradation of this substance is
what you are viewing and feeling in your sunlight.  This is a simplistic explanation for a complicated pro-
cess.  The 12th Planet has a similar process ongoing within its core, but being composed of heavier
substances than your Sun, this process is slowed.  You can equate this to mixing medicine into food, rather
than taking it directly.  This is tolerated because the incident or rate of medicine reacting with a taste bud is
reduced, or slowed.

On the 12th Planet, the heat released diffuses in all directions, so the surface of the planet is warm but not
hot. Your feet would not blister, but they may feel cool in places where the rock strata do not provide a
good passage for heat, should you visit that planet.  Light only escapes the core where what is essentially
volcanic activity under the water occurs. Of course, this would occur if there was volcanic activity on the
land surface of the planet, but there is little land surface, and this long ago hardened. Volcanic activity
would not be on the surface of the Earth, either, should her proportion of water to land be increased.
Water is pooling in the low spots, and the low spots have less hardened surface mantle as a barrier.  Thin
places break, and give release to the pressure from the churning molten core.  The oceans of the 12th
Planet, therefore, have places where diffused light is rising, and other places where the oceans would
appear to you much as your own do here on Earth.

WHERE  AND  HOW  TO
FIND  THE  12TH  PLANET

ORION

From INTERNET, Troubled Times, 17 Mar 1998:

In article <6e9l 1 d$k5 q@bgtnsc03.worldnet.att. net> John Harper writes:  According to the elements I
just plugged into SkyMap, it’s magnitude 20 and is between Orion and Gemini.

Here’s a word from the Zetas too.  In keeping with a policy to begin alerting the populace to the coming
horrendous cataclysms that will strike the Earth in her near future, due to the passage of what is often called
the 12th Planet, in keeping with a term made famous by Sitchin for the rogue planet coming back for a
passage in 2003 [emphasis mine], you will find a reformed government willing to point you in the right
direction, so you will NOTICE what you have up until now been directed away from.  If this makes you
nervous, check out the Troubled Times content, as these folks have been preparing for your panic, and
have some answers. (End ZetaTalk[TM]) ...
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(I can’t vouch for their accuracy.)

POINT  OF  PASSAGE

From the Troubled Times:

The point of passage has been calculated from information on the Orbit and Entry Angle given by the
Zetas.  The 12th Planet pierces the Earth’s orbital plane, it forms a triangle with the Earth and Sun, with the
angles given as 139 degrees at the 12th Planet, 23 degrees at the Earth, and 18 degrees at the Sun.

32  DEGREE  ANGLE

From the Troubled Times:

32 angle

nib orbit

The closest, most easily recognizable constellation close to the 12th Planet’s approach is Orion, high in the
winter sky in the Northern Hemisphere.  During the summer months of June/July Orion is behind the Sun
and comes forth just before sunrise in the Eastern horizon as July fades into August.  By January, Orion will
be high in the southern sky at about 2200 hours.  If you stand looking south, search approximately two
thirds of the way towards straight up, and wait for Orion and its highly visible “Belt” to cross the center of
the sky.  Where the 12th Planet approaches from Orion, it dips below the ecliptic during the years just
before passage to an angle of 32 degrees below the ecliptic.

BRIGHTNESS

From ZetaTalk:

The Zetas have answered a question on how bright the 12th Planet will be as it approaches.

Your hope for an early brightness will not be met, as the 12th is too far away for reflected sunlight up until
6 months before passage. Likewise, it does not grow in size, to where it is obvious that it is not a fading
nova at a great distance, until it begins to reflect sunlight.  Thus, up until these last few months, the excuse
that this is a faded nova of sorts will be put forth, and even supported by doctored images.  Those
few who have been watching the path and know they are being fed lies must support each other
covertly [emphasis mine], and depending upon the strength of the governments resolve to inform the
public to some degree, these individuals may be allowed to present their findings to the public also, in a
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debate format.  However, your best hope of convincing the public in significant numbers will be during the
last months, when it is clearly not a nova, and clearly coming closer and on the move.

STAR  MAGNITUDE

From the INTERNET, Troubled Times:

The Zetas have given that the 12th planet is presently of actual magnitude 2 and apparent magnitude 10.  I
have done some research to determine what this means for those of us who want to spot it in the sky.  I
found an explanation of Star Magnitudes on the web.  Here are some interesting things I discovered:

Magnitude of Polaris (the North Star) 20, Magnitude of Neptune 8.2, Magnitude of Pluto 13.7, Typical
limiting magnitude 5.2.

This page also confirms that diffuse objects such as galaxies appear to be fainter than their published
magnitudes.

So, when looking for the 12th planet we are looking for something that gives off as much light as the North
Star, but whose apparent brightness is between Neptune and Pluto.  Since the dimmest object that you can
typically see is 5.2 (this will vary by location), it will no doubt be helpful to have some kind of optics to
magnify the brightness.

Another tidbit I gathered from the above page is that five magnitudes of brightness is equivalent to a factor
of about 100 in terms of the amount of light received on the Earth.  The scale is logarithmic, so, a difference
in magnitude of 8 (between the actual and apparent magnitude of the 12th) consists in a factor of nearly
3000.  Given the radius of the 12th is 4 times that of the Earth (which would make its radius 2.5 x 10-7

meters.  This is just a bit larger than Neptune, practically equal.  Since the 12th is 1.8 magnitudes dimmer
than Neptune, it stands to reason that the 12th either has a lower albedo, or is currently farther than
Neptune, or both.  However, it does not seem to follow that its apparent magnitude should be anywhere
near 2.0, since this would require an increase in area of 3000.

I have been watching Orion for quite some time now, looking in the indicated region.  I do not think the
12th’s actual magnitude is much different than its apparent magnitude, as this is not supported either by
experiential evidence or the comparable magnitude of any of the other planets (which, too, give off diffuse
light).  A magnitude of 10 is reasonable for an object the size and distance of the 12th planet.  Given this,
it is understandable why it has not been spotted yet—it is dimmer than we think.  Magnitude 10 is just
beyond the limits of my optics (even with red/IR magnification).  I would like to know when the 12th will
reach, say, magnitude 9, as I think at that time I should have no trouble spotting it, whether it is diffuse or
not.  (As it is, stars of magnitude 8-9.5 appear diffuse and hazy to me.)

Offered by “mailto: <sunlight@oz.sunflower.org”> Michael.

REDDISH  GLOW

From ZetaTalk:
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The 12th Planet looks like the fading remains of a dying star, and does not have the pinpoint of brightness
of a star.  Although the 12th Planet at present is a magnitude 2.0, astronomers should include objects up to
a magnitude 10 in their image capture. The image capture results should be passed through a red filter, as
most equipment is calibrated to locate the pinpoint brightness of stars, rather than a diffuse glow.

The problem is that the normal eye, even when scanning a photo, would miss it as it is a faint blurr, rather
than the pin point expected. Like the insect who camouflages itself against a similar background, and is not
seen, this giant will be upon mankind before they realize they have been staring at it all along. Infrared
works well, but requires equipment in the hands of few. Red filtering, aggressive red filtering, will bring it to
the fore more than anything.

LANDING  ON  PLANET  EARTH

Excerpts from Toubled Times, Landing On Planet Earth, by Zecharia Sitchin, pages 260-263, 178, and
201:

In February 1971, the United States launched Pioneer 10.  Pioneer 10 scientists attached to it an engraved
aluminum plaque.  It attempts to tell whoever might find the plaque that Mankind is male and female, etc.,
and that (Pioneer 10) is from the 3rd planet of this Sun.  Our astronomy is geared to the notion that Earth
is the 3rd planet, which indeed it is if one begins the count from the center of our system, the Sun.But to
someone nearing our solar system from the outside, the 1st planet to be encountered would be Pluto, the
2nd Neptune, the 3rd Uranus, the 4th Saturn, the 5th Jupiter, the 6th Mars—and the Earth would be 7th.

We know today that beyond the giant planets Jupiter and Saturn lie more major planets, Uranus and
Neptune, and a small planet, Pluto.  But such knowledge is quite recent.  Uranus was discovered, through
the use of improved telescopes, in 1781.  Neptune was pinpointed by astronomers (guided by mathmatical
calculations) in 1846.  It became evident that Neptune was being subjected to unknown gravitational pull,
and in 1930 Pluto (was located).

In Assyrian times, the celestial count of a god’s planet was often indicated by the appropriate number of
symbols placed alongside the god’s throne.  Thus, a plaque depicting the god (of Saturn) placed 4 star
symbols at his throne.  Many cylinder seals and other graphic relics depict Mars as the 6th planet.  A
cylinder seal shows the god associated with Mars seated on a throne under a 6-pointed star.  Ample
evidence shows that Venus was depicted as an 8-pointed star.  Other symbols on the seal show the Sun,
much in the same manner we would depict it today; the Moon; and the cross, the symbol of the Planet of
Crossing, the 12th Planet.

Excerpts from Kingship of Heaven, by Zeharia Sitchin, pages 246-248:

The (12th) Planet’s periodic appearance and disappearance from Earth’s view confirms the assumption of
its permanence in solar orbit.  In this it acts like many comets.  If so, why are our astronomers not aware
of the existence of this planet?  The fact is that even an orbit half as long as the lower figure for (the comet)
Kohoutek, (every 7,500 years), would take the 12th Planet about 6 times farther away from us than
Pluto—a distance at which such a planet would not be visible from Earth.  In fact, the known planets
beyond Saturn were first discovered not visually but mathematically.
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The Mesopotamian and biblical sources present strong evidence that the orbital period of the 12th Planet
is 3,600 years.  The number 3,600 was written in Sumerian as a large circle.  The epithet for the planet,
shar, also meant “a perfect circle” or “a completed cycle”.  It also meant the number 3,600.  The identity
of the three terms—planet/orbit/3,600—could not be a mere coincidence.  The Reign Periods (a Sumarian
text) gives are also perfect multiples of the 3,600 year shar.  The conclusion that suggests itself is that these
shar’s of rulership were related to the orbital period shar, 3,600 years.

Excerpts from Kingship of Heaven, pages 242-245:

All the people of the ancient world considered the periodic nearing of the 12th Planet as a sign of great
upheavals, great changes, new eras.  The Mesopotamian texts spoke of the planet’s periodic appearance
as an anticipated, predictable, and observable event.  “The great planet, at his appearance dark red.”  The
day itself was described by the Old Testament as a time of rains, inundations, and earthquakes.  If we
think of the biblical passages as referring, like their Mesopotamian counterparts, to the passage in Earth’s
vicinity of a large planet with a strong gravitational pull, the words of Isaiah can be plainly understood.
“From a far away land they came, from the end-point of Heaven do the Lord and his weapons of wrath
come to destroy the whole Earth.  Therefore will I agitate the Heaven and Earth shall be shaken out of its
place.  When the Lord of Hosts shall be crossing, the day of his burning wrath.”

The prophet Amos explicitly predicted: “It shall come to pass on that Day, sayeth the Lord God, and I will
cause the Sun to go down at noon and I will darken the Earth in the midst of daytime.”The prophet
Zechariah informed the people that this phenomenon of an arrest in Earth’s spin around its own axis would
last only one day: “And it shall come to pass on that Day that there shall be no light uncommonly shall it
freeze.  And there shall be one day, known to the Lord, which there shall be neither day or night.”

The prophet Joel said: “The Sun shall be turned into darkness, and the Moon shall be as red blood.”

COMET  VISIBLE

From ZetaTalk:

The 12th Planet is now visible to the human eye, though only the educated eye would see it.  At the current
time the 12th Planet is approximately magnitude 2.0 in brightness, and appears as large as a star as viewed
by the naked eye.  It does not shine with the intensity of most stars, but has a dull, diffuse, glow. It appears
to be the last gasp of a dying star, a faint, blurry, reddish glow. Your eye would pass over it if attuned to the
pin points that are the stars.  A star is intense in the center and rapidly diminishes in intensity toward the
edges of the spot you call a star. The light from a star comes from a single point and fans out, the periphery
a bit less than the center, increasingly, but the center very intense. The 12th Planet, being nearer, is giving
you light rays from its entire surface, so the light has an even quality to it. Its distance cannot be measured,
but one will notice that as time passes, no other object passes before it.

Your nearby planets are throwing back at you a familiar light, reflected sunlight, and thus your eyes recog-
nize them for what they are.  Just as some insects camouflage themselves from those who would prey on
them by adopting the coloration of the surrounding area, just so the 12th Planet, to you, is camouflaged
against the night sky.  Its appearance does not look like the familiar objects you set out to identify when you
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scan the sky—pin points with intense centers that are stars or the scattered brilliance of an exploding star
or the distinctive elongated fantail of a passing comet.  Where its size at present is akin to a star, and the
diffuse light across its surface would indeed have the spread and consistency that your reflecting planets
do, there are significant differences that cause you to pass over it rather than explore it in depth.

The composition is not the composition of reflecting sunlight, but is almost exclusively in the spectrum you
would call red light.  Thus you will  do  best  if  you  filter  for  red  light,  and by this we mean filtering out
all but red light.

Though a large planet, 4 times as large as Earth and thus larger than Mars or Pluto, it is at this  time  at  a
much  greater  distance  and  thus its visibility is not equivalent to Mars or Pluto.

The amateur astronomer may be disappointed until well after the millennium, as the 12th Planet’s motions
across the skies are only visible at this time when repeated images are taken and compared by computer,
and here the magnification must be huge.  Where the naked eye looks upon the sky, the 12th Planet
appears to be standing still.  The path of the comet is dead on.  It is aiming for your Sun, and you are so
very close to your Sun.  The Earth’s movements to this side or that are slight, in the scheme of things, and
give to the comet an almost imperceptible wobble at best.  The naked eye will not see motion in this 12th
Planet until well into the year of the cataclysms, just a few weeks ahead.  At that time its motion will give it
away as being of a comet’s nature.  During the last few weeks, back yard astronomers will be able to
detect motion of the comet across the skies, something a distant star would not do.  Those with telescopes
and computer software capable of comparing captured and stored images will know otherwise, but will
be silenced or discredited in the usual establishment protective manner [emphasis mine].  This
12th Planet will, however, get consistently brighter, so that an image taken now, compared with an image
taken a year from now, would show an increased brightness not expected from a distant star.  The naked
eye would not capture this.  The naked eye will begin to register increased brightness approximately 1 year
7 months before the cataclysms, or late in the year 2001.  This appearance will be discounted by most,
who will point to the distortions in the atmosphere as a cause or will explain this as an exploding star, the
light rays of which are just becoming visible on Earth.  Increased brightness will occur gradually, so that
without the capacity to register brightness over time, and compare closely the changes, this cannot be
proved or even, until close to the end, mentally registered by the observer.  High-powered equipment can
and has registered this increased brightness.  The images must be compared by computer analysis, but the
magnification need not be huge, only slight.  Here again, this information will not be made public.  Quite the
opposite.  This information will be denied and refuted by those controlling the high-powered equipment
needed for proof.

Astronomy is a science based on theory as much as fact, as needs be when one is looking out where one
cannot go and measure!  Consequently, astronomers essentially make their best guess, and often disagree.
How far away is an object?  Opinions differ.  If one object passes in front of another, there is a solid clue,
as the one object is obviously closer than the other.  What is the composition of an object?  Extruded rays
are analyzed against known scientific facts on how matter decomposes, but much scientific fact is as yet
not understood by humans.  They make their best guess, often so wrong as to be terribly misleading. We
are not telling astronomers anything they don’t know themselves.  Theirs is a science that truly respects the
adage—the more I know, the more I know I don’t know!
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For those discouraged by peering at the sky, and in particular discouraged by the myriad of alternative
explanations for what is seen, remember that the approach of the comet is best measured, until the last year
before the cataclysms, by the Earth’s response to its approach.  As we have already explained, the core of
the Earth is already responding, and this measurement is recorded in the rising temperature of the oceans,
worldwide.  The next symptom to look for is increased volcanic activity, and larger and more frequent
earthquakes, worldwide. This, surely, cannot be attributed to the Greenhouse effect.  It is when the Earth
receives red dust from the tail of the comet, as it enters the Solar System and passes between
the Sun and the Earth, that denial will no longer be possible [emphasis mine].  At this point, how-
ever, there are scant days before the cataclysms.

SOME  RESULTS  OF  PASSAGE
OF  12th  PLANET:

HUGE  SOLAR  ERUPTIONS,  MAGNETIC  POLE
SHIFT,  PHYSICAL  POLE  SHIFT

SIMULTANEOUSLY  WE  ARE  ENTERING
THE  PHOTON  BELT

REVERSED  POLARITY  OF  THE  EARTH

Excerpts from Worlds in Collision, by Immanuel Velikovsky:

It is possible to detect in the geological records of the Earth the orientation of the terrestrial magnetic field
in past ages. When lava cools and freezes following a volcanic outburst, it takes up a permanent magneti-
zation dependent upon the orientation of the Earth’s magnetic field at the time.  The reversed polarity of
lava indicates that in recent geological times the magnetic poles of the globe were reversed.

DEEP  QUAKES

deep quakes

A Troubled Times member shows the exponential increase in deep quakes down to the 600 km level since
1994, using the database provided by a private organization known as The Council of the National Seis-
mic System, working out of Berkeley, CA, which provides earthquake data and answer questions at their
web site.  Note a depth down to 600 km was taken for this graph, versus a depth down to only 550 km for
other pages on this site discussing this issue.  This graph is thus more comprehensive, and thus more
accurate.

THE  SHADOW  OF  DEATH
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Excerpts from Worlds in Collision, by Velikovsky, pp. 127-128:

If the eruption of a single volcano can darken the atmosphere over the entire globe, a simultaneous and
prolonged eruption of thousands of volcanoes would blacken the sky.  Volcanoes vomit water vapor as
well as cinders.  Following the cataclysm, the author of Codex Chimalpopaoca, in his history of the suns,
shows us terrifying celestial phenomena...followed by darkness that covered the face of the Earth, in one
instance for a period of 25 years.

In the Ermitage Papyrus in Leningrad...there are lamantations about a terrible catastrophe, when heaven
and Earth turned upside down.  After this catastrophe darkness covered the Earth.  The “shadow of death”
is related to the time of the wandering in the desert after the Exodus from Egypt.  The sinister meaning of
the words “shadow of death” corresponds with the description of the Ermitage Papyrus: “None can live
when the Sun is veiled by clouds.”

The phenomenon of gloom enduring for years impressed itself on the memory of the Twelve Tribes and is
mentioned in many passages in the Bible. Psalms 44:19:  “The people that walked in darkness...in the land
of the shadow of death”.

VIOLENT  WINDS

Excerpts from ZetaTalk:

At the shift, the surface of the Earth will move, in just under an hour, more than a quarter turn.  Where
massive earthquakes and tidal waves occur when this motion “stops”, hurricane force winds, world wide,
occur “during” this shift.

During the shift, the atmosphere of the Earth does several things, all at once.  It drags along with the Earth,
to which it is attracted, being primarily more involved with gravity attraction straight down. Do not the
waters in your oceans move with the Earth as it turns?  The atmosphere is an ocean too, just lighter and
therefore more mobile.  It moves as a mass, pushing on air in other places and likewise, itself being pushed.
Thus, even in those places on the Earth which are not moving, during the shift, being pivot points, the air is
turbulent. It swirls, as circular motion in air masses is the response to conflicting forces, as seen in the
circular motion of tornadoes and hurricanes.

BOILING  EARTH  AND  SEA

Excerpts from Worlds in Collision, by Velikovsky, pp. 91-92:

The Mexican sacred book, Popol-Vuh, the Manuscript Cakchiquel, the Manuscript Troano all record
how the mountains in every part of the Western Hemisphere simultaneously gushed lava...  The rivers
steamed, and even the bottom of the sea boiled here and there. The Zend-Avesta says: “The sea boiled, all
the shores of the ocean boiled, all the middle of it boiled.”

The traditions of the Indians (also) retain the memory of this boiling of the water in river and sea.  The tribes
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of British Columbia tell: “Great clouds appeared...and such a great heat came, that finally the water boiled.
People jumped into the streams and lakes to cool themselves, and died.”  On the North Pacific Coast of
America the tribes insist that the ocean boiled: “It grew very hot...many animals jumped into the water to
save themselves, but the water began to boil.”  The Indians of the Southern Ute tribe in Colorado record
in their legends that the rivers boiled.

Jewish tradition, as preserved in the rabbinical sources, declares that the mire at the bottom of the Sea of
Passage was heated.  Hesiod in his Theogony, relating the upheaval caused by a celestial collision, says:
“The huge earth groaned...  A great part of the huge earth was scorched by the terrible vapor and melted
as tin melts when heated by man’s art...or as iron, which is hardest of all things, is softened by glowing fire
in mountain glens.”

THE  HURRICANE

Excerpts from Worlds in Collision, by Velikovsky, pp. 67-69:

Manuscript Troano and other documents of the Mayas describe a cosmic catastrophe during which the
ocean fell on the continent, and a terrible hurricane swept the Earth. The hurricane broke up and carried
away all towns and all forests.  A wild tornado moved through the debris descending from the sky.  The end
of the world was brought by Hurakan.  From this name is derived hurricane, the word we use for a strong
wind.

The theme of the cosmic hurricane is reiterated time and again in the Hindu Vedas and in the Persian
Avesta. The 11th tablet of the Epic of Gilgamesh says that 6 days and a night the hurricane, deluge, and
tempest continued sweeping the land and mankind perished almost altogether.  The Maoris narrate that
amid a stupendous catastrophe the mighty winds, the fierce squalls, the clouds, dense, dark, fiery, wildly
drifting, wildly bursting, rushed on Creation, ... and swept away giant forests and lashed the waters into
billows whose crests rose high like mountains.

The Polynesians celebrate a god, Taafanua.  In Arabic, Tyfoon is a whirlwind and Tufan is the Deluge; and
the same word occurs in Chinese as Ty-fong.  It appears as though the noise of the hurricane was...not
unlike the name Typhon.

THE  HAIL  OF  STONES

Excerpts from Worlds in Collision, by Velikovsky, pp. 51-53:

Following the red dust, a small dust, like ashes of the furnace fell in all the land of Egypt (Exodus 9:18), and
then a shower of meteorites flew toward the Earth.  We are informed by Midrashic and Talmudic sources
that the stones which fell on Egypt were hot.  Ipuwer wrote: “Trees are destroyed.  No fruits, no herbs are
found. Grain has perished on every side.”  In the Book of Exodus (9:25) it is written: “And the hail smote
every herb of the field, and brake every tree of the field.”

The description of such a catastrophe is found in the Visuddhi-Magga, a Buddhist text on the world
cycles. “When a world cycle is destroyed by wind...there arises...a wind.  First it raises a fine dust, then
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coarse dust, then fine sand, then coarse sand, then grit, stones, up to boulders as large as trees.”  The
Mexican Annals of Cuauhtitlan describe how a cosmic catastrophe was accompanied by a hail of stones.
[End quoting]

Art Bell recently told of people calling in to his radio talk-show reporting that a meteor stone came through
their roof.

FIRESTORMS

Excerpts from ZetaTalk:

“These fire storms are caused by reactions of atmospheric gasses to the turmoil going on.  Petrocarbons
are in essence created, due to the flashes of lightning and intense heat due to passage over open volcanoes,
and these petrocarbons rain down, afire, at times.”

TIDAL  WAVE

Excerpts from ZetaTalk:

“Where the Earth, dragged by its core, is shifting into a new, albeit temporary, alignment with the giant
comet, its waters resist greatly.  Thus the waters slosh over the nearby land, in the direction opposite to the
shift. This is lessened by a tendency of the waters directly under the giant comet to rise up to meet the
comet.  The waters heap up, in what appear to be giant waves.  This tends to lessen the sloshing over a
shoreline on the comet side, but has no effect on the water’s movement on the dark side of the Earth.”

THE  TIDE

Excerpts from Worlds in Collision, by Velikovsky, pp. 70-75:

The slowing down or stasis of the Earth in its rotation would cause a tidal recession of water toward the
poles, but the celestial body nearby would disturb this poleward recession, drawing the water toward
itself. The traditions of many peoples persist that seas were torn apart and their water heaped high and
thrown upon the continents.

The traditions of the people of Peru tell that for a period of time the Sun was not in the sky, and then the
ocean left the shore and with a terrible din broke over the continent.  The Choctaw Indians of Oklahoma
relate: “The Earth was plunged in darkness for a long time.”  Finally a dark light appeared in the north, “but
it was mountain-high waves, rapidly coming nearer”.  According to the Lapland epic, after the sea-wall fell
on the continent, gigantic waves continued to roll and dead bodies were dashed about in the dark waters.

The Hebrew story of the passage of the sea (relates that) the bottom of the sea was uncovered, the waters
were driven apart and heaped up like walls in a double tide.  The Septuagint translation of the Bible says
that the water stood “as a wall”, and the Koran, referring to this event, says “like mountains”.  In the old
rabbinical literature it is said that the water was suspended as if it were “Glass, solid and massive”.
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EXCERPTS  FROM  EARTH
IN  UPHEAVAL,  TIDAL  WAVE

Excerpted from the INTERNET, Troubled Times, 6/19/98: [quoting]

Earth In Upheaval by Velikovsky, pp. 51-54:

Fissures in the rocks...all over Western Europe, are choked with bones of animals, some of extinct races,
others, though of the same age, of races still surviving.  The bones...are mostly broken and splintered into
innumerable sharp fragments and are evidently not those of animals devoured by beasts of prey.  The Rock
of Gibraltar is intersected by numerous crevices filled with bones.  The bones are broken and splintered.
The remains of panther, lynx, caffir-cat, hyena, wolf, bear, rhinoceros, horse, wild boar, red deer, fallow
deer, ibex, ox, hare, rabbit, have been found in these ossiferous fissures.  On Corsica, Sardinia, and Sicily
the broken bones of animals choke the fissures in the rocks.

The state of preservation of the bones indicates that the animals, all of them, perished in the same period of
time.  No hardened animal feces were found, indicating that the dead beasts had not lived in these hollows
or fissures.  No teeth marks of hyena or of any other animal are found in the osseous mass.  The bones are
those of animals of all ages down to the fetus, nor do they show traces of weathering or exposure.

The extremely fresh condition of the bones, proved by the retention of so large a proportion of animal
matter, shows that the event was, geologically, comparatively recent.  The fact that animals of all ages were
involved in the catastrophe shows it to have been sudden.

EAST  AND  WEST

Excerpts from Worlds in Collision:
Our planet rotates from west to east.  Has it always done so?  There is testimony from all parts of the world
that the side which is now turned toward the evening once faced the morning.  The Egyptians pride them-
selves on being the most ancient people in the world. In their authentic annals...one may read that...the
course of the stars has changed direction...and that the sun has set in that part of the sky where it rises
today.  In the Papyrus Ipuwer it is similarly stated that “the land turns round as does a potter’s wheel” and
“the Earth turns over”.

Plato wrote in his dialogue: “At certain periods the universe has its present circular motion, and at other
periods it revolves in the reverse direction.” Plato wrote in Politicus:  “There is at that time great destruc-
tion of animals in general, and only a small part of the human race survives”.  The Chinese say that it is only
since a new order of things has come about that the stars move from east to west.  The signs of the Chinese
zodiac have the strange peculiarity of proceeding in a retrograde direction, that is, against the course of the
Sun.  The Eskimos of Greenland told missionaries that in an ancient time the Earth turned over.

FIRESTORMS

Excerpts from ZetaTalk:
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These fire storms are caused by reaction of atmospheric gasses to the turmoil going on.

Petrocarbons are in essence created, due to the flashes of lightning and intense heat due to passage over
open volcanoes, and these petrocearbons rain down, afire, at times.

NAPTHA

Excerpts from Worlds in Collision, by Velikovsky, pp. 53-55:

Crude petroleum is composed of two elements, carbon and hydrogen.  The inorganic theory (of the origin
of petroleum states that) hydrogen and carbon were brought together in the rock formations of the Earth
under great heat and pressure.  The tails of comets are composed mainly of carbon and hydrogen gases.
Lacking oxygen, they do not burn in flight, but the inflammable gases, passing through an atmosphere
containing oxygen, will be set on fire, binding all the oxygen available at the moment.

The descent of a sticky fluid which came earthward and blazed with heavy smoke is recalled in the oral and
written traditions of the inhabitants of both hemispheres.

Popol-Vuh, the sacred book of the Mayas, narrates: “People were drowned in a sticky substance raining
from the sky...and then there was a great din of fire above their heads.”  The entire population of the land
was annihilated. A similar account is preserved in the Annals of Cuauhtitlan.  The age which ended in the
rain of fire was called “the sun of fire-rain”.

In Siberia, the Voguls carried down through the centuries and millennia this memory:  “God sent a sea of
fire upon the Earth.”  In the East Indies, the aboriginal tribes relate that in the remote past “water of fire”
rained from the sky.  With very few exceptions, all men died.  The (Egyptian) papyrus Ipuwer describes
this consuming fire.  “Gates, columns, and walls are consumed by fire.  The sky is in confusion.”  The
papyrus says that this fire almost exterminated mankind.

THE  SHIFT

Excerpts from Strangers Among Us, by Ruth Montgomery, pp. 228-230:

The event itself will occur in the twinkling of an eye, as the Earth slurps onto its side.  In daylight areas, the
Sun will seem to stand still overhead.  Those who are capable of reaching safety will see the Earth’s surface
tremble, shudder, and in some places become a sea of boiling water as the oceans pour upon the land....
Picture a giant wave, higher than a ten story building, racing toward shore.  Ferocious winds will howl
across the land.  The stars will seem to swing giddily in the heavens.  As dawn breaks the Sun will seem-
ingly rise from the wrong place on the horizon.

THE  COMING  CHANGES
Excerpts from Mary’s Message to the World, by Annie Kirkwood, pp. 2-3:

As the world turns and changes direction, many natural occurrences will be deemed disasters.
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Mountains will move, seas will be upturned; new lands will come out of the ocean, some of the land which
is now inhabited will be inundated and returned to the ocean floor to be allowed to renew.  These natural
disasters have already started, but in the future they will occur more often and with increasing violence.

CATACLYSMS

From Troubled Times:

I am amazed at the number of people that don’t get it.  A pole shift is a very, very bad thing.  To think you
will be able to survive by holing up in your bunker for a couple of years and then come out to plant your
crops tells me that one does not appreciate the gravity of the situation.  A pole shift will cause permanent
climactic change for any part of the globe.  The upset to the global ecology will be long term.  This is why
many species don’t make it through.  Its not a matter of surviving the shift itself; that, by comparison, is the
easy part.  For those counting on the lift, be prepared to be thrown from the frying pan into the fire.  A
primitive existence may be possible in some parts of the world if you are lucky.  By primitive I mean you
have breathable air, you have water that won’t kill you, and you can scrounge for the little bit of protein that
wanders your way, that’s it.

If Velikovsky is right, there is little hope of having useable sunlight for a long, long time.  Volcanoes are
prolific producers of noxious gasses and dust.  Expect CO

2
, H

2
S, NOX, Arsenic, Lead, and many other

nasties to climb to toxic levels just about anywhere.  Microorganisms will be tossed into the air [which] our
immune systems haven’t seen for thousands of years.  If that is not enough, dust will linger in the upper
atmosphere for many years to come, blocking our life giving Sun.  This shift is unique for us, the difference
is population, we have available to us more knowledge, resources, economies of scale only achievable by
many brains with the ability to communicate with one another.  We do not have to settle for a 90% or 99%
mortality rate.  The fittest among us may be able to survive to propagate with primitive preparations, but
we do not have to settle for that.  We have know-how called technology, some of it appropriate, some not,
which can help us to improve our odds if we are willing to shift from being consumers of the fruits of
technology and towards claiming it as our own.  This may mean that instead of knowing how to use a water
filter you may take the trouble to understand its composition and how it works.  It may mean that you will
have to take the responsibility to learn the fundamentals of ecology so you can rebuild it where Nature
can’t or won’t for your benefit.  We do not have to be at the mercy of Nature where we can command
Nature.

For those of you who get it, more power to ya.  For those of you who don’t, food for thought.

Offered by mail to: <shk@telepath.com> Steve

AMBROSIA  &  MILK
AND  HONEY

Excerpts from Worlds in Collision by Velikovsky, pp. 134-138:

In what way did this veil of gloom dissolve itself?  Has any testimony been preserved that during the many
years of gloom carbohydrate precipitated?  After the nightly cooling, the carbohydrates precipitated and
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fell with the morning dew.  It had an oily taste like honeycomb, and was ground between stones and baked
in pans.  The clouds brought the heavenly bread, it is also said in the Talmud.

There was a world fire, says the Icelandic tradition, followed by the Fimbul-winter, and only one human
pair remained alive in the north.  They fed on morning dew, and from (this pair) come the folk who people
the renewed Earth.

The Maoris of New Zealand tell of fiery winds and fierce clouds that lashed the waters into tidal waves that
touched the sky and were accompanied by furious hallstorms.  The ocean fled.  The progeny of the storm
and hail were “Mist, the Heavy dew and Light dew”.

The Greeks called the heavenly bread ambrosia.  It is described by the Greek poets in identical terms with
manna: it had the taste of honey and a fragrance.  The Atharva-Veda hymns say that honey-lash came
down from fire and wind; ambrosia fell, and streams of honey flowed upon the Earth.  The grains also fell
upon the water, and the rivers became milky in appearance (i.e. lands of milk and honey).

NEW  GEOGRAPHY
AFTER  THE  POLE  SHIFT

From ZetaTalk:

After the Pole Shift the Earth begins rotating again, with its new poles in the same relative position to the
Solar System as today.  In other words, whatever part of the Earth is North, magnetically, after the shift,
will become the new North Pole.  The Pole Shift, with consequent realignment of the poles, will place the
new equator over formerly frozen lands.  Greenland, Canada, Alaska, Siberia, and Europe will be affected
by the new equator.  This will not mean that these areas will be lush, right away.  The temperate zones, not
all that lush to begin with, will find themselves after the cataclysms in a warm state, but with little vegetation.
Past cataclysms have regularly rearranged the Earth’s geography and climate zones, as the Earth attests.
The continents, once one large land mass, were torn apart, temperate or tropical areas suddenly freezing
up and covering over with ice and snow that never melts, and frozen wastelands gradually melting and
warming to sustain life once again.  Mountains in mountain building areas were pushed higher and subduct-
ing plates were suddenly slid under the overplate.

THE  IVORY  ISLANDS

Excerpts from Earth in Upheaval, by Velikovsky:

Fossil tusks of the mammoth—an extinct elephant—were found in northern Siberia and brought south-
ward to markets at a very early time.  Northern Siberia provided more than half the world’s supply of
ivory, many piano keys and many billiard balls being made from the fossil tusks of mammoths.

In 1797 the body of a mammoth, with flesh, skin, and hair, was found in northeastern Siberia.  The flesh
had the appearance of freshly frozen beef; it was edible, and wolves and sled dogs fed on it without harm.
The ground must have been frozen ever since the day of their entombment; had it not been frozen, the
bodies of the mammoths would have putrefied in a single summer, but they remained unspoiled for some
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thousands of years.  In some mammoths, when discovered, even the eyeballs were still preserved.

(All) this shows that the cold became suddenly extreme...and knew no relenting afterward.  In the stom-
achs and between the teeth of the mammoths were found plants and grasses that do not grow now in
northern Siberia...(but are)...now found in southern Siberia.  Microscopic examination of the skin showed
red blood corpuscles, which was proof not only of a sudden death, but that the death was due to suffoca-
tion either by gases or water.

SINKING  ATLANTIC

As we have stated, the Atlantic will widen and the Pacific will shorten.  Where the Pacific effect will cause
sudden and violent subduction of several plates, which are already subducting, in the Atlantic the effect will
be the opposite.  A gulf will appear, with plates torn apart and the softer magma under the plates exposed
to the cold Atlantic water.  Where this will harden the magma, and establish new plate surface, there will be
less support for the abridging plates, those that attach however remotely to the shorelines of the Americas,
Europe, and Africa.  These non-supported plates will sink, somewhat, bringing their formerly above-water
land masses down under the water in many places.  As an instance, Europe and in particular the western
islands of Britain and Ireland will find itself more affected than some other parts of the globe.

WHALES  IN  THE  MOUNTAINS

Excerpts from Earth in Upheaval:

Bones of whale have been found 440 feet above sea level, north of Lake Ontario; a skeleton of another
whale was discovered in Vermont, more than 500 feet above sea level; and still another in the Montreal-
Quebec area, about 600 feet above sea level.  Although the Humphrey whale and beluga occasionally
enter the mouth of the St. Lawrence, they do not climb hills.

To account for the presence of whales in the hills of Vermont and Montreal, at elevations of 500 and 600
feet, requires the lowering of the land to that extent.  The accepted theory is that the land in the region of
Montreal and Vermont was depressed more than 600 feet by the weight of ice and kept in this position for
a while after the ice melted.  Another solution would be for an ocean tide, carrying the whales, to have
trespassed upon the land.

But along the coast of Nova Scotia and New England stumps of trees stand in water, telling of once
forested country that (has since become) submerged. And opposite the mouths of the St. Lawrence and
the Hudson rivers are deep (land) canyons stretching for hundreds of miles into the ocean.  These indicate
that the land (has become) sea, being depressed in post-glacial times.  When did both processes go on
simultaneously, in neighboring areas, here up, there down?

DESCRIPTION  OF  APPROACHING  12th  PLANET
AND  EARTH  FLIPPING  ON  HER  AXIS?

Revelation 8:
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5 And the angel took the censer, and filled it with fire of the altar, and cast it into the Earth: and there were
voices, and thunderings, and lightnings, and an earthquake.

6 And the seven angels which had the seven trumpets prepared themselves to sound.

7 The first angel sounded, and there followed hail and fire mingled with blood [iron oxide?], and they were
cast upon the Earth: and the third part of trees was burnt up, and all green grass was burnt up.

8 And the second angel sounded, and as it were a great mountain burning with fire was cast into the sea:
and the third part of the sea became blood;

9 And the third part of the creatures which were in the sea, and had life, died; and the third part of the ships
were destroyed.

10 And the third angel sounded, and there fell a great star from heaven, burning as it were a lamp, and it fell
upon the third part of the rivers, and upon the fountains of waters;

11 And the name of the star is called Wormwood [12th planet with its bitter blood-red iron oxide tail?]:
and the third part of the waters became wormwood; and many men died of the waters, because they were
made bitter.

12 And the fourth angel sounded, and the third part of the Sun was smitten, and the third part of the Moon,
and the third part of the stars; so as the third part of them was darkened, and the day shone not for a third
part of it, and the night likewise [when the Earth flips on its axis?—not the magnetic flip].

13 And I beheld, and heard an angel flying through the midst of heaven, saying with a loud voice, Woe,
woe, woe, to the inhabiters of the Earth by reason of the other voices of the trumpet of the three angels,
which are yet to sound!

ON  ENDANGERED  SPECIES

Regarding saving DNA from animal species, so that these species will continue after the cataclysms.

Excerpts from ZetaTalk:

This is not a human endeavor we would recommend.  In the first place, humans are not adept at regener-
ating a creature from DNA, nor would you be able to store this DNA effectively, given the nature of the
cataclysms.  The DNA would be spoiled due to neglect, as humans would have so many greater concerns
during the Aftertime.  In the second place, animals in one form or another have survived repeated cata-
clysms.  Natural evolution takes place, in any case, and the cataclysms only trip the balance this way or
that.  Without the cataclysms your Earth’s animal species would be different, a different mix, and with some
species now long extinct still present.  But because these extinct species had survived, others would not
have thrived, due to competition.  Therefore, beyond protecting nature preserves, do not concern yourself
over animal survival.  Nature looks after her own.  [End quoting]
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PLANET  COVER-UP  MECHANISM

Excerpted from ZetaTalk:

Along those lines, as to why the rich and powerful who set the rules would not want the 12th Planet’s threat
known by the public, is the existing ZetaTalk topic called Impossible Message, at http://www.zetatalk.com/
govmt/g85.htm, a portion below (Begin ZetaTalk[TM]) The major governments of the world, and we are
speaking here of key members of the super powers, and captains of industry already have regular briefings
on what the Hubble has  viewed  and  recorded.  The  path  of  the  12th Planet continues to confirm our
statements, made in private to these individuals just as we have made them public through ZetaTalk, so the
angle and movement during the passage are more and more considered predictable.

At the point where many feel they know what will happen and when, what will those members of the
establishment in anguish over their past silence do? They will dither and argue among themselves, until the
final weeks, for the following reasons:  Various plans to harbor and protect the populace will constantly be
under discussion and even quietly implemented. Emptying the cities into tents, feeding them temporarily on
stores of soybeans and grain, and commanding armies of surviving citizens in rebuilding new cities. One
does not want to issue a warning unless a solution can be muttered in the next breath, and the solution will
never be agreed upon or feasible.  Plans to harbor and protect the populace require a functioning society
for the plans to become an actuality. Thus, as issuing a warning will cause panic and disruption, the estab-
lishment will invariably choose to delay the warning, especially as their plans to harbor and protect the
populace will never become firm.

* The size of any rescue operation is beyond the capacity of governments, a fact they readily admit to
themselves.  With increasing crop failures, even the stores during times of plenty will become depleted.  If
the welfare class has become an impossible burden in the US and the homeless die on the streets, how will
the government sustain the whole populace for even a few short weeks?

The panic that would ensue from a general announcement of the forthcoming cataclysms would in and of
itself be deemed a disaster to avoid.  Beyond the concerns of the banking industry, which would collapse
due to lack of confidence in the continuing worth of many assets, and beyond the concerns of industry
which requires the faithful attendance of its employees in order to function, there is concern about possible
looting, suicides, mass migration of peoples, and never-ending demands that the government do some-
thing. (End ZetaTalk[TM])

DR.  AL’s  SUMMATION:

Hopefully this will give you enough knowledge to encourage you to do some thorough  preparations.

This is not in your distant future—IT IS NOW!  We are already entering the Photon Belt, the Sun is
already erupting with unprecedented amounts of radiation, the number of volcanos erupting and the num-
ber of severe storms are increasing rapidly.  The winds and hurricanes-typhoons-tornados are more nu-
merous and severe—expect steady sustained winds of well over 200 mph as the jet stream reaches the
ground on numerous occasions.  All of these will increase in severity rapidly.  As stated above, the elite do
not want you informed—purposely.  Ignorant people are much easier to control.
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So if you don’t care that you’ll probably die if you don’t get informed and put your trust in God, then stay
ignorant and you can go back to another 3rd-dimension planet and start from scratch and retake your
lessons until you do learn.

All on Planet Earth are in for the ride of their lives—which we will remember forever—as this planet
rumbles, tumbles, spins and breaks up.  Within a very few short years we will not be able to recognize this
planet as our home—the changes are going to be so massive.

Let us, also, not forget the—highly probable—major worldwide financial crisis and a major nuclear
war to happen soon!

There is a very bright upside to all of this and that is Mother Earth will not have to put up with any of this
negativity again since she is being raised into a higher dimension and is being cleansed (washed and scrubbed)
and turned over—comparable to the farmer plowing for a new crop—as part of this process.  God is
renewing Earth to get rid of all the negativity that we put on and into her.

Let’s all grow up and vow to never do or allow this to happen again.

MAY GOD HELP US ALL!!

MORE  RESOURCES

Article <6ekrq2$n4jg@sjx-ixnlO.ix.netcom.com> From: Nancy <saquo@ix.netcom.com> Newsgroups:
sci.astro Subject: 1997 XF1 I & Orion

In article <6e9l 1 d$k5 q@bgtnsc03.worldnet.att. net> Article <jerbidoc-1303981619320001@1
c3l2.zianet.com> From: jerbidoc@zianet.com Oerry and judy)
Newsgroups: sci.astro Subject: Re: Asteroid 1997 XFI I Orbital Elements?

<http://in-search-of com/frames/WWWBoard/messages/304.html>
<http://www.lclark.edu/~wstone/skytour/mags.html>

C. L. Turnage, P.O. Box 141049, Dallas, Texas 75214
Author has written 3 books which expand upon the writings of Zecharia Sitchin in regards to Nibiru.
Neil Freer, author Breaking the Godspell [Search the Net and Net bookstores for this]

SEARCH THE NET AND THE NEWS GROUPS FOR OTHER SOURCES.
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